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FOREWORD

EPA is charged by Congress to protect the nation's land, air and water systems. Under a mandate of national environmental laws focused on air and water quality, solid waste management and the control of toxic substances, pesticides, noise and radiation, the Agency strives to formulate and implement actions which lead to a compatible balance between human activities and the ability of natural systems to support and nurture life.

The Robert S. Kerr Environmental Research Laboratory is the Agency's center of expertise for investigation of the soil and subsurface environment. Personnel at the Laboratory are responsible for management of research programs to: (a) determine the fate, transport and transformation rates of pollutants in the soil, the unsaturated and saturated zones of the subsurface environment; (b) define the processes to be used in characterizing the soil and subsurface environment as a receptor of pollutants; (c) develop techniques for predicting the effect of pollutants on ground water, soil, and indigenous organisms; and (d) define and demonstrate the applicability and limitations of using natural processes, indigenous to the soil and subsurface environment, for the protection of this resource.

This report presents a discussion of three tools that can be used for determining the mechanical integrity of injection wells. Each tool is unique in its own right and can be applied to specific problems encountered in injection well mechanical integrity determinations. The ability to understand the application of each tool will help to assure that the use of injection wells for disposal of waste will not endanger underground sources of drinking water.

Clinton W. Hall
Director
Robert S. Kerr Environmental Research Laboratory
ABSTRACT

Regulations of the Environmental Protection Agency require that an injection well exhibit both internal and external mechanical integrity. The external mechanical integrity consideration is that there is no significant fluid movement into an underground source of drinking water through vertical channels adjacent to the injection well bore.

Mechanical integrity problems both related and not-related to injection can be investigated using the three logging tools: radioactive tracer, noise and temperature.

The operational principles of each tool are discussed, followed by the principles by which the tools detect flow and examples of the tool being used in such application. Finally, general operational guidelines are outlined to assist the reader in the application of each tool.
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Temperature, Radioactive Tracer, and Noise Logging for Injection Well Integrity

Introduction

This report describes the application of the above logging tools to injection well operation in order to infer the answer to two questions:

(1) Is the injected water entering intervals other than the interval approved for disposal?

(2) Does the presence of the borehole allow crossflow from saltier water formations into underground sources of drinking water?

The problems associated with positive answers to these questions are referred to as related and nonrelated injection well problems, respectively. In actuality, noninjection related problems in one borehole can generally be traced to long standing related problems in other wellbores. For this reason, injection related problems are the first discussed as consideration is given to how each of the three logging tools tells if injected fluid is being confined to the approved interval. This discussion will necessarily entail consideration of proper use of each tool as well as a detailed look at what the survey results mean. The entire field of production logging is somewhat unique in that how one does things is usually more important than what one does.

Once the problem of confinement, or the lack of such, is dealt with, then the use of the tools for noninjection related flows from abnormally pressured into normally pressured zones or from normally pressured into depleted zones will be discussed. The operational procedures and the interpretational guidelines for these situations are not the same as those for demonstrating confinement. In general, the radioactive tracer tool must be replaced by neutron activation tools that create a tracer behind pipe as well as inside pipe. These latter tools are a specialty in their own right and are not discussed in these notes.

The tools are introduced in the same order as listed in the title: Temperature, Radioactive Tracer, and Noise. This ordering recognizes both general utility and level of expertise necessary for effective utilization. A temperature survey has unique features unmatched by any of the other logging tools. Furthermore, it is the least likely to mislead the interpreter provided one is thoroughly trained in its use. To the uninitiated, a temperature survey can, however, be rather perplexing.

As each tool is introduced, its operational principles are discussed briefly. Next, those principles by which the tool detects flow are given in some detail. This understanding is necessary if the log analyst is to "know what to expect" on the log. This development is then followed by
numerous examples in the form of illustrations. Finally, general operational guidelines are attempted now that the reader has a basis to not only appreciate the significance of such but also to recognize their specific limitations.

**Temperature Surveys**

The temperature logging tool is the oldest of the production surveying instruments. Records of its use to indicate downhole flow dates back into the middle 1930's. These early thermometers were run on "slick" line and recorded downhole, usually on oxide-coated metal charts of the same sort as those found in downhole pressure "bombs." The sensing element in these earliest thermometers was a column of mercury whose expansion or contraction positioned a floating piston to which was attached the "scribing" pen. In time, these sensors were replaced by vapor-pressure type detectors, that is, by bulbs partially filled by a volatile liquid whose vapor pressure increased with temperature. This pressure, in turn, was measured by a bourdon type element already in use in pressure gauges. This latter type of thermometer has survived to the present time and is still in use, mainly for bottomhole temperature measurements. As surveying tools they are cumbersome to use. Not only do they require careful shop calibration but, also, their slow response requires the operator to make stops of 5 to 15 minutes' duration each at those stations selected for temperature measurement. By way of contrast, modern electric wireline thermometers not only have better resolution, but also have sufficiently rapid response time that, at logging speeds of 30 feet per minute, a continuous record can be obtained that parallels true borehole fluid temperature variation with depth and that lags by no more than about one degree Fahrenheit. These are the tools described in this document.

**Continuously Recording Thermometers:** A schematic of a modern, electric wireline thermometer appears on frame A of Figure 1. A cage, open to wellbore fluid, is located at the bottom of the tool. Contained in this cage is a thermistor that senses the surrounding fluid temperature. The preferred sensor is a platinum element of some sort, either a tiny coil of platinum wire or a platinum-film resistor. Platinum is an ideal temperature sensor because its resistivity is stable and increases linearly with temperature over a wide range. Thus, the tool makes a continuous measurement of the resistance of the thermistor, which, by shop calibration, is directly related to the temperature of the sensor's environment. In actual construction, the thermistor is either one branch of a bridge circuit or has a constant current passed through it. In either case, the voltage drop across the sensor is directly proportional to its resistance. This voltage is used to control the frequency output of a voltage-controlled oscillator, the "spikes" from which are transmitted up the logging cable to be counted at the surface. So long as the pulses (spikes) are of high enough voltage to be detectable at the surface, the tool output is independent of the length (resistance) of logging cable between the tool and the surface recorders.

On analog recording trucks, the transmitted counts per minute are converted to a voltage by a counting circuit and recorded on a pen-and-ink strip-chart recorder as a temperature, or gradient, trace. This is trace 1 on Figure 2, a section of temperature log from a flowing well that produces 1,800 barrels per day (BPD) of liquids most of which is water. The scale in degrees Fahrenheit at the bottom of the log goes with this trace. As frame (A), Figure 1, shows, an amplified trace
Figure 1. A surface recording, continuous thermometer.

of temperature changes can be generated by the output of a differentiating amplifier whose input is the same voltage that gives the temperature record. The resulting “differential” trace magnifies the changes in slope on the temperature curve and, as is evident from curve 2 on Figure 2, is well worth the additional charge even though no absolute scale is associated with the trace.

When used in the manner illustrated in Figure 2, a temperature survey becomes a high-precision flow survey that has the best vertical resolution of all logging tools. For example, the increase in slope recorded at depth A on the differential trace 2 fixes the bottommost point of production more precisely than the depth scale itself can be established. Depth A can be shifted by no more than the width of the pen mark, ± 1/2 foot. Furthermore, the tool will resolve temperature changes as small as 0.05°F. An excursion of about this size is caused by the small entry at depth C on the log of Figure 2. This is the only flow meter that would detect such a small entry. The large entry at depth B is, of course, quite evident as is the lack of entries from anywhere in the middle set of perforations. The accuracy of the absolute temperature values on Figure 2 depends completely on when and how carefully the tool was last calibrated.
Figure 2. A section of a temperature survey from a well flowing mainly water at 1800 BPD.

On digital logging trucks, the pulses transmitted up the logging cable are processed for tape storage by a binary coded digit unit (BCD). This is essentially a counting device with its own separate clock that is not synchronized with the downhole "clock" or tool. The conversion from pulses per minute to binary coded digits therefore introduces a sampling error that is considerable relative to the resolution of the downhole tool. Before display, this noise is filtered from the record with "suppressor" filters. The resulting degradation in signal quality is evident from a comparison of frames A and B of Figure 3 which show the results of processing the same temperature log by analog and digital panels, respectively.
(A) Analog Panel

(B) Digital Panel with "Suppressor"

Figure 3. Temperature logs from same thermometer in gas well but with processing by two different surface panels.

**Tool Specifications:** Modern temperature survey tools are designed to function at pressures up to 20,000 PSIG and at temperatures of 350° to 400°F. Special high-temperature tools are also available which extend the operating range up to about 550°F. The combined length of the cage containing the sensor and the barrel containing the electronics is no more than about 4 feet. This short length allows the tool to be run in combination with other surveying instruments. The diameter of commercial tools range from a minimum of 7/8-inch to a maximum of 1 11/16-inch. The small 7/8-inch version is used extensively to survey down the annulus of wells on rod pumps. They are also useful for passing through tight spots in old injection wells. A 1 3/8-inch diameter instrument is the preferred choice for use in 2-inch tubing that contains nipples of various types.

**Logging Procedures:** Temperature surveys are best run going into the hole with the temperature sensor located as near as possible to the bottom end of the tool string. This allows the sensor to contact fluid that has not been mixed vertically by the passage of the tool and wireline. The tool need not be run with centralizers and the logging speed should not exceed 40 ft/min with 20 to 30 ft/min being preferable. The survey should start at least 100 feet above the zone of interest to allow time for the moving tool to stabilize.

**Static Temperature Gradients:** The static temperature in a wellbore increases gradually with depth into the well. In most areas of the North American continent, this increase will occur at a rate between 0.5 and 2.5 degrees Fahrenheit for each 100-foot increase in depth, with a value of
1.7°F/100 ft (3°C/100 M) being typical. The major portion of this static gradient results from heat production in the earth’s crust by radioactive decay of minerals; consequently, local gradients reflect primarily the relative richness in shale of the subsurface. Typical static gradients in Texas and Louisiana are illustrated on Figure 4. These are all measured in wells that have never undergone injection or production and that have been shut-in for at least one year after completion.

The detailed variations in static gradients are determined by variations in the effective thermal conductivity, $k$, of the combined rock and pore fluids. Typical values for $k$ in BTU/HR-ft²-(°F/ft) for various earth materials as well as for water, oil and gas are listed in Table 1. As the size of $k$ decreases, the size of the static gradient increases, that is, the rate at which temperature increases with depth becomes larger. From this table, one can infer that it is the water content mainly that

\[
T_{\text{max}} = 80^\circ \text{F} + 2^\circ \text{F/100 ft depth} \\
(\text{see Figure 1})
\]

\[
T_{\text{min}} = 70^\circ \text{F} + 0.5^\circ \text{F/100 ft depth} \\
(\text{see Figure 1})
\]

Figure 4. Static temperature gradients in the Texas-Louisiana area.
TABLE 1. HOW LITHOLOGY AFFECTS STATIC THERMAL GRADIENTS (POROUS MATERIALS ARE WATER SATURATED)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity, $k$ BTU/hr-ft$^2$ - (°F/ft)</th>
<th>Increasing Geothermal Gradient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quartzite</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anhydrite</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shale</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thermal Conductivity, $k = \text{Heat Flux/Temperature Gradient}$

determines the location of a particular lithotype in this ordering. Thus, a shale section, which has high water content, would show a static gradient that is $1.5/0.9 \approx 1.7$ times larger than that in a clean sand section. Figure 5 shows that this magnitude of variation does indeed show up provided the strata in the sequence are sufficiently thick. The numbers in Table 1 show that non-porous lithologies will exhibit the smallest static gradients. This effect is illustrated on Figure 6, which is a static temperature survey from a well drilled into a salt dome near Sugarland, Texas. The gradient of $2.6^\circ F/100$ ft. in the shale above the salt is abnormally high because of the large heat flux upward through the salt “chimney” of high thermal conductivity. The shale gradient is, thus, influenced by factors other than its conductivity and radioactive mineral content.

**Non-Static Temperature Gradients:** Whenever an injection well is shut-in for logging, the wellbore fluid temperature begins its change towards static conditions. The time required to reach static conditions is generally, however, longer than what can be devoted to logging operations. Consequently, the logging operations will usually take place with the wellbore in a thermally dynamic state, that is, with the wellbore temperature displaced from static temperature. In such a state, the thermal conductivity alone does not control the rate at which a given lithology returns to static temperature. Rather, it is the thermal diffusivity that determines the dynamic rate of change with time in the wellbore. This physical property has the dimensions of length$^2$/time and is the ratio formed by division of the thermal conductivity, $k$, by the product of density,
Figure 5. Static temperature gradient variations in a sand-shale sequence.

Figure 6. Static temperature survey from a well penetrating a salt dome.
ρ, and specific heat, Cp. The larger the value of thermal diffusivity, the more rapidly will a material return to static temperature once disturbed. Typical values of thermal diffusivity for various lithotypes appear in Table 2. A pattern can be seen generally similar to that evident from Table 1. Namely, shales lag behind other lithotypes in their recovery to static temperature. This, again, is a consequence of the high water content of shales. Conversely, the non-porous, non-hydrated materials recover most rapidly. Figure 7 is a "cartoon" illustrating the influence lithology can exert on temperature surveys run in a well that is returning to static temperature from the cold side. The hardest material, the siltstone, leads all other lithologies in the return to static temperature thereby appearing as a "hot" spot on the surveys. Likewise, the shales lag everything else and appear as "cold" spots. Had the return been from the hot side of static, then the "direction" of anomalies would be the reverse, the siltstone would be the "cold" spot whereas the shales would appear as warmer areas. The main point of Figure 7 is that lithology can add significant character to shut-in temperature surveys from a well that is still considerably disturbed from static conditions. This character will, however, become progressively less severe as shut-in time increases and the wellbore temperature approaches static. This behavior is in contrast to that of a true injection anomaly whose influence will persist even on otherwise static surveys.

### Table 2. How Lithology Affects Dynamic Thermal Equilibrium (Porous Materials Are Water Saturated)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thermal Diffusivity (\alpha = k/\rho c_p) (ft(^2)/hr)</th>
<th>Increasing Lag Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quartzite</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anhydrite</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shale</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thermal Diffusivity, \(\alpha\) (ft\(^2\)/hr), \(\alpha = \frac{k}{\rho c_p}\) = Conductivity / Density \times Specific Heat
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Frame A of Figure 8 shows that details of a well’s completion also add character to any shut-in survey made in a non-static wellbore. Usually, those parts of the wellbore that are more insulated will lead the lesser insulated portions in the return to static temperature. This behavior is a consequence of the fact that the formation behind the better insulated parts is less disturbed than is that behind the lesser insulated portions. For example, the behavior of the temperature at the casing shoe on frame A at 8,000 feet is the type usually seen on shut-in surveys. In actuality, the reverse behavior is sometimes seen on very short shut-in surveys on which the better insulation is still preserving the wellbore fluid temperature at values closer to that existing at shut-in. This apparently contradictory behavior is, in fact, the consequence of an exceedingly useful and unique feature of temperature surveys; namely, the “distance into the formation” that is examined can be varied by simply varying the shut-in time.
Like lithology influence, completion influences also die out as the wellbore temperature approaches static. Furthermore, completion effects serve as excellent quality control checks on both the operation of the tool and the sensitivity selected for display.

Frame B of Figure 8 shows an additional feature common to shut-in surveys from shut-in wells that were on injection. This feature is the sudden "catch up" in temperature that occurs when a thermometer first enters a liquid column from gas and is thereby in better thermal contact with its environment. Since the water level is typically within a few hundred feet of the surface in an injection well that "goes on vacuum" when shut-in, the direction that catch-up takes depends on whether ambient air temperature is hotter or cooler than the wellbore liquid. Frame B of Figure 8 illustrates the case of cooler air.

(A) Completion Influences on Temperature

(B) Logging Across a Liquid Level

Figure 8. Wellbore influence on temperature surveys.
**Temperature Behavior in Deep Injection Wells:** Most saltwater disposal wells inject into zones at least 2,000 feet deep whose static temperature generally exceeds 115°F. The injection therefore cools the wellbore in the vicinity of the injection zone. Once injection is started, the flowing temperatures in the injection “string” quickly settle to a stable value. In fact, by the time that the tubular volume has been displaced three times, the temperature has made 90% of the necessary adjustment to reach its stable value. This rapid stabilization occurs because the heat transfer from the earth through the tubulars and into the moving stream is at a quite low rate, typically in the range of 50 to 200 BTU/hr per foot of wellbore. In the familiar terminology of “air conditioning,” this rate of heat exchange is less than 0.02 tons of “conditioning.” Consequently, the injected fluid quite literally carries its temperature down with it.

Figure 9 contains three temperature surveys computed for a well on injection at two different rates, 500 and 5,000 BPD. The earth is uniform with a linear gradient of 1.65°F per 100 feet of depth. One-half of the total volumetric rate is injected into porosity at two depths, 6,500 and 7,000 feet, depths B and C respectively. Two inch tubing is set at 5,500 feet, depth A, on a packer in 5 1/2 inch casing. Surveys 1 and 2 compare the profiles for injection at the rate of 500 BPD but with water at two different surface temperatures, 110°F and 80°F, respectively. The

![Diagram of wellbore temperature profiles](image_url)

**Figure 9. Computed injection temperature profiles for a deep, saltwater disposal well.**
latter is static temperature at the surface. If survey 2 is shifted vertically to 1,550 feet, the depth at which survey 1 crosses the static gradient, then the two surveys would overlay each other. Furthermore, surface temperature is seen to have little influence on the profiles at the injection depths. Below the static temperature crossing depth, each profile drops nearly vertically before beginning to bend back towards static. A comparison of surveys 2 and 3 shows that the higher the rate, the more nearly vertical the profile remains. The injection gradient, dT/dz, the rate of temperature change with depth, is therefore inversely related to injection rate. If the injection zones are sufficiently deep, or the injection rate is sufficiently small, each injection profile will become parallel to the static temperature line and be displaced to the cold side by an amount, ΔT = T_{static} - T, that is constant and directly proportional to the injection rate. In fact, if one makes an energy balance on a small length, ΔZ, of wellbore, the following expression for volumetric rate at any depth, Z, is obtained:

\[ q = \frac{A}{\rho c_p} \frac{\Delta T}{\text{d}Z} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ \Delta T = T_{static} - T_{wellbore} \]

This relationship is illustrated graphically on Figure 10 and is the expression needed for flow profiling. The constant A in Eq.(1) depends upon the size and completion details of the wellbore as well as the relevant thermal properties. At two locations with similar completions in a wellbore, the respective rate/ratio is thus

\[ \frac{q_2}{q_1} = \frac{\frac{\Delta T_2}{\Delta T_1}}{\frac{(dT)}{(dz)_1}} \cdot \frac{(dt)}{(dz)_2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This expression is very useful. On the computed surveys of Figure 9, the injecting temperature gradients increase slightly below the end of the tubing string at 5,500 feet, depth A. This increased gradient is the result of the increased heat transfer to a unit of fluid at the slower velocity and more intimate contact with the casing. On the more common depth scales of 1-5

![Figure 10. Relationship between temperature profile and rate for an injection well.](image-url)
inches per 100 feet, this increase is difficult to recognize. As already illustrated on frame A of Figure 8, the completion has more influence on the shut-in surveys.

What is more apparent on the three injecting surveys of Figure 9 is the “catch-up” behavior in temperature that occurs immediately below the topmost loss of fluid into porosity at depth B, 6,500 feet. This sudden increase in slope makes it easy to recognize the location of each injection interval. The “catch-up,” of course, results from the decreased amount of mass flow leaving depth B in the wellbore relative to that arriving at B from above. According to equation (1), a decrease in rate q mandates a decrease in the ratio $\Delta T/(dT/dz)$, which below depth B is affected by a small decrease in $\Delta T$ and a larger increase in $dT/dz$. In fact, between depths B and C the rate of temperature increase with depth stabilizes at a value about twice as large as is the value immediately above depth B, only one-half the volumetric injection rate survives the first loss. The final loss from the well is into porosity at 7,000 feet, depth C. Below this deepest point of injection, the temperature begins its final return to static, a process occurring over some 500 feet below C on Figure 9. The exact distance required for this return depends on several things, the amount of temperature displacement from static, the response time of the thermometer, the logging speed, and the length of time the well has been on injection.

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11.** Computed injection profile at 1,000 BPD with equal amounts injected at each of 10 locations.
The injection zones of Figure 9 are mathematical points devoid of interval thickness. On actual logs it is possible to find, within a given interval, the discrete points of injection with much better vertical resolution than is possible with other flowmeters. This idea is illustrated, again by computed example, on Figure 11 that shows an injection zone 175 feet thick that accepts a total volumetric rate of 1,000 BPD with injection occurring in ten equal increments of 100 BPD each at ten, equally-spaced locations. The discrete increase in slope identify the points of injection. This figure also illustrates the application of flow profiling relation expressed by equation (2). The total injection rate is represented by the ratio

\[
\frac{\Delta T}{dT} = 4148
\]

as calculated at location 1. The injection that survives to the bottom of the perforated interval is represented by the corresponding value of 416, computed for the stable slope at depth 2. This latter value is accordingly only 10% of the former. In theory, similar calculations can be made for each of the ten injection points, but, in fact, some “adjustment” distance is required between exit points for the profiling technique to be valid.

The reader may be puzzled by the fact that on Figure 11 the injection temperature at the deepest exit, the bottom of the perforated interval, is only slightly warmer than that at the topmost exit even though only 10% of the injection reaches the bottom exit. The displacement from static at the top of the perforations is 66°F whereas that at the bottom is ~ 61°F. This seems paradoxical, but actually is not. The total injection rate brings the cold to 5,500 feet at the interval top. Even a small fraction of this rate can travel the remaining 175 feet to the bottom of the interval quickly enough to avoid much warming. It is slope increases that identify losses.

Figure 11 also allows one to perceive the injection profile that would result from that hypothetical situation of uniform injectivity per unit length. This would produce, over the injection interval, a temperature profile that with increasing depth is concave towards static. This behavior is opposite the convex recovery associated with the isolated injection locations depicted on Figure 9. It is this latter type of behavior that will almost without exception be observed on actual temperature surveys.

The above concepts can be applied to the injection profile given on Figure 12. The surveys on this figure come from a well that had been shut-in since the time that a sand-propped, hydraulic fracturing operation had been carried out three weeks earlier. Fracture proppant still filled the wellbore below the bottom of the perforated interval. A base log, survey 1 on Figure 12, was run before the well was further disturbed in any way. This log is regarded as the “static” reference survey even though the cooling residual from the pumping done during fracturing is still evident in the perforated interval three weeks after the fact. After the base log was completed, the thermometer was pulled back up to 8,400 feet and water injection started at a rate of 5,800 BPD. Two hours later the injection logging, survey 2, was started. By the time this run was completed, the well had been on injection for 2 1/2 hours at the 5,800 BPD rate. Approximately 600 barrels of water was pumped during this time, a volume about 530 barrels in excess of the tubular
volume of the well. For the 185-foot perforated interval this is an “overflush” of \( \frac{530}{185} \approx 3 \) BBLs/ft. Generally, a minimum overflush of 2 BBLs/ft is required to insure that subsequent shut-in surveys reveal the porosity that took the injected water. In this case, however, the injectivity was far from uniform over the 240-foot sand interval that had been fractured. Within the perforated interval, one can identify at most three depths at which fluid is lost from the wellbore into porosity. These are depths A at the top of perforations and depths B and C near the bottom. The sudden change in slope at two of these locations, A and C, identify very localized exits of the type displayed previously on Figure 9. The third, more gradual change in slope at depth B may reflect a twenty or so foot thick interval of relatively uniform injectivity of the sort illustrated on Figure 11. One can also see immediately that the majority of the injected fluid leaves the wellbore at the top of the perforations, depth A. The injecting gradient below this depth stabilizes at a value much larger than that associated with total injection rate, the profile above 8900 feet.

The slope and displacement values necessary for use in equation (2) for flow profiling are set up graphically on Figure 13. Values for the full injection stream are calculated at 8,750 feet, although other locations could have been used on the stable profile. The determination of the
displacement $\Delta T = 104^\circ F$ is illustrated on Figure 13. The slope of the tangent at this depth, the dotted line labeled $dT/dz = 0.020 \, ^\circ F/\text{ft}$, is determined as follows: From 8,600 to 9,100 feet the temperature along the line warms from 133 to 143°F. Thus $d1 = 143 - 133 = 10 \, ^\circ F$ over a distance $dz = 9,100 - 8,600 = 500$ feet, so that

$$\frac{dT}{dz} = \frac{10}{500} = 0.020 \, ^\circ F/\text{ft}.$$ 

To estimate the amount of the injection that survives the loss at depth A, a stable section of slope at depth of 9,050 feet is selected. In the section of very rapid change immediately below the loss at A, the slope is influenced by the logging speed and the response characteristics of the tool as well as by the actual rate of temperature change with depth. For this reason, this section is avoided when estimating slopes. Above the deepest loss, depth C, there is insufficient record to provide a slope with much reliability. The value shown on Figure 13 is therefore only a rough estimation.

If the rate of injection into porosity at each of the three depths A, B and C are designated by the symbols $q_A$, $q_B$, and $q_C$, respectively, then the slope and displacement on Figure 13 at 8,750 feet is the result of the total rate, $q_A + q_B + q_C$. Likewise, those at 9,050 feet result from the sum $q_B + q_C$. Finally, the numbers at 9,110 represent $q_C$ alone. These facts are summarized below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth, Feet</th>
<th>Total Flow in Wellbore</th>
<th>Displacement from Static, °F</th>
<th>Injection Gradient, °F/ft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.750</td>
<td>q_b + q_c</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.050</td>
<td>q_b + q_c</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.110</td>
<td>q_c</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to equation (2)

\[
\frac{q_B + q_c}{q_A + q_B + q_c} = \frac{61}{104} \times \frac{0.020}{0.130} = 0.09
\]

Consequently, only 9% of the total injection survives the first loss at depth A. Some 91% is therefore injected at this depth. Likewise, at depth C,

\[
\frac{q_C}{q_A + q_B + q_C} = \frac{38}{104} \times \frac{0.020}{0.213} = 0.03
\]

which leaves

\[
\frac{q_B}{q_A + q_B + q_C} = 0.09 - 0.03 = 0.06
\]

The injectivity profile, thus, is even more non-uniform than one might suspect by a simple visual inspection of Figure 12 alone. Such insight, not precise flow profiles, is the value of the procedure outlined in the above calculations.

A discussion of the apparent loss at 8,920 feet, depth D on Figure 12, is deferred for a subsequent section where behind-pipe flow is introduced. According to the gamma-ray log on the figure, this “loss” is still at the top of the completed zone and, as such, cannot be a loss to sands above.

The injection survey of Figure 12 will be discussed further, but for now additional materials need to be developed. Therefore, focus again on the computed profiles of Figure 9, in particular, survey 2 for injected water at surface temperature. This figure shows only the temperature in the wellbore itself, which at 6,000 feet is, for example, 123 °F. This location is 500 feet above the topmost injection zone. The solid curves on Figure 14 show what happens to the temperature in the formation away from the wellbore as a function of the length of time that the well has been on injection. The recovery from a wellbore temperature of 123 °F to a static value of 179 °F is logarithmic in distance, R, away from the well over most of the disturbed region of the formation. If the well has been on injection for only 2 hours, then most of the recovery to static
temperature occurs within 1.5 feet of the wellbore. At a distance of 2.5 feet, the temperature is undisturbed from its static value. Even after 10 years of continuous injection, the resulting temperature disturbance extends for only 0.350 feet away from the wellbore. This distance, \( L \), away from the wellbore that is disturbed can be estimated from the relation

\[
L \text{ (ft)} = 3.5 \sqrt[4]{\alpha t_i}
\]

\( \alpha \) = Thermal diffusivity, \((\text{ft})^2/\text{hr}\)

\( t_i \) = Injection time, hours

For example, Figure 14 was computed for \( \alpha = 0.05 \), a value that according to Table 2 is typical for porous sands or carbonates; consequently, for \( t_i = 10 \) years = 87,600 hrs:

\[
L = 3.5 \sqrt[4]{0.05 \times 87,600} = 3.5 \times 66 = 230 \text{ ft.}
\]

By this distance the temperature on Figure 14 is within 2 °F of static, i.e., over 95% of the recovery has occurred. The lesson of significance illustrated by the solid curves on Figure 14 is that conduction of heat in the earth is an exceedingly slow process. Energy transport by flow, i.e., by convection, easily outdistances the spread by conduction. This point is illustrated by the dash curves on Figure 14. These show the temperature profiles that would exist if an injection

![Temperature profile around a well with \( R_w = 0.54 \) ft. on injection at a wellbore temperature of 123°F and at 500 BPD rate. Earth is uniform with static temperature of 179°F and with diffusivity of \( \alpha = 0.05 \frac{\text{ft}^2}{\text{hr}} \).](image)
zone 10 feet thick at this location received 500 barrels of water per day. After only 2-hours' injection, the injection zone has been cooled almost to the injection water temperature for some two feet away from the wellbore, a distance beyond which conduction would have hardly made any disturbance to static temperature. The contrast between the two processes increases with injection time. A very significant consequence of this difference is the attendant difference in rate of temperature recovery in the wellbore with time once an injection well is shut off. Those areas of the wellbore opposite porosity that have received injected fluid will not return to static nearly as quickly as will those areas that have not. In deep injection wells, zones taking water will remain cooler than surrounding areas. This different rate of warm up is illustrated on Figure 15 for the situation described on Figure 14. If, for example, the well is shut-in after 2 hours of continuous injection, then 3 hours later the wellbore fluid temperature opposite a zone free of injection has warmed up to 163 °F from an injection value of 123 °F. This change represents 71% of the total recovery to the static 179 °F. By contrast, the center temperature in the injection zone has just started to warm up. Even after 10 years of injection, a 24-hour shut-in survey will show a 7 °F difference between injection and non-injection locations. The point is: Shut-in temperature surveys are excellent for detection of those porous regions that have stored injected water. The well whose injectivity survey was given in Figure 12 will illustrate this idea.

Figure 16 reproduces those logs already given on Figure 12 and adds five shut-in surveys that were run 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hours after the 2 1/2 hour period of injection at 5,800 BPD. The 1 hour shut-in survey is dominated by a phenomenon often seen on wells that have been fractured, intentionally or otherwise. The warm “nose” on the survey between depths A and G is the result

![Figure 15. Temperature recovery with time of fluid in wellbore of well in Figure 14.](image-url)
of flow from one wing of the fracture through the wellbore and into the other wing of the fracture. Injection opens these wings somewhat. The crossflow is then set up by different rates of closure in the two wings. This effect has displaced to the warmer side all the surveys through the perforated interval. However, the 6, 12 and 24-hour records show the same qualitative behavior that was described in the discussion relative to Figures 14 and 15. Namely, cold spots show up at the porous intervals at the depths where fluid was lost from the wellbore, depths A, B, and C. The storage at depth C is hardly noticeable on the 24-hour shut-in survey. This location received only some 3% or 18 barrels of the 604 barrels injected in the 2 1/2 hours, according to the profile from the injecting survey. The behavior at depths B and C on the shut-in runs indicate that the 3% amount may have been an overestimation and that most of the 9% or 54 barrels surviving the first loss at depth A was injected into porosity at depth B. In contrast, the temperature at depth A, the location of porosity that took 550 barrels of the 604 barrels injected, hardly changes in the time elapsed from the 6-hour to the 24-hour surveys. This comparison is proof of the previous assertion that the depth “seen” into the formation increases with time of shut-in. The injected fluid spread farther away from the wellbore at depth A than at the other two depths.
To determine if any of the injected water was lost to sands above the perforated zone, look on the shut-in surveys for cold spots above the “disposal zone.” The 3, 6 and 12-hour surveys show definite cooler locations at depths E and F, 8,725 and 8,810 feet, respectively. However, the gamma ray log shows that shales, not sands, are located at these depths. Because of their very low permeability, shales would not take injection in preference to sands. In addition, Figure 7 shows that because of the influence of lithology, shales should show up as cooler regions on shut-in surveys to the cold side of static temperature. One can conclude that no fluid storage areas are seen above the interval of sand that was perforated, thus injection was confined to the proper interval. This conclusion was arrived at in two steps:

1. The injecting survey showed losses from the wellbore only in the designated interval,

2. At least two sequential shut-in surveys showed fluid storage only in porosity within the same interval.

The presence of lithology influence on shut-in surveys is obviously time dependent. On Figure 16 the influence is not yet developed on the 1-hour shut-in survey and has almost disappeared on the 24-hour run. However, when present this influence is the most sensitive indicator we have to the absence of flow behind pipe. Some flow will inevitably persist after shut-in by virtue of either pressure in the injection zone or falling liquid level in the wellbore itself. Almost any flow at all will overcome the influence of lithology. This fact can be demonstrated in the following fashion. In the time interval from 1 to 6 hours the wellbore fluid temperature at 8,880 feet, the location of a sand, warms 41°F from 176°F to 217°F at an average rate of 41/5 = 8.2°F/hr. During this same time the shale at 8,810 only warms by 37°F, an average rate of 7.4°F/hr. The difference in rate of 0.8°F/hr amounts to a rate of heat transfer to the water contained in 1 foot of 5 1/2-inch wellbore of

\[ q_h = (\rho C_p V_s) x 0.8\,\text{°F/hr} \]

\[ q_h = 62.5 \times 1 \times 0.1305 \times 0.8 = 6.5\,\text{BTU/hr-ft} \]

Any leakage behind pipe that will absorb this amount of energy with negligible rise in temperature will therefore obliterate the lithology influence. The annular volume between 5 1/2-inch casing and 8-inch hole is 0.184 ft³/ft. If this volume is displaced N times in one hour, then the corresponding volumetric rate is:

\[ q = 0.184\,\text{N ft}^3/\text{hr} = 0.184\,\text{N BPD} \]

If this flow changes temperatures by no more than, say, 0.1°F over the one-foot length, then the shale excursion at depth F, a change of about 1°F/ft., would be subdued by a factor of ten and thus rendered insignificant. This 0.1°F/ft would result from a heat transfer rate of

\[ q_{H\,\text{(flow)}} = \rho C_p q \times 0.1 \]

\[ q_{H\,\text{(flow)}} = 62.5 \times 1 \times 0.184\,N \times 0.1 = 1.15\,N\,\text{BTU/hr-ft} \]
This energy transfer should equal the amount 

\[ q_h = 6.5 \text{ BTU/Hi-foo} \]

resulting from lithology influence. Thus

\[ 1.15 N = 6.5, \]

or

\[ N = 5.6, \]

which corresponds to a leak rate \( q = 0.786 N = 4.4 \text{ BPD} \). No other logging tool has a rate resolution this low.

The preceding discussion has demonstrated how confined injection shows up on temperature surveys. In fact, some behind-pipe flow also shows up on Figure 13. The apparent small loss from the wellbore at depth D on the injecting survey results from flow exiting at the top of the perforations and then flowing up behind pipe to the top of the fracture which was stopped by the plastic shale at 8,920 feet. In the crossflow interval AD, the net flow downward is less than it is above D; consequently, the survey records a "loss" at depth D.

This “loss" type of behavior is illustrated on Figure 17 at a thief zone located at 5,600 feet, some 200 feet above the injection zone at 5,800 feet. The curves on this figure were computed for a well on injection at 500 BPD with varying amounts of loss from 0 to 500 BPD by flow behind casing from the perforations upward to the thief zone. A 100% loss shifts the survey back towards static by about one-fifth of the total displacement associated with no loss. From the figure, one can see that the flowing survey itself will show the influence of a loss to a shallower thief zone whenever this loss amounts to at least 20% of the flow inside the pipe.

The injecting survey of Figure 18 illustrates a behind-pipe loss to a higher injection zone whose perforations had been cemented by a “squeeze.” At the time the survey was run, the well had been on injection for 4 hours at a rate of 990 BPD. Three apparent losses to porosity are evident on the log at depths 1, 2 and 3. The bottom loss, depth 3, is at the presently completed injection zone; however, the other two losses are located at supposedly squeezed perforations. The most obvious conclusion is that these perforations have “broken down” and are taking part of the injection intended for location 3. On the left side of Figure 18 appear stationary flowmeter readings made with a diverting type flowmeter, a "basket” spinner tool, at four locations A, B, C, and D. The readings at locations A and B are the same; thus, there is no fluid loss from the wellbore at depth 1. The temperature log must therefore be responding to behind-pipe flow. Now, between depths C and D, the spinner does show a loss from the wellbore of an amount of fluid equal to

\[ 100 \left( 1 - \frac{71}{11.6} \right) = 39\% \]

of the total injection rate. This fluid obviously exits the wellbore at location 2 on the temperature survey. Therefore, the squeezed perforations at ~5,910 feet have broken down. Of the water leaving the wellbore here, part or all then flows behind pipe up to the topmost zone just below 5,800 feet.
As might be expected, the shut-in temperature surveys are most sensitive to small losses from injection zones. A leakage rate of one barrel per day into porosity will eventually show up if it persists for a long enough time. Figure 19 shows computed shut-in surveys for the thief zone situation depicted on Figure 17. Each solid curve on Figure 19 is a 6-hour shut-in survey across the thief zone at 5,600 to 5,610 feet and the rates are the behind-pipe losses from the primary injection zone at 5,800 feet. The leak is assumed to have existed at the indicated rate for one month prior to logging. If injection into the well had also been going on for only one month, then the figure shows that a shut-in period of 6-hours would begin to reveal quite small leaks into
storage porosity at 5,600 feet. However, had the well been on injection for a year prior to the development of the leak, then even a 500 BPD leak would have been hidden by the residual conductive cooling from the long period of the flow of cold water past this location in the wellbore. Consequently, in planning the shut-in surveys that are to follow the injecting survey, one must obviously take into account the length of time that a well has been on continuous injection. The shut-in times listed in Table 3 can serve as planning guide provided at least two shut-in surveys are run, one at the beginning of the listed interval and one at the end of the
Figure 19. 6-hr shut-in temperature surveys past the thief zone depicted on Figure 17. Computed for a one-month old leak.

interval. For example, if a well has been on injection for 10 years prior to shut-in, then Figure 15 shows that after 96-hours of shut-in, a section of wellbore opposite a non-injection zone would have warmed from 123°F to 138°F. At this temperature, Figure 19 indicates that a 20 BPD leak would just begin to show up. Consequently, this survey along with one at 192-hours shut-in should not miss the storage porosity. When used according to the guidelines of Table 3, temperature surveys can detect leaks that all the other tools will miss. The use of proper timing of surveys is illustrated by the runs reproduced on Figure 20. These surveys include an injecting run followed by shut-in surveys after 1, 3, 12 and 24 hours, respectively. The well had been on injection at about 500 BPD for nearly one year. All the porous zones indicated on the neutron porosity log are dolomitic developments in limestone. The perforations are into the bottom
Figure 20. Injecting and shut-in temperature surveys from well on continuous injection at about 500 BPD for almost one year.

member of a lithological unit of lime that extends upwards to 5,150 feet. The injecting survey shows that almost all the currently injected water is leaving the wellbore below depth A at 5,530 feet, which is the bottom 15 feet of the 33-foot perforated interval. There is a slight indication of a “loss” at depth E in the porous member immediately above the disposal zone; however, it is so slight that one would not call it significant. The 1 and 3-hour shut-in surveys show that fluid
storage is occurring over much of the porous interval, at least two-thirds of the net pay. This conclusion is supported by the 12 and 24 hour shut-in runs that show injection into porosity below depth B at 5,516 feet. The slowly recovering temperature below depth A, 5,530 feet, is the result of the vast majority of the injected fluid entering porosity below this depth. The bottom ten feet of net pay is the location at which long term injection has taken place. The 12 and 24-hour shut-in surveys reveal conditions that were hidden by conduction cooling on the 1 and 3 hour runs; namely, fluid storage signatures appear at depth C, which is located in the porous interval immediately above the injection interval. The small indicated “loss” at depth E on the injecting survey may, indeed, be of significance and some injection is now taking place at this interval due either to a casing leak at this depth or to a loss behind pipe from the injection zone below. Subsequently, examination of a radioactive tracer survey will suggest that this flow occurs behind pipe.

### Table 3. Minimum Shut-In Periods Necessary to Detect Leaks Behind Pipe Into Zones Above the Injection Interval

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior Length of Continuous Injection</th>
<th>Minimum Shut-In Time to Detect Leaks of Several Weeks Standing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Month</td>
<td>6 - 12 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Months</td>
<td>12 - 24 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>24 - 48 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Years</td>
<td>48 - 96 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Years</td>
<td>96 - 192 Hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 (page 10) illustrates that lithology influence is such that porous dolomitic intervals will tend to lag non-porous intervals; so how would one differentiate what is seen at depth C on Figure 20 as being the result of injection at this depth rather than the influence of lithology? Two aspects of behavior rule against lithology. First is the “growth” of the signature with time on the 12 and 24-hour surveys. This is backwards to both the time progression indicated on the hypothetical Figure 7 and the actual behavior seen on Figure 16 at depths E and F. The second, and stronger, negative aspect is the shut-in behavior above the suspect depth C, Figure 20. Above 5,470 feet are located much thicker porous and non-porous intervals. Furthermore, the 1-hour shut-in survey shows a muted influence of this lithology on the slight “lead” in recovery evident in the tight section between 5,400 and 5,450 feet. Thus, lithology cannot account for the signature at depth C.

Nevertheless, uncertainty about lithology has made it a common practice to add a radioactive tracer survey to the temperature surveys when checking for confined injection. The tracer tool has incredible sensitivity to flow behind pipe, a feature not present in the injecting temperature survey when flow is upwards behind pipe. This practice, however, has caused the loss from industry of the original philosophy behind running surveys of the type shown on Figure 20. If
one intends to run the tracer tool anyway, then why run anything beyond the 1 and 3-hour shut-in surveys? The reason is contained in the discussion that follows.

Figure 20 is the first example of non-confined injection into a deep disposal zone. It also illustrates how problems typically develop. Quite likely, only the bottom fifteen feet of the perforations "broke" down to injection when the well was initially completed. The pressure increase associated with continued injection into a limited interval has caused the hard rock to fracture up into the next porous interval capable of relieving the pressure. These fractures may leave the wellbore with sufficient rapidity that they intersect the next porosity at a distance from the well that exceeds the range of all tools used for the injecting survey, temperature, radioactive tracer, and neutron activation survey. Only the long shut-in temperature surveys reveal this placement of fluid in porosity away from the well.

On Figure 20, the 1 and 3-hour shut in surveys depict the influence of completion at depth D, 5,345 feet, in the same fashion as Figure 8 (page 11), frame A, at the casing shoe. On both figures, the extra insulation above the indicated depths causes a more rapid return to static. On Figure 20, this influence is already attenuated on the 3-hour survey and is practically absent from the 12 and 24-hour runs.

Finally, the astute reader may have noticed a "peculiar" behavior to the shut-in logs below depth A on Figure 20. The temperature warms during the first hour more than it does during the next 24 hours. This behavior merely means that the water currently injected is slightly cooler than the long-time "average" injection temperature. This particular set of logs were run in mid December in West Texas. Quite obviously, the temperature of water injected into a formation at any particular time may also be warmer than average zonal temperature in an old injection well. This was the situation when the temperature surveys in Figure 21 were recorded. During injection, water arrived at the disposal perforations about 2°F warmer than the average temperature of the injection zone which has received water for many years. The injecting survey shows losses at only two depths, A and B, inferring that most of remaining perforations are plugged. The "catch-up" shifts below each of these depths is to the cooler side because, as the shut-in surveys show, the "static" condition for current injection is a cooled formation, not one at normal temperature for this depth. Above 5,425 feet, the recovery is in the normal direction, i.e., from the cool side. The shut-in surveys all show the "warmed" storage porosity receiving current injection. The continued "growth" of these injection signatures for 12-hours of shut-in proves that the "current" injection profile has existed for some time and is not something that happened just recently. On Figure 21 is the relic, at depth C, of an earlier period of disposal into the zone immediately below the current completion.

The surveys in Figure 21 also refute the old saw, still being played, that an injecting temperature survey from an old injector "don't show you nothing." This is an outgrowth of the old, all too common procedure that tolerates a recording sensitivity of more like 10 °F/inch rather than the 1°F/inch employed for surveys of Figure 21. The figure further shows, on the 12-hour shut-in survey, that injection has taken place into the porosity over the entire interval during times past.
Figure 21. Temperature surveys from a well on 600 BPD injection at a water temperature 2°F warmer than average from long-term injection.
Figure 22. Temperature surveys from a well on injection at 960 BPD with flow behind pipe even on shut-in status.
Finally, the shut-in surveys show that over the lifetime of this well, the completion has prevented any injection into the thin porous interval located only three feet above the designated injection interval and only seven feet above the top of the perforations.

The following comments are best understood by reference to Figure 9 (page 12) that contains three computed injection surveys. The insulation offered by the stagnant annular fluid effectively hides from the thermometer during injection any flow that occurs behind pipe above the packer, i.e., above depth A on Figure 9. Consequently, the most one should expect to see on an injection survey is the type of change at the depth of the packer that is evident on Figure 17 (page 24) at the thief zone. The “loss” would appear to occur at a depth that corresponds to the end of the tubing string. This type of behavior is evident on the injecting survey of Figure 22 where the first “loss” appears at depth A, the end of the tubing. The 12-hour shut-in survey, however, clearly shows the storage porosity located at depth B, some seventy-five feet above depth A. This same survey also shows flow from the injection interval up to depth B as continuing after the well is shut off injection. Actually, the warm up on the injecting survey of Figure 22 is located some ten feet below the end of tubing. The thermometer hangs free usually until the entire tool clears the tubing, thus thermal contact with the casing wall typically does not occur for some 10 - 20 feet below the end of the tubing.

The same insulation that shields the thermometer in the tubing string also protects any behind-pipe flow from the injected stream flowing in the tubing. Once the leaking fluid goes above depth A on Figure 9, then it tends to carry its temperature upward with the flow in the same manner that injection inside the tubing carries its temperature downward. Thus, if one turns Figure 9 upside down and locates the tubing packer at zero depth, then survey 1 can be viewed as the temperature in a stream flowing behind casing upward into two shallow zones at depths B and C, respectively. This is not, however, the temperature profile that the thermometer in the tubing string will measure while the well is on injection. The influence of the behind-pipe flow will show up primarily as storage signatures on the shut-in surveys. Suppose that the leak charged zones on Figure 9 at 500 feet. The shut-in residual at this depth depends on the surface temperature of the injected water. Consequently, the storage signature on the shut-in surveys is dependent on injected fluid temperature. This fact is illustrated by the two frames of Figure 23, each computed for a month old injection well that has a behind-pipe leak from an injection interval at 5,600 feet up to a shallow zone at 500 feet. Injection rate into the well is 500 BPD while the leak rate is the value listed for each of the eleven shut-in surveys on the figure. Each frame is for a particular surface temperature for the injected water. The leak crossflow ceases when the well is shut in.

Frame A shows surveys run after a 6-hour shut-in following one month of injection of water at the surface temperature of 80°F. The 250 and 500 BPD leaks arrive at 500 feet at a temperature that is hotter than static at that depth. The 100 BPD leak, however, has cooled to nearly static temperature at 500 feet. It is evident on the survey simply because the 6-hour shut-in temperature on either side of 500 feet is still to the cool side of static. The leak would be hidden on a single, long-time shut-in survey. Leak rates less than 100 BPD are cooled by the injection and arrive at 500 feet colder than static temperature.
The behavior of the 12-hour shut-in surveys of frame B, Figure 23, after injection of water at 110°F is unusual at first glance. The variation, of course, is the result of a hot residual left from the hot water injection. At the 500-foot thief zone, this residual keeps the wellbore temperature at about 98°F after 12 hours of shut-in. The 500 BPD leak arrives at the thief zone about 2°F hotter than this residual and thus appears as a hotter signature on the survey. The 250 BPD leak, however, reaches the thief zone cooler than the 98°F residual. Thus, the wellbore temperature is reduced at the thief zone, the location where the cooler leak fluid is stored in porosity surrounding the wellbore and extending laterally away from it. The 100 BPD leak arrives at about static temperature. Lesser rates of leakage are warmed by the injection of hot water prior to shut-in. For this reason, the 20 and 10 BPD leaks give surveys on frame B of Figure 23 that progress to the hot residual as the rate decreases.

The lesson of Figure 23 is that one does not know exactly what to expect as a result of behind-pipe leakage from a deep disposal zone to shallow strata. It is therefore a wise procedure to run at least two shut-in surveys to ascertain any portions of the shallow wellbore that appear to be “locked” at a relatively unchanging temperature as a result of injection. Furthermore, the surveys on frame B of Figure 23 suggest that the appropriate shut-in times are at the tail end of the intervals of times listed in Table 3.

![Diagram](image_url)

Figure 23. Shut-in temperature surveys across a thief zone at 500-510 feet charged by flow behind casing from injection interval at 5,600 feet.
In reality, deep disposal zones hardly ever leak into shallow strata as a result of flow behind pipe. Deep injectors pollute at shallow depths mainly as a result of tubing, packer and casing leaks. External corrosion can reduce casing wall thickness to the point that annular pressure from a tubing or packer leak will cause the casing to rupture. Subsidence and fault instability are common causes of casing failure in parts of the USA. Tubing and casing leaks are easy to detect on both injection and shut-in surveys as Figure 24 illustrates. The injecting survey shows a slope change at depth A but very little "catch-up" because the loss from the tubing continues downward in the casing. The typical "loss" signature occurs at depth B where the leak exits the casing. The 12-hour shut-in survey places the storage porosity at the same depth as the casing leak. From the relative positions of the static temperature and the injection survey, one can tell how the storage areas should appear on the shut-in runs. The loss at depth B on Figure 24 should cool any porosity in the neighborhood of the leak. This situation can be contrasted with the computed injection survey 1 on Figure 9 (page 12), where any casing leaks above 1,500 feet would add fluid that is warmer than the static temperature of receptor porosity. The storage signature on shut-in surveys would then appear as a "hot spot." The variability evident on Figure 23 for leaks behind pipe is thus removed for casing leaks.

**Temperature Behavior in Shallow Injection Wells:** These are the type of disposal wells most likely to pollute fresh water sands by loss from the injection zone. The temperature behavior in these wells is no different from the theory and examples that have already been examined for deep injection wells. Therefore, the reader should once again refer to the computed injection

![Figure 24. Temperature surveys from deep injector with shallow tubing leak at A and casing leak at B.](image-url)
profiles on Figure 9. and, this time, imagine that the injection zone is located at 1,000 feet rather than at the deeper locations of the figure. Two things are then evident: First, the contrast in temperature between the injected water and the static wellbore is reduced. Temperature surveys must now be recorded at high sensitivity as a matter of course. Second, the type of storage signatures that one can expect depends entirely on the surface temperature of the injected water. These two facts are illustrated by the computed injecting and shut-in surveys appearing on frames A and B of Figure 25. In each frame, the well has been on injection for one month at a rate of 500 BPD into perforations opposite a 25-foot thick disposal zone at 975 to 1,000 feet. During this same month water has leaked from the perforated interval behind pipe up to a 10-foot thief zone located at 800 feet on frame A and at 825 feet on frame B, respectively. The two frames are computed for different water temperatures at the surface, frame A for water at the surface temperature of 80°F and frame B for 110°F water which is 30°F hotter than surface temperature. Each frame contains, as solid lines, two surveys with the well on injection at 500 BPD. One survey is for no leakage from the injection interval, 0 BPD leak, whereas the other allocates all 100% of injection, 500 BPD leak, to the flow behind pipe. Each frame also contains four surveys taken 12 hours after both injection and flow behind pipe has ceased. These surveys, shown as dashed lines, are for leak rates of 0, 10, 50, and 500 BPD.

![Graphs showing temperature surveys](image)

**Figure 25.** Computed temperature surveys injecting (---) and shut-in (----) from a well receiving 500 BPD water with various leaks behind pipe from injection perforations up to a shallower thief zone.
The length of the crossflow interval on Figure 25 is the same 200 feet, approximately, as that on Figure 19 (page 26) for loss from a deep injection zone. Furthermore, the rate of change per foot of thief zone thickness is the same for the two figures. Yet twice the shut-in time is required on Figure 25 to produce storage roughly the same size as those of Figure 19. This additional time is a direct consequence of the decreased contrast between injected water temperature and static temperature. The second feature, dependence on surface temperature of injected water, is responsible for the cooler storage signatures on frame A and the warmer ones on frame B.

Shut-in temperature surveys for the two situations are given on Figures 26 and 27. Injecting surveys were not run for the four situations depicted on these figures. At the sensitivity used for the surveys, 1°F/inch or 2°F/inch, the injection surveys would be off scale anyway. In each figure the two frames contrast profiles for confined injection, frame A, with profiles for behind pipe leakage into porous intervals immediately above the injection zone, frame B. On the surveys of Figure 26, the injected water is at or near surface temperature. The resulting storage signatures are therefore cooler than the non-storage areas. The only new feature to these logs is the “nose” evident on frame B, Figure 26, at 2,180 feet, the top of the topmost injection zone. This “nose” is a signature of confinement of injection to depths below its location and is not an uncommon feature in clastic environments. It arises because of the interaction of two conditions: the decreased thermal conductivity of shale rich sediments and the change in direction of heat.

Figure 26. Shut-in temperature surveys for wells injecting near surface temperature.
Figure 27. Shut-in temperature surveys for wells injecting hot water.

flux with vertical depth. Above an injection zone, heat flows to the well bore in a nearly lateral direction whereas this flow acquires a large vertical component at the top of an injection zone. Thus, the vertical temperature gradient must increase accordingly. The rapid change in thermal properties with depth restricts the variation to relatively small vertical intervals, thereby making the “nose” more noticeable in clastics. Like the signatures of lithology and completion, the presence of this “nose” is a matter of proper timing and is not necessarily present on any particular survey. As has already been noted, a “nose” could also be caused by the presence of a fracture, but for different reasons.

The storage signatures on Figure 27 are warm “spots” as the result of water injection at a temperature above surface temperature. These signatures are similar to those already observed on Figure 21, for a deep injector. The warm spots on Figure 27 are smeared more by vertical heat conduction due to longer injection times.

Before leaving related injection well problems, there is a need to discuss two additional reasons for loss in survey resolution besides the digitizing noise illustrated in Figure 3 (page 5). These additional reasons are excessive inertia in the recording system and the practice of logging upward rather than downward. Both are trademarks of the novice operator who does not know how to run a temperature survey, and accordingly, should not be a problem. That these problems
do exist, however, is evident from the surveys on frames A and B of Figure 28, two sets of surveys from the same injection well. Frame A shows an injecting survey at 700 BPD and a 9-hour shut-in survey after injection is stopped. Although both surveys were logged in the correct direction, downward, both show the "stairstepping" characteristic of excessive recording inertia. On an older analog panel this inertia is usually the result of failure to properly set the driving circuit that just overcomes recording pen friction. On a digital truck the stairstepping results from a sampling interval that is too long relative to the logging speed, or, in trade jargon, too large a time constant for the logging speed. Stairstepping can also occur if the display sensitivity exceeds the resolution of the tool. This is clearly not the case for the survey of frame A, Figure 28 because the steps amount to nearly 1/2 degree Fahrenheit! As a consequence of the inertia, the first loss on the injecting survey that can be called "real" is the major loss at depth A, located about midway down the perforated interval. Higher exits are lost in the inertial threshold.

In frame B of Figure 28, the thermometer is jerked off bottom and then moved upward at a constant speed. In this particular situation, such a procedure compounds all errors, those due to stabilization time necessary for the tool to track borehole fluid temperature and those due to mixing of borehole fluid ahead of the sensor. The result is a total loss of injection detail across the perforated interval.

The best of procedures can still produce the kind of temperature log appearing on Figure 29 to the right of the wellbore sketch for an old injection well. These surveys are of the seemingly

Figure 28. Loss in survey resolution due to "stairstepping" (excessive recording inertia) and to logging upward.
Figure 29. Surveys from an old injection well taking 1,800 BPD water.
“don’t tell us nothing” variety. Actually, this is not the case. At depth A, the 1-hour shut-in survey shows the correct response to the completion. Furthermore, this response attenuates with time as it should. With these quality control checks as assurance, we should ask what sort of well conditions can produce the type of surveys we see. First, the injecting survey shows that the majority of the injected fluid reaches depth C, which is seven feet below the deepest perforation. The spinner survey, to the left on the wellbore on Figure 29, shows that 79% of the injected water leaves the wellbore at the top perforated interval. Finally, the shut-in temperature surveys show injection cooling up to depth B, a location some fifteen feet above the topmost perforation. This indicates a fractured wellbore situation, although probably not an intentional condition. The timing of the shut-in surveys is such that the influential storage is in the fracture, not the formation. One would expect a more or less uniform storage in the fracture, which is what the surveys show. The deficiency, thus, lies with the user, not with the tool.

Temperature Signatures For Noninjection Related, Behind-Pipe Flow: An effective cementing operation is more difficult if the wellbore passes through either very depleted or abnormally pressured zones. Cement opposite a depleted zone tends to dewater by filtrate loss to the low pressure zone. The cement then shrinks badly upon setting or fails to set at all in the sense of developing any strength to speak of.

Abnormally high Pressured zones tend to flow into the wellbore in regions where there is premature setting of cement above and below the zone. In this manner, crossflow behind-pipe can be set up before the cement has ever cured. If the cement is weighted too much, then one runs the equally bad risk of fracturing a formation and not being able to even pump cement to the desired height behind pipe. There are well known areas in the U.S. where primary cementing is nearly impossible across certain zones.

Depletion in water zones typically occurs at shallow depths, 1,000 feet or less, as a result of production for municipal, agricultural, or industrial usage. Their locations are generally known before a new well is drilled. Consequently, it is usually the old wells that were not completed so as to cover these zones that pose the major threat to these zones. Even worse, many of these old wells were abandoned years ago!

The mountainous areas of the U.S. are the only locations that have artesian, naturally over pressured water zones at shallow depths. A much more extensive problem is the charging of shallow strata by wells that blow out of control during drilling or by casing leaks in both production wells and injection wells. The first indication of these formations is usually an unpleasant surprise for the driller. Shallow disposal zones, of course, may become significantly over-pressured as a result of years of injection.

Temperature surveys are the most sensitive of the various production logging methods for locating noninjection related crossflow behind pipe in shut-in injection wells or in recently completed wells that are no more than a couple of months old. This sensitivity arises from the fact that these types of wellbores are not at static temperature. Flow into the wellbore region, however, brings its temperature along with it. If this flow is not at true geothermal, it will at least be at a temperature that is different from that caused by injection down the well. Thus,
even during injection, the non-related flow will "clamp" the back side of the casing at a
temperature that is constant and different from values elsewhere. This is particularly the case at
the source where the flow completely surrounds the wellbore. During injection, the heat transfer
at shallow depths from the earth into the water flowing inside tubing that is inside casing
typically amounts to only 15 btu/hr per foot of wellbore length. If the noninjection related flow
rate per foot of wellbore is designated as \( q' \), then the temperature change caused by the 15 btu/hr
- ft heat transfer is

\[
\Delta T = \frac{15}{\rho c_p q'}, \text{ with } q' \text{ in cu.ft./hr},
\]

\[
\Delta T = \frac{15 \times 24}{62.5 \times 1 \times 5.615} \frac{1}{q'}, \text{ with } q' \text{ in BPD},
\]

\[
\Delta T = \frac{1.03}{q'}
\]

A 5 BPD flow from a 10 foot zone, \( q' = 0.5 \), will thus only change temperature by about 2°F.
Furthermore, this flow will continue once the well is shut-in. After about six hours, the fluid
temperature in the tubing string will have almost equilibrated with the temperature of the source
zone. Once an injection well that has noninjection related flow behind casing is shut-in, then the
wellbore temperature will quickly change to a value reflecting the source temperature at the
source depth. It will then change very slowly, if at all, at this location. This behavior, unlike
injection related problems, is relatively insensitive to the length of time the well has been on
injection. The only planning necessary is to allow sufficient shut-in time for the tubing fluid
temperature to reflect conditions on the back side of the casing. Generally, surveys after about 6
hours shut-in will accomplish this.

These ideas are illustrated by the shut-in surveys of Figure 30 that are from a middle eastern oil
production well. A shallow, artesian aquifer at depth A is flowing behind pipe down to a lower
pressured water zone at depth B. The wellbore temperature at the source depth is at a nearly
static value already on the 3-day shut-in and remains at this value. The true perspective of the
"injection" from A to B is only evident on the 30-day shut-in survey. This perspective, however,
is not necessary to comprehend the nature of the problem.

Frames A and B on Figure 31 show noninjection related flow signatures on single-pass
temperature surveys after relatively short periods of shut-in time. Injection zones are below the
deepest log depth on the figures so that static temperature lies off scale to the warmer side. In
each frame, the shifts toward static are the result of water flow upward behind casing into
hydrocarbon formations badly depleted by years of production.

Newly drilled or worked over wells show the same type of noninjection related flow signatures
as those from deep injection wells. If no flow occurs in a new well, then three to six months
after a well is completed the wellbore fluid is still a degree or so removed from static
temperature. The bottom two-thirds of the wellbore is cooler than static whereas the top third is
generally warmer.
Figure 30. Temperature surveys from an old production well with water flow behind casing from Depth A to Depth B.

(A) Six-Hour Shut-In Surveys Before and After Workover

(B) 12-Hour Shut-In Survey

Figure 31. Behind-casing water flow into depleted hydrocarbon sands penetrated by wells with deeper injection zones.
This profile is the residual from the relatively long period of mud circulation during the drilling operation. Any flow to the wellbore counters this residual and shifts the wellbore temperature towards static conditions.

This type of behavior is shown on the temperature surveys of Figure 32. Frame A on this figure contains a curve labeled curve-1 that is a survey at a sensitivity of 2°F/inch from a one-month old well that has not yet been perforated for production in the formation whose top shows on the gamma ray log at 8,140 feet. Oil flow into the vicinity of the wellbore is clearly evident on the log by the warming behavior at depth A, 8,150 feet. Furthermore, the log shows that this oil flows upward behind pipe to depth F, 7,976 feet. Numerous losses, presumably to fractured zones known to exist in the 174-foot crossflow interval, are indicated by labels B through E. The validity of these signatures can be judged by the noise-free character of the survey on either side of the crossflow interval. The heating over the entire interval is a result of the wellbore still being cooler than static temperature in those areas free of flow to the wellbore. A six-foot interval was perforated on either side of 8,150 feet and the zone was tested. Wide open, it would only flow 94 BPD of oil. The leak rate recorded on frame A of Figure 32 can then be no more than 10 to 15 BPD based on the maximum pressure drop available over a 174 foot column of oil replacing water.

Once the completion tested oil, the well was killed in preparation for a workover. One day after the kill, another logging company ran the temperature survey appearing on frame B of Figure 32, this time at a sensitivity of only 4°F/inch. Moreover, stairstepping is evident in the trace for temperature at the locations marked by arrows. The quality of the record is so poor that only the gross crossflow interval from depth A, 8,152 feet, to depth C, 7,959 feet, is evident along with the one major loss at depth B, 7,991 feet. The intermediate losses evident on frame A, cannot even be detected on the differential trace of frame B. The response of the differential trace at the source depth A, 8,152 feet is also of interest. The temperature curve shows that this response is due to a rapid two degree Fahrenheit decrease in temperature below depth A. A comparison of this differential response with that on Figure 2 (page 4) at depth B, the location of rapid one half degree temperature increase, shows how easily quality control is lost if diligent control is not maintained.

The preceding examples show that the only new feature in the use of temperature surveys to detect noninjection related flow behind pipe is the reliance on shut-in surveys alone. It is wise to have at least two run at shut-in times in the range of 12 to 36 hours. Use of such a timed sequence makes it possible to detect leaks that amount to only a few barrels a day. As we have pointed out, this sensitivity is a consequence of the well not being at static conditions when logged.

In regard to this sensitivity, the influence of lithology is usually greater at shallow depths due to increased variation in thermal properties. Furthermore, shallow sands that are on production near a given well often flow past the well at a drift velocity sufficient to add their signature to a shut-in temperature survey from the well. Consequently, it is a good practice to log a well in a given area purely for background data.
Figure 32. Behind-casing crossflow of liquid (oil) in a new well still slightly cooler than static temperature.

Logging for Lithology Influence: The next sequence of temperature surveys illustrate a logging sequence that was run during the first day of operation of a new injection well at a low enough injection pressure to insure water entry only into the depleted zone that had been perforated for water flooding. The logs were run as a reference for the influence of lithology because the well penetrated a potpourri, as evidenced by the lithotype labels appearing on the left-hand side of Figure 33. This mix clearly influences the short shut-in time surveys shown on the right of the figure. From the top, there is the tendency of the shale above A to lag the sand at B in recovery. The sand, in turn, lags the siltstone in the interval below C. Further, the carbonate section between D and E has a temperature survey reflecting the porous and non-porous pattern of the SP and gamma ray logs. The completion influence is seen at depth F. Finally, the carbonate
Figure 33. Temperature logging a new injection well for lithology signatures.

Porosity is again reflected in the interval GH below the tubing packer. Because of limited daylight in the winter, the three shut-in runs are about one day's work in themselves. Consequently, the base information continued in Figure 33 is essential to any interpretation of injection confinement on future surveys. In particular, the next zone up, zone 2 on Figure 33, had already been charged by leaks in older injection wells in other parts of this field.

This last example ends the discussion, formally at least, of temperature logging and leads to the second tool, the radioactive tracer logger. This tool is the most sensitive instrument for the detection of fluid movement inside and immediately outside of pipe. Fractional barrels per day of movement can be detected outside pipe provided it can be tagged and then pumped behind the casing. Fortunately, the significance of a radioactive tracer survey is generally easier to
comprehend than that for a temperature survey. Consequently, the associated discussion will be much briefer. Ease of interpretation, however, should not be confused with “correctness” of interpretation. The tracer tool has its own peculiarities and limitations that must be appreciated to use it effectively.

Radioactive Tracer Surveys

The radioactive tracer tool is a direct consequence of the widespread availability of radioactive isotopes that accompanied the growth in atomic physics research in the United States. An enormous surge in the application of tracers to tag materials occurred in the late forties and throughout the fifties as the operation of particle accelerators produced these materials in quantity. The high resolution provided by “radio-assay” was, of course, already well known at this time. The advantage of the gamma ray as a non-destructive tag that could be detected external to the host was also clearly established. Furthermore, the increased usage of the natural gamma ray logging tool for formation evaluation soon showed that the underground environment was also not excessively radioactive.

Most of the activity underground results from the decay of natural isotopes of potassium and thorium with some support added by uranium. Shales, where these materials concentrate, typically register about 100 API units on a gamma ray log. This activity amounts to about 6 microcuries per ton of material, an exceedingly low concentration in view of the fact that most radio assaying methods employed this amount of activity in grams of material.

The earliest use of the radioactive tracer method was to tag water so as to follow the injection of this water into open-hole completions. The tagging material was added to the water at the surface and a gamma ray logging tool, i.e., a Geiger-Muller ionization tube, was used to track the movement downhole. By the early fifties, the self-contained tool that carried its own source of tagging material had evolved.

The most widely used tagging material for water is an aqueous solution of sodium iodide, NaI, containing the isotope of iodine I-131. The decay of this isotope produces, in addition to beta particles, gamma radiation 80% of whose energy is in the 0.3 - 0.4 million electron volt range. The half-life is ideal at 8.05 days. Furthermore, in solution the iodine is a negative ion, I-. As such, the material is not absorbed on rock surfaces which tend to be electronegative. It, thus, can be pumped into porosity and away from the wellbore out of range of the tool.

The fact that 90% of the gammas registered by a tracer tool originate from within a foot of the detector is also one of the limitations on the method. It, like all nuclear logging tools, has limited depth of investigation.

On the positive side, the tracer tool is the highest resolution flowmeter available. With this tool, vertical speeds as low as 2 feet per week can be detected. Moreover, it is the only absolute flowmeter available. The British hydrodynamist, G. I. Taylor, showed in 1954 that if a slug of tagged water is mixed uniformly over the cross section of a pipe, then the centroid of the material subsequently moves with the average or superficial velocity of the stream, \( \bar{v} \). Timing the
movement of a tracer slug produces a number for $\hat{V}$ which can be converted to the volumetric rate by multiplication by the cross sectional area of the pipe, $A$:

$$ q = A\hat{V} $$

No calibration factor is involved for either laminar or turbulent flow. Tracer determined velocities are typically measured in units of feet per minute so that the above equation gives cubic feet per minute with $A$ expressed in square feet. In terms of barrels per day, the expression becomes

$$ q \text{ (BPD)} = 256 A\hat{V} \quad (3) $$

$A$ = Cross-sectional area, $\text{ft}^2$

$\hat{V}$ = Average velocity, $\text{ft/min}$

Before further comments, the features of the modern tracer tool must be examined.

**Modern Radioactive Tracer Tools:** The schematic of a 1 3/8-inch diameter tracer tool is shown in Figure 34. The assembly consists of two tools, a reservoir and pump section at the top and a detector section at the bottom made up of two gamma sensors and the associated circuitry necessary to amplify and transmit the detector counts. In the figure, a casing collar locator, CCL, is placed between the two detectors. The resulting five-foot spacing between the detectors is fairly typical in domestic use. It is also not unusual to find a temperature sensor of the type described on page 2 at the bottom of the tool. In fact, all companies can run the thermometer with the tracer tool.

The reservoir section contains tagged field brine that is ejected in discrete volumes into the wellbore by a positive displaced piston driven by the electric motor shown on the figure. The amount displaced into the wellbore on a given “shot” depends on how long the operator activates the electric motor. A normal shot displaces about 1/100 of the reservoir volume, but the operator can displace the entire reservoir in one step if he so chooses. A particular tool may have one, two or four ejection orifices spaced around the tool barrel at the top of the reservoir. The orifices are plugs that can be removed for loading the reservoir at the surface. The more ejection ports the better the mixing of each shot with wellbore fluid.

At the surface, a concentrated aqueous solution of sodium iodide containing about 5 microcuries of I-131 is diluted with about one pint or 500 CC’s of field brine in a metal syringe, the discharge end of which can be threaded into a hole in the tracer tool that normally contains an ejection orifice. Although sanitary, this method of loading traps air in the reservoir. This air is purged in the bottom of the hole prior to any logging operations.

A normal “shot” from a 100-shot tool will typically contain about 0.05 microcuries of I-131. In the immediate vicinity of a detector capable of such a response, this concentration would correspond to some 150,000 API units of activity which is 1,500 times background, even in
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shales. It is therefore no surprise that the tool can detect even minute flows behind pipe so long as the tagged fluid is in the near vicinity of the well.

Two detectors are present on the tool of Figure 34. This is done in order to minimize timing errors whenever the tool is used for stationary measurements of fluid velocity. If the slug is timed as it goes past each detector, then the exact time of ejection from the reservoir is not required for a velocity determination.

Early versions of the tracer tool invariably used Geiger counters as gamma ray detectors. The modern trend, however, is to the use of scintillation crystals due to their higher sensitivity to gamma radiation and to their ability to measure radiation intensity as well as the number of incident gammas per unit time. These tools are likely to have only one detector.

Figure 34. Schematic of a radioactive tracer tool for injection logging.
Tool Resolution: The proficiency of a gamma detector is important at both high and low count rates. A scintillation crystal is superior to a Geiger counter on both ends of the scale for gamma detection. A Geiger counter is basically a particle detection device. The passage of, say, an alpha particle through the low pressurized gas in the tube ionizes the gas so a pulse of current can pass between electrodes. Gamma rays, however, being devoid of mass, are inefficient ionizers. This inefficiency establishes the low count rate threshold. Once the tube pulses, then time is required for the ions to neutralize before the next pulse can occur. If this "down time" is denoted by \( t \) seconds/count, then the count rate, \( C_i \), registered in response to a true rate \( C_i \) is:

\[
C_i = C_i - C_i \times C_i t
\]

or

\[
C_i = C_i \left( 1 - C_i t \right)
\] (4)

The "down time" for an ionization tube is of the order of one-third of millisecond, i.e., \( t = 3 \times 10^4 \) seconds; thus, at a true count rate of \( C_i = 500 \) cps, equation (4) gives an indicated count \( C_i = 435 \) cps, a 13% error. Consequently, the tubes are usually employed in bundles of several tubes so that at least one tube can be active at any given time.

As already mentioned, a normal shot contains about 0.05 \( \mu \)c (microcuries) of I-131 in about 5 grams of diluent. One curie, by definition, gives \( 3.7 \times 10^{10} \) disintegrations per second; therefore, an unmixed shot can generate a count of \( C_i = 3.7 \times 10^{10} \times 0.05 \times 10^6 = 1,850 \) cps. Given dilution on ejection and counter inefficiency, the actual value is closer to 1,000 cps. The previous calculations by equation (4) showed that this is an excessive count rate for a single Geiger tube.

A scintillation crystal, on the other hand, has no such rate limitation because its "down time" is essentially zero. Furthermore, even a very low energy gamma incident upon the crystal will excite the emission of a pulse of light whose intensity is directly proportional to the energy level of the gamma. The light pulses are amplified in number by photomultiplier tubes to give an extremely sensitive detector. A crystal, however, is far more delicate and "temperamental" than an ionization tube. Consequently, Geiger counters remain in widespread usage on tracer tools.

In summary, a tool that records satisfactorily its own gamma ray log at a sensitivity of 40 API units per inch has plenty of resolution for radioactive tracer work. Geiger tube devices may be non-linear at high count rates, however.

Tool Specifications: The dimensions appearing on Figure 34 clearly illustrate a tool much longer than the temperature logger. The entire assembly typically runs about 15 feet in length with collar locator and temperature probe. If the tool is to pass into a liner, then centralizers must also be attached. This adds another 5 feet of tool. The tool diameter may therefore become the critical factor in the use of the tool. Fortunately, the same diameters are available for this tool as those listed for the thermometer, as small as 7/8-inch and as large as 1 11/16-inches. This range includes devices with scintillation detectors as well as with Geiger counters. As with the thermometer, a popular size is the 1 3/8-inch tool shown in Figure 34.
Temperature and pressure ratings are also comparable to those for the thermometer. The main difference is in the increased length of tool before sinker bar addition. The use of a single detector tool will reduce the length by 5 to 6 feet.

**Logging Procedures:** Logging with the radioactive tracer tool is done in two ways, both of which may be used on any given job. One way is to eject a "shot" of tracer into the injection stream and then record the location of the slug with time by successive gamma ray intensity surveys, or "drags," of the wellbore. This depth-mode logging is usually called a slug tracking procedure. It affords one a quick and easily understood picture of where the injected water is going. This fact is illustrated by the surveys on Figure 35 for a well on injection at about 600 BPD brine into a single set of perforations. For this record, a slug of tagged brine was ejected at 9,510 feet with the well on injection; then eleven successive surveys of gamma ray intensity, records A through K, along the wellbore were recorded, in this case, by the bottom detector. Each record or drag was made by the operator quickly dropping the tool until the detector passed

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 35.** A radioactive slug tracking record from a well on injection at about 600 BPD water.
through the slug and then logging back upward at constant speed with the recorder on depth drive. As the detector records through the maximum or peak activity, the operator notes the corresponding time. These times are listed on the figure as minutes:seconds at the depth of maximum activity. The numbers start at 0:00 at the peak for drag A, and increase to 19:45 for drag K. The operator adjusts his logging speeds so as to “catch” the slug at 10-20 foot intervals in the full flow stream above the perforations. As the slug moves down the wellbore, even before reaching the perforations, it spreads vertically and drops in peak amplitude accordingly as a result of mixing by flow turbulence and by the movement of the logging tool through the slug two times for each drag. A visual inspection of the slug “size” alone is enough to show that practically all the injected fluid makes it to depth D, 9,560 feet, before leaving the wellbore. All the injection thus occurs over the bottom half of the perforated interval. The final survey, K, shows that some of the water has flowed all the way down to 9,605 feet, some twelve feet below the bottom perforation. In order to place the location of this flow, inside or outside pipe, the operator ejected another slug at 9,604 feet. The two logging runs on Figure 36 overlay, showing that this slug remains at the ejection depth. Therefore, the flow revealed on drags H through K is behind casing.

The slug tracking technique offers a clear picture of what is going on in and immediately around the wellbore. But, as a flow profiling technique, it obviously has poor vertical resolution. The second method of tool use overcomes this deficiency. First, however, it should be mentioned that operators are historically negligent in recording the detector sensitivity employed in surveying. The log heading stated that the drags on Figure 35 were recorded at a gamma sensitivity of 200 counts/sec per inch of chart, yet the operator apparently increased the sensitivity for the last survey, drag K. The activity of the storage spike in the perforation at 9,590 feet has increased from the previous survey even through 9 1/2 minutes of injection ensued! In fact, the operator may have increased sensitivity from survey I through K.

The second way the tracer tool is used entails stationary measurements of travel times between two detectors. To conduct such a velocity shot, the operator positions the tool so as to place the detectors at chosen locations, turns his recorder to time drive at a speed of anywhere from 1/2 inch of log per minute to 10 inches/min, and turns on both gamma detectors; hopefully, both at the same sensitivity. He then ejects a slug of tagged brine into the moving stream and continues the record until the slug passes both detectors. The resulting travel time between detectors of known spacing is an inverse velocity measurement that is free of lag error between the “firing” at the surface and actual ejection downhole.

![Figure 36. Slug tracking (2 surveys) below the perforations of Figure 35 well.](image-url)
Figure 37 shows a velocity shot taken above the perforations in the well of Figure 35, a well on injection at some 600 BPD. The two detectors on this particular tool are spaced 5.5 feet apart. The left-hand trace is the output of the bottom detector, positioned at 9,505.0 feet, whereas the right hand trace is from the top detector at 9,499.5 feet. The recorder is on time drive at a nominal speed of 1 inch/minute. With 10 vertical log divisions per inch, the nominal vertical scale is 60/10 or 6 seconds per chart division. A calibration, however, gave 23.5 chart divisions in two minutes of time. The vertical time scale is therefore 120/23.5 = 5.1 seconds per chart division. The ejected slug arrives first at the top detector, the maximum activity, point A, appearing some 3.5 chart divisions after the ejection marker. The maximum intensity at the bottom detector, point B, arrives later after some 6.2 chart divisions following the ejection mark. The difference between arrivals A and B can be measured directly at 2.7 chart divisions without reference to the ejection marker. This, of course, is the advantage of the dual detector tool. This difference represents a nominal travel time $\Delta t = 2.7 \text{ cd} \times 6 \text{ sec/cd}$ or $\Delta t = 16.2$ seconds over 5.5 feet. In view of the calibration, the actual travel time is $\Delta t = 2.7 \times 5.1 = 13.8$ seconds, a value some 14% lower than nominal. This travel time is representative of the full flow stream and is customarily used only as a reference for subsequent shots within the perforated interval.

Consequently, the speed calibration of the chart drive is often omitted and only the nominal speed, 1 inch/minute in this case, is listed. Actually, this speed is too slow in the case of Figure 37. A drive speed of 5 inches/minute would have been more appropriate as this would have separated points A and B by some 14 chart divisions and would have allowed a more accurate evaluation of travel time.

The timing of the difference in peak values illustrated in Figure 37 is the most commonly used of five different ways that have been proposed. All five are illustrated on Figure 38. On this figure,
the peak time is designated by point 2 and as method #2. The obvious ambiguity in the location of this point on Figure 38 is eliminated by the peak "shaping" procedure that locates point 3 by the intersection of the dashed lines on the figure. These lines are the tangents at the inflection points to the leading and the trailing edges of the pulse in activity. The remaining three methods of timing utilize "first arrivals" which are, necessarily, faster than peak travel times. If the leading-edge tangent line is continued to its intersection with the base line, then the resulting point 1 defines a "first arrival" that is independent of tool sensitivity. This is obviously not the case when one tries to locate point 5 as the "first" point at which the gamma ray activity exceeds the base line activity. Whenever the leading edge of the pulse is very sharp, as at the top detector in Figure 37, points 1 and 5 will coincide. Finally, there is a so-called "half-peak" arrival time that is determined by the intersection with the leading edge of the pulse of a line parallel to the base line and passing through a point at one-half the maximum or peak amplitude. This procedure gives point 4 on Figure 38. The intersection with the leading edge occurs near the inflection point, as Figure 38 demonstrates.

The five timing points are marked in Figure 39 on each of the pulses from Figure 37 and the corresponding travel times in chart divisions are tabulated. As the table shows, the "eyeballed" or estimated first arrival are usually the least reliable whenever the sensitivity is such that the pulses do not "peg" the recorder.

![Diagram of Five Methods for Timing the Travel of a Stationary Velocity Shot](figure38.png)

**Figure 38.** Five methods for timing the travel of a stationary velocity shot.
TRAVEL TIMES, $\Delta t$ CHART DIVISIONS, FOR Figure 39 POINTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$\Delta t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Peak Arrival</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shaped-Peak Arrival</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Inflection First Arrival</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Half-Peak Arrival</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;Eyeball&quot; First Arrival</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For pulses of the quality of those on Figure 39, nothing more complicated than peak travel times is necessary. As the pulses become more dispersed, one can usually get by with the peak shaping approach. Once the pulses have become very "strung out," at very low rates for example, then about the only consistent approach is the half-peak technique. The same method should, of course, be used for all velocity shots on a given survey.

However timed, the stationary, velocity-shot technique allows the vertical resolution to be controlled by the amount the tool is moved in the well between "shots." This is the only way that one can survey sets of perforations that are spaced twenty or less feet apart and retain any quantitative vitality. Likewise, the method is required when detailing within a short perforated interval.

The velocity shot is, however, an instantaneous sample of, typically, 30 seconds or less duration. As such, the resulting travel times are much more sensitive to rate fluctuations than are the tracked slug surveys of the type shown on Figure 35. Because the latter method samples more wellbore in a given time interval, various drags are more likely to share a common rate of injection. In the velocity shot method, it is good practice to replicate near the end of the survey some of the shots done early in the survey.

Figure 39. Location of five timing points on the records of Figure 37.
Figures 35 and 37 are demonstrations of the observation that both slug tracking and velocity shot procedures are usually employed on any given job. A lot of record is collected; consequently, it is very helpful to have a section of the log devoted to listing where and at what time each ejection occurred, the size of the shot, and the sensitivity at which it was recorded. Because this is seldom done, one has to assume that the sequence of operations proceeded from the bottom of log to the top in order of shot number.

Finally, recommended recording sensitivities are listed in Table 4. The scale common to all service companies is the API units/inch since the actual counts/second per inch will vary from company to company. Thus, the values in the table are keyed to normal gamma ray log sensitivity of 40 API units/inch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose of Record</th>
<th>API Units/Inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamma Ray Log for Depth Control</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection of Behind-Pipe Flow</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Profiling Inside Pipe</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table states that the response to shots ejected to detect flow behind casing should be recorded at about one-fifth the sensitivity used for gamma ray logging. This choice keeps in perspective that small amount of tracer that can be squeezed behind pipe in almost any well. Likewise, the response to shots ejected to track flow inside pipe can be recorded at about one twenty-fifth normal API sensitivity. This level allows the slug to be recorded without “pegging.”

The remaining “sensitivity” is the chart speed used when a stationary velocity shot is recorded. As the shot on Figure 37 illustrates, it is easy to lose precision in timing if the chart drive is too slow. The recording speed, S, should be adjusted according to fluid velocity so as to space the peaks from the two detectors about 5 - 10 chart divisions apart. If the spacing between detectors is L feet, then the number of chart divisions is approximately given by:

\[
\text{No. CD's} = 10 \frac{S L}{V} \tag{5}
\]

If 10 chart divisions are chosen, then Equation 5 gives the necessary chart drive as:
\[ S = \frac{\hat{V}}{L} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ S = \text{Time-drive speed, in/min} \]
\[ \hat{V} = \text{Fluid velocity, ft/min} \]
\[ L = \text{Detector spacing, ft} \]

For example, the water velocity associated with the shots on Figure 37 is about 20 ft/min and the detector spacing is 5.5 feet so that equation 6 gives

\[ S = \frac{20}{5.5} = 3.6 \text{ in/min} \]

With available speeds of 1/2, 1, 2, 5, 10 inches/min, one would therefore select a speed \( S = 5 \text{ in/min} \) rather than the 1 in/min actually used on Figure 37.

With these procedural details out of the way, a more detailed look at what the surveys mean is in order.

**Injection Profile from Slug Tracking:** Please refer to the slug tracking survey contained on Figure 35. This survey showed that most of the injection left the wellbore over the bottom half of the 52-ft long perforated interval. The injection will now be profiled in more detail.

There are two ways that slug tracking surveys are used to profile flow. Both ways assume that the slug of tracers is uniformly mixed over the cross sectional area of the casing when ejected so that equation 3 relates the volumetric rate to the apparent slug movement. Some operators, immediately after ejecting a shot, will work the tool through the slug a few times before starting the logging operation. Others do not bother, as was the case with the operator who ran the survey of Figure 35 (page 50). The bifurcated shape of the slug recorded on drag A shows that it was not well mixed over the cross section. Furthermore, the “size” of the slug recorded on drag A is less than that recorded on the next pass, drag B. When drag A passed through the slug, most of the tracer material was on a side of the pipe away from the tool. The operator is depending on fluid turbulence and subsequent logging runs to mix the slug.

**Slug Timing:** The more common of the two profiling methods makes use of the peak location-time data on Figure 35 to calculate velocities for each drag after the first. Slug A is located at 9,512 feet when the clock was started. On drag B the peak had moved to 9,524 feet and 39 seconds of time had elapsed on the clock. Thus, the apparent velocity between these depths is

\[ \hat{V} = \frac{(9524 - 9512)}{39} \times 60 = 18.5 \text{ ft/min} \]

In a like fashion, the velocities of slugs C through I are determined in the table below and listed on the left-hand side of Figure 35. Incomplete mixing has only minimal influence on the timing.
of slugs over a twelve-foot interval. Consequently, the average velocity for slugs B, C, and D can be taken as representative of the full flow stream, i.e., for 100% injection rate the velocity is

\[
\hat{V}_{100\%} = \frac{1}{3} (18.5 + 20.9 + 20.0) = 19.5 \text{ ft/min}
\]

The variation in these numbers can be the result of either timing errors or actual rate fluctuations. Common practice assigns the percent flow for a particular drag to the midpoint depth of the interval between it and the preceding drag. Thus, the 100% point for drag B is assigned to a depth of:

\[
9.512.0 + 12/2 = 9.518 \text{ feet}
\]

This is an arbitrary practice that would be in error even if the only loss in the interval occurred at exactly the midpoint depth!

**TABLE 5. SLUG TRACKING DATA FROM SURVEYS ON FIGURE 35**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drag</th>
<th>Peak Location</th>
<th>ΔL (Ft.)</th>
<th>Δt (Sec.)</th>
<th>( \hat{V} ) (Ft./Min.)</th>
<th>% Flow in Well</th>
<th>Interval Mid-Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>9512.0</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9524.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>9538.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>9559.2</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>9573.0</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>9582.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>9592.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>9587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>9599.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9593*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>9601.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Base of Perforations

The numbers in the above table are graphed on Figure 40 and indicate the initial impression that most of the flow is lost from the bottom half of the perforated interval was correct.

The above survey came from a section of wellbore with a constant casing size. If the cross-sectional area changes from one drag to the next, then the velocities must be corrected to a common area by multiplication by the ratio of the actual area to the reference area.

To appreciate the extent to which any discrete timing procedure can smear a flow profile, consider the following hypothetical situation. Suppose four drags, A, B, C and D, are measured and the peaks are spaced exactly 10 feet apart. The entire stream flows over the interval from A to B
Figure 40. Profile for slug tracking surveys from Figure 35.

requiring 10 seconds for the transit. Thus, a velocity of 1 ft/sec., associated with 100% of flow as listed in the table below, is assigned to the midpoint of interval AB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drag</th>
<th>ΔL (Ft)</th>
<th>Δt (Sec)</th>
<th>( \tilde{V} ) (Ft/Sec)</th>
<th>% Flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, at the midpoint of interval BC, exactly 50% of the flow exits the wellbore and the remaining 50% continues on to C and D. The travel from B to C will thus be half the way at a speed of 1.0 ft/sec and the remaining half at only 0.5 ft/sec. Thus the travel time will be

\[
\Delta t_{bc} = \frac{5 \text{ ft}}{1.0 \text{ ft/sec}} + \frac{5 \text{ ft}}{0.5 \text{ ft/sec}} = 15 \text{ sec}
\]
as shown in the table. The apparent velocity is then $10/15 - 0.67$ ft/sec. The travel time from C to D will be 20 seconds. As the table shows, the resulting “profile” allocates a 33% loss, rather than 50%, to the mid-point of interval BC and carries a 17% loss over to the mid-point of interval CD where no loss actually occurred. This behavior is characteristic of any interval velocity technique. The loss from the first interval is underestimated and a little final loss is carried one interval beyond the actual.

Before looking at the second method of profiling, which avoids the dispersion inherent to timing, it should be pointed out that the velocities on Figure 35 and in the tabulated results of page 57 are the superficial velocities that are related to volumetric rates by equation 3, which is

$$ q \ (\text{BPD}) = 256 \ A \hat{V} $$

(3)

The survey on Figure 35 is in 5 1/2 inch, 17 lb/ft casing with a cross-sectional area $A = 0.1305$ sq. ft. At 100% flow, the timed slug velocity is $\hat{V} = 19.5$ ft/min. Therefore, the injection rate, $q$, is

$$ q = 256 \times 0.1305 \times 19.5 = 651 \ \text{BPD}. $$

As was pointed out in the introduction, this type of survey is the only one that gives a velocity that requires no adjustment to superficial velocity. Most pipe tables also list the pipe capacity, $C$, in bbls/ft directly so that the rate can be obtained by

$$ q = 1440 \ c \hat{V} $$

(3A)

where $c$ = Pipe capacity, bbls/ft

$\hat{V}$ = Superficial velocity, ft/min

**Slug Area:** The second method of flow profiling from slug tracking data makes use of the area under the recorded intensity curve for a given drag. If the gamma intensity is assumed to be proportional to the concentration of tracer, then the area under the curve is proportional to the total amount of tracer in the wellbore at a given drag location. This area would then decrease in proportion to the fluid loss from the wellbore. The assumption of direct proportionality between intensity and concentration is strictly valid only whenever a detector is surrounded by a tracer concentration that is uniform not only across the pipe cross-section but also in the vertical direction. In such a situation, loss in peak height alone would be sufficient for flow profiling. Drags A, B, and C on Figure 35 show that peak intensity alone is insufficient because this value decreases as the slug spreads vertically.

Furthermore, a gamma ray originating at a particular location can be counted from about a foot away from its origin. Thus the area under a drag curve accumulates multiple counts due to “carry-away.” This influence can be minimized by use of a number proportional to the area that is obtained by multiplication of the peak height by the width of the pulse at one-half peak height.
For example, drag A on Figure 41 has a peak height of 70 millimeters as shown. At half this height, the pulse width is 5.2 mm, so the product \(70 \times 5.2 = 364 \text{ (mm)}^2\) is the number to be assigned as an area. In a similar fashion, the other drags through G can be measured to give the numbers in Table 6. The “growth” in slug area through drag C is the result of poor mixing after ejection. The tracer material went to the pipe wall when it squirted from the tool orifice. If not intentionally mixed upon ejection, then about three drags through the slug is needed to achieve cross-sectional mixing. Fortunately, drags C and D can be averaged to give a reference area of 490 mm\(^2\) for the full flow stream, the 100% point.

The percentages in Table 6 are based on this reference. These percentages are graphed as dashed lines for comparison on Figure 40. They show even more of the injection leaving the wellbore over the bottom half of the perforated interval than does the timed slug profile. Note in the table that the slug area is assigned to the location of peak intensity for the drag as this measurement is instantaneous at this depth. The apparent loss of 34% between drags D and E is, of course, smeared over the 14-foot interval separating the peak location.

Table 6. Slug “Area” Data from Figure 41 Slug Tracking Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drag</th>
<th>Location Ft.</th>
<th>Height mm</th>
<th>Weight mm</th>
<th>Product Area, mm(^2)</th>
<th>% Flow in Well</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>9512</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9524</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>9538</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>9559</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>9573</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>66*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>9582</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>9592</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Relative to 490 mm\(^2\)

The method does, however, confine the loss to the interval over which it actually occurs. No fluid loss is carried over to the next interval as with the timed slug method. Moreover, the method is unaffected by variations in injection rate or by changes in cross-sectional area so long as fluid jets are avoided.

The recording sensitivity and the logging speed should be kept constant for the drags that are to be used for profiling, drags A through G in the case of figures 35 and 41. Each of the drags on Figure 41 was run with the tool moving upwards as the tracer slug moves down to meet the tool. Consequently, the apparent width of a given peak will be shorter on the record than it actually is by the amount that the slug moves down while the tool passes through it. Let \(W\) denote the
actual slug width, $W_{app}$ the width on the record, and $\delta$ the distance traveled by the slug as the tool passes through. Then

$$W_{app} = W - \delta$$

If $V_L$ is the line or logging speed upward, then the time required for the tool to pass through the slug is

$$\Delta t = \frac{W_{app}}{V_L} = \frac{1}{V_L} (W - \delta).$$

During this time the slug moves a distance $\delta$ given by

$$\delta = \hat{V} \Delta t.$$
From these two equations one obtains the following expression for \( \delta \):

\[
\delta = W \frac{\nabla}{V_L + \nabla}
\]

from which

\[
W_{App} = \frac{W}{1 + \frac{\nabla}{V_L}}
\]

or

\[
W = W_{app} (1 + \frac{\nabla}{V_L})
\]

At the logging speeds typically used for drag surveys, 200 ft/minute or higher, the correction to the apparent width as taken from the record is generally insignificant.

In spite of its approximate nature, the slug area method of profiling shown on Figure 41 gives a slightly better answer than does the times slug method of Figure 35. This is shown on Figure 40 where the two methods may be compared to the profile given by eleven velocity shots made over the perforated interval.

**Injection Profiles from Velocity Shots:** The increased vertical resolution afforded by stationary velocity shots is apparent from the comparison already made on Figure 40. This increased resolution is purchased with increased logging time. Consequently, the chance of including errors due to rate variations also increases. For example, the total 20 shots associated with the testing that gave the data for the velocity shots on Figure 40 were spaced over nearly half an hour. By contrast, the logging for drags A through G on Figure 41 occupied less than six minutes of time. The common procedure is to make the velocity shots in a single progression, top to bottom or vice versa, without doubling back to check on previous shots. If this check is to be done, specific instructions must be given to this effect.

The various methods for travel-time selection have already been illustrated on the velocity shot of Figure 39 taken in the 100% flow stream. The travel time of 13.8 seconds quoted for this shot was the peak travel time. This time is assigned to the depth at the mid-point of the detectors, i.e., to 5.802 feet in Figure 39. The velocity shot data are tabulated as shot number, mid-point depth, and travel time in exactly the same fashion as was the timed slug data in the table on page 57. The travel times are commonly referred to as “reaction time.” Since the detector spacing is the same for all shots, the percentage profile is done with reciprocal travel time without conversion to a velocity. Thus, in the well of Figure 39, a travel time of 20 seconds, relative to 13.8 seconds for full flow, would correspond to \((\frac{13.8}{20}) \times 100 = 69\%\) of the total rate. This is the point graphed as a solid dot on Figure 40 at a mid-point depth of 9,581 feet.
A question that usually arises is the meaning that one attaches to the velocity associated with the 13.8 second travel time for the velocity shot of Figure 39; namely how is the number

\[ V = \frac{5.5 \text{ ft}}{13.8 \text{ sec}} \times 60 \frac{\text{sec}}{\text{min}} = 24 \frac{\text{ft}}{\text{min}} \]

related to the volumetric injection rate? It is obviously bigger than the superficial velocity \( \hat{V} = 19.5 \text{ ft/min} \) determined from the timed slug data in the table on page 57. This is not unexpected since the cross-sectional area determining \( V \) is the annular area between the tool and the casing wall. For the velocity shot in question, the tool was a 1 3/8 inch diameter instrument with a cross-sectional area of 0.0103 square feet inside casing with an area of 0.1305 square feet. An area correction on the value for \( V \) thus gives

\[ V_c = \frac{0.1305 - 0.0103}{0.1305} \times 24 = 22.1 \text{ ft/min} , \]

a number that is still larger than \( \hat{V} = 19.5 \text{ ft/min} \). Theoretical relations between \( V_c \) and \( \hat{V} \) exist but the assumptions are so restrictive that they are of little practical utility. Consequently, the rate equation for velocity shot data is usually simply

\[ q = \frac{C}{\Delta t} , \]

where \( \Delta t \) = velocity shot travel time, seconds,
\( C \) = calibration constant, BPD-sec.

The calibration constant is determined from a surface measured injection rate and a downhole travel time in the full flow stream. For example, suppose \( q = 650 \text{ BPD} \) (the rate calculated from the timed slug) and that \( \Delta t = 13.8 \text{ seconds} \) as measured by the velocity shot in the 100% flow stream, then \( C = 650 \times 13.8 = 8,970 \). The velocity shot is therefore not an absolute measure of volumetric rate as is the timed slug. The reason for this is the incomplete mixing that accompanies ejection from a stationary tool followed by only about five feet of travel prior to gamma intensity measurement. If one is desperate for an estimated rate, one can assume that

\[ \hat{V} = \alpha V_c , \]

where \( \alpha = 0.7 - 0.9 \).

for the "sharp" pulses of the type shown on Figure 39 (page 54). Because of the poor mixing, the apparent travel time of the shot slug depends almost entirely on how the material is distributed by the ejection jet into the annular volume between tool and casing. Figure 42 shows two extremes of tracer placement by a tool centralized in a low velocity stream. In frame A, a high velocity jet from a single ejection port plasters the material against the wall of the pipe. The subsequent rebound, just beginning on the figure, is the only mixing the material gets. In fact, in viscous polymer water, the slug may not rebound at all! The resulting pulse that such a shot gives can
range from satisfactory to a very smeared-out, low-intensity signature with ill defined travel time. The tool on frame B of Figure 42 has four ejection ports and can place large shots at lower velocity to give much better mixing in the pipe along with a sharper pulse whose peak is clearly defined. Tracer tools are available that avoid the placement problem by virtue of slug ejection downward into the center of pipe. Such a tool is pictured on Figure 43. The decentralizing "elbow" on this instrument positions the ejector at the centerline of whatever size pipe is involved. Because this places the tracer material in the higher velocity part of the pipe, the resulting gamma intensity pulse has sharp leading and trailing edges with well-defined travel time. It is the preferred tool for profiling flows of viscous water.

Considering the work that went into the preparation of the injection profile on Figure 40 (page 58), one must also determine how representative it is of the actual injectivity. This is done in the next section.

Figure 42. Tracer placement in the annular volume between a 1.5-inch tool and a 6-inch plexiglass pipe (courtesy Atlas Wireline).
Comparison of Tracer Profile with Temperature Profile: The initial drag surveys on Figures 35 (page 50) and 36 established that at least some of the injected water goes behind the pipe into porosity at 9,605 feet. The most detailed flow profile, the velocity shot data on Figure 40, places 50% of the flow exiting at the very bottom of the perforated interval. This is, presumably, the amount lost behind pipe to lower porosity. Therefore, one would conclude that only 50% of injected water is entering into the completed-interval porosity. This hypothesis can be checked. The injecting temperature survey given on Figure 44 indicates that the hypothesis is in fact, wrong! Every bit of the injected fluid is going into the porosity at 9,605 feet because the temperature survey shows no losses above this depth. Apparently, the formation has fractured downward from intended porosity into that below the completion. The tracer tool is correctly recording those depths where the water leaves the wellbore region in the fracture. The decreasing vertical velocities associated with the tracer drags on Figure 35 reflect increasing lateral velocities in the fracture itself so as to conduct the same mass rate in a form of a “spill” into the fracture. This comparison illustrates emphatically the necessity of corroborating surveys in production logging. No logging tool is an absolute, stand-alone device in all situations. Yet the belief is so strong that the “more easily interpreted” tracer data is the “right” answer that common practice is to allocate 50% injection to the completed interval even though the temperature survey is available for comparison. At least, in this example, the tagged water stayed close enough to the wellbore to be evident on the drags of Figure 35 even below the perforated interval.

But this is not always the case. Frame A on Figure 45 shows seven drags through shot #2 ejected at 5,400 feet in a well on water injection. Drag 4 already shows significant loss at the top of the
short perforated interval at depth A on frame A. Drags 6 and 7 reveal that the vertical travel of the slug peak ceases at the bottom of the same perforations. The slug is pumped away at this location. Compare this behavior with that below the perforations in Figure 35. The velocity shot survey also showed no flow below a depth of 5,427 feet, as indicated on frame A of Figure 45. The slug travel to the bottom of the porosity of zone A at 5,431 feet apparently occurs behind pipe. As a result of the tracer survey, the entire injection was allocated to zone A. Yet the injecting temperature survey on frame B of Figure 45 shows no loss at all across this zone, depth I on frame B. The first loss is at depth A, the top of the thick zone of porosity evident on the
neutron log of frame B. The next loss is at depth B, a location in the same thick zone. Furthermore, the 12-hour shut-in temperature survey on frame B of Figure 45 shows absolutely no storage at the porosity indicated at depth 1. The only storage signature is at depth C, the top portion of the thick zone. The entire stream is actually injected into this zone not the one indicated by the tracer loss surveys on frame A. Perforations into the thick zone have plugged with continued injection, the formation has fractured from the thin zone down into the better permeability in the thick interval, and the injected stream is presently exiting the wellbore into the fracture through the thin-zone perforations. As this stream "spills" away from the wellbore, it is quickly lost to the tracer tool.

Special procedures are needed if the tracer tool is employed to demonstrate injection confinement. This is the subject of the final topic in the discussion of the radioactive tracer method. Some additional comments on the vertical resolution of the velocity shot method of surveying should be made at this time. The resolution of the shot data on Figure 40 was set by the 5.5 foot separation between the two detectors. This spacing, however, is not a restriction on the vertical resolution that can be achieved. This fact is demonstrated in the next section. The technique also allows one to limit the smearing effect already described for timed slugs to small distances.

**Velocity Shots with Overlapping Intervals:** Suppose the two detectors are spaced five feet apart. The tool can, of course, only measure five-foot travel times directly. If, however, the tool is only
moved by a distance of one foot after each shot, then any shot relogs four feet of the previous 5-foot interval and picks up one foot of new travel time. In this fashion, one-foot travel times, $\Delta t'$, can be calculated from five-foot times, $\Delta t$. Consider the 8.5-foot perforated interval shown on frame A of Figure 46. Suppose that injection is occurring only in the top four feet of the interval in a uniform fashion so that equal amounts are lost in each foot of interval. If 50% of the total stream is injected into the 4-foot interval and 50% continues to other sets of perforations deeper, then the true injection profile appears on frame A of Figure 46 in the form of a bar graph showing the 12.5% of the total injection that exits over each foot of the 4-foot interval. If the survey is made with the actual spacing of detectors as the interval between shots, then two shots will span the entire perforations. The resulting smearing will then be so bad that roughly 25% of the injection appears to exit over the top half of the perforations and 25% over the bottom half, i.e., the injection appears to be uniform over the entire perforated interval. This is clearly unacceptable. So, instead, velocity shots will be taken at 1-foot intervals starting with the tool positioned so that the bottom detector is just above the top perforation at location 1 on frame A of Figure 46.
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(A) Actual Injection Profile  
(B) Tracer-Derived Profile

Figure 46. Control of vertical resolution by overlapping 1-ft stations with a tool having normal detector spacing.
The top detector is 5 feet above location 1. Both detectors are in the full flow stream, \( q' \). The first measured travel is thus the reference for 100% flow:

\[
\Delta t_0 = 5\Delta t'_0
\]

where \( \Delta t'_0 \) is the 5-foot reference time and \( \Delta t'_0 \) is the 1-foot reference time for 100% flow. Therefore

\[
\Delta t'_0 = \frac{1}{5} \Delta t_0 \quad \text{(at location 1)}
\]

The tool is now moved so that the bottom detector is one foot deeper at location 2 on frame A, Figure 46. The resulting travel time, \( \Delta t_1 \), measured over five feet is

\[
\Delta t_1 = \Delta t_1' + 4\Delta t'_0
\]

\[
\Delta t_1 = \Delta t_1' + \frac{4}{5} \Delta t_0
\]

or

\[
\Delta t'_1 = \Delta t_1 - \frac{4}{5} \Delta t_0 \quad \text{(at location 2)}.
\]

This is the travel time for the first 1-foot increment into the perforated interval. This result can also be written as

\[
\Delta t'_1 = \Delta t_1 - \Delta t_0 + \Delta t'_0.
\]

In this form it has an obvious geometric significance. When the tool is lowered by one foot to a current location from a previous location, the movement of the bottom detector adds an increment of one foot length. Likewise, the movement of the top detector leaves behind an increment of equal length. The last expression, stated in words rather than symbols, is:

"The travel time for the added increment is equal to the difference in 5-foot travel times in the current and in the previous location plus the incremental travel time for the increment left behind."

In the above form the statement is perfectly general. For example, for shot #5, five feet into the perforations, the bottom detector moves from location 5 to location 6 on frame A of Figure 46. Likewise, the top detector moves from location 0 to location 1 leaving behind an increment with a travel time of \( \Delta t_0 \). Thus

\[
\Delta t'_5 = \Delta t_5 - \Delta t_4 + \Delta t'_0.
\]

For shot #6, the bottom detector moves from location 6 to location 7 whereas the top detector moves 1 foot into the perforated interval leaving an increment with a travel time of \( \Delta t'_1 \).
Consequently,

\[ \Delta t'_6 = \Delta t_6 - \Delta t_5 + \Delta t'_1, \]

or, in general

\[ \Delta t'_N = \Delta t_N - \Delta t_{N-1} + \Delta t'_{N-1}, \]

where the N-5 arises from the 5-foot spacing between detectors. Shot #6, six feet into the perforations and two feet beyond the injection interval in frame A of Figure 46, is required in order for the survey to register zero injectivity in the added increment. The corresponding apparent profile is shown on frame B of Figure 46. Here we see that half the true injection is lost from the first increment of the perforated interval and is allocated instead to the increment just beyond the last increment to actually receive injection.

The profile in frame B of Figure 46 is quite simple to calculate. If a distance parameter \( z \) is measured from the top of the perforations downward as shown on frame B, Figure 46, then the velocity in the perforated interval is given by

\[ V(z) = V_o \left( 1 - \frac{z}{8} \right); \quad 0 \leq z \leq 4 \text{ ft} \]

\[ V(z) = \frac{1}{2} V_o \quad ; \quad z > 4 \text{ ft} \]

where \( V_o \) is the full stream velocity. The travel time over an increment extending from \( z_i \) to \( z_j \) is thus

\[ \Delta t_{ij} = \int_{z_i}^{z_j} \frac{dz}{V(z)} = \frac{1}{V_o} \int_{z_i}^{z_j} \frac{dz}{\left( 1 - \frac{z}{8} \right)} \]

recognizing that \( \Delta t'_0 = \frac{1}{V_0} \) minutes, we obtain after integration

\[ \Delta t_{ij} = 8 \Delta t'_0 \ln \left( \frac{8 - z_j}{8 - z_i} \right); \quad z_j \leq 4 \text{ ft}, \]

for the interval travel time. For example, \( z_i = 0 \) and \( z_j = 1 \) for the first foot into the perforations, interval 1-2 on frame A, Figure 46. Thus

\[ \Delta t_{12} = 8 \Delta t'_0 \ln \left( \frac{8}{7} \right) = 1.068 \Delta t'_0 \]

For the fifth foot, interval 5-6, \( z_i = 4 \) and \( z_j = 5 \), so that \( V(z) = 1/2 \ V_o \) and \( \Delta t_{56} = \frac{2}{V_o} = 2\Delta t'_0 \). In this fashion, the following numbers are obtained.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shot</th>
<th>Frame A Interval</th>
<th>$\Delta t'$</th>
<th>% Flow in Well</th>
<th>% Loss to Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>$\Delta t'_0$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>1.068 $\Delta t'_0$</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>1.233 $\Delta t'_0$</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>1.459 $\Delta t'_0$</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>1.785 $\Delta t'_0$</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>2 $\Delta t'_0$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>2 $\Delta t'_0$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers in the last column are graphed on frame B of Figure 46.

The technique of overlapping intervals must be initiated with a shot in a location where the fluid velocity is constant over the spacing between detectors. One can, of course, log upward as well as downward. The general rule stated on page 69 is independent of direction.

**Quality Control in Profile Surveys:** Numerous comments have been made about the tracked slug survey of Figure 35 (page 50), and the stationary velocity shot of Figure 37 (page 52). In reality, the survey quality is not all that good. The slug tracked on Figure 35 was not mixed when first ejected and a common baseline was not employed for all subsequent drags through the perforated interval. On the velocity shot in Figure 37, the time drive of 1 inch per minute is much too slow for the slug velocity.

The following example is a higher quality survey. The example comes from a well on a quite low rate of injection of some 150 BPD into two perforated intervals. The completion is 5 1/2-inch, 17 lb/ft casing. A 12-drag tracked slug survey is given on Figure 47. Tool motion was used to mix the tracer slug immediately after ejection. The baseline indicated by the double line serves as a reference for all the drags. This survey was conducted in a manner so as to insure quality from both slug area analysis and slug timing.

The peak times are not shown on the log of Figure 47. Instead, they were tabulated on a section of the log. A visual inspection of the surveys on Figure 47 shows most of the injected water is still in the wellbore on drag #7, whereas drag #8 shows considerable loss. From the relative location of the respective peaks on these drags it will not be possible to tell if this loss occurs right at the bottom of the top set of perforations or right at the top of the bottom set. The velocity shots will have to decide the issue. The data from the tracked slug survey is tabulated below. The "area" listed in column 3 of the tabulation is the product of the peak height and half-height width as illustrated on drag 1 of Figure 47.
Figure 47. Good quality tracked slug survey in well on injection at 150 BPD.
The values for this area, as a result of the mixing after ejection, are free of the initial “growth” that distorted the survey of Figure 35. The individual values for drags 1 - 6 are all within 4% of the average.

The corresponding average velocity of $\hat{V} = 4.45 \text{ ft/min}$ along with a pipe capacity of $C = 0.0232 \text{ bbls/foot}$ gives by equation (3A), page 59:

$$q = 1440 \times 0.0232 \times 4.45 = 149 \text{ BPD}$$

for the injection rate. This is the same as the metered rate of 152 BPD. The injection profile data tabulated above are plotted on Figure 48. The only difference arises from the assignment of the timed slug data to the midpoint location. Had these values been assigned to the peak location instead, the two approaches would have given the same profile.

Both profiles show apparent loss between perforations which actually occurred at the perforations. As already stated, a velocity shot between the two sets of perforations is needed for correct allocation.

Figure 48. Injection profile for tracked slug survey of Figure 47 with injection rate of 152 BPD.
The detectors for velocity shots are spaced 5 feet apart. For the average velocity \( V = 4.45 \text{ ft/min} \) given in the tabulation on page 72 for the full flow stream, the chart drive speed, according to equation (6), page 56, should be no slower than
\[
S = \frac{\hat{V}}{L} = \frac{4.45}{5} \approx 1 \text{ in/min},
\]
a speed that would give 10 chart divisions, roughly, between peak locations at 6 seconds per chart division. The actual time drive employed was 2 in/min for a nominal 3 seconds per chart division. A calibration, however, gave 25 chart divisions of travel in 123 seconds of time, or \( \frac{123}{25} = 4.92 \) seconds per chart division. This is the scale for all subsequent stationary shots. A total of 17 shots were made for flow profiling purposes. Two of these are illustrated on Figure 49. Frame A is a shot in the full flow stream with the top and bottom detectors at 5,300 and 5,305 feet, respectively. The pulses are turned around relative to each other so that gamma intensity on the record from the bottom detector, the left hand trace on frame A, increases from left to right. On the other trace from the top detector, however, intensity increases in the opposite direction, right to left. For some reason, this procedure is thought to facilitate analysis and, as such, is a harmless quirk favored by many logging operators. On frame A, peaks are marked by arrows. The locations should be at the mid-point of the pulse width about the peak. Otherwise, pulse-shaping, method 3 on Figure 38, should be used to fix a peak location. On frame A, the peaks are separated by 12.4 chart divisions or 12.4 x 4.92 = 61.0 seconds. This corresponds to an apparent velocity of \( \frac{5}{61} \times 60 = 4.92 \text{ ft/min} \). As things happened, 13 out of the 17 shots were in the 100% flow stream. From these an average velocity of 5.48 ft/min was determined. The tool diameter and casing size in this example are both the same as those for the velocity shot of Figure 37. Consequently, the area correction is the same as that carried out on page 32, or \( V_c = 0.921 \times 5.48 = 5.05 \text{ ft/min} \). This value is again larger than the superficial velocity \( \hat{V} = 4.45 \text{ ft/min} \) associated with the drag surveys of Figure 47.

Frame B on Figure 49 is the velocity shot taken with both detectors located between the two sets of perforations. On this frame the peak travel time is 16 chart divisions which is longer than the 12.4 cd’s associated with the 100% shot of frame A. Nominally only \( \frac{12.4}{16} = 0.78 \) of the flow passes the top set of perforations.

Actually, at the low rates involved in this example, the peak shape and apparent travel time becomes quite dependent upon the ejected tracer distribution. In such situations, those travel times that are associated with the first arrivals, methods 1, 4, and 5 on Figure 38, are much less sensitive to tracer distribution than are the peak travel times. For this reason, the half-peak points have been marked on the leading edge of all four pulses appearing on Figure 49. The travel time associated with these points on frame A is 11.0 chart divisions whereas on frame B they are separated by 10.0 chart divisions. Likewise, the travel times for the “first arrivals” are the same. No measurable injection loss occurs in the top set of perforations! The loss that appears to occur between the perforations on the profile of Figure 48 in conjunction with the tracked slug is thus associated with the top of the bottom set of perforations.

Figure 50, for velocity shot #4, shows how strung out the pulses become. For this shot, the top and bottom detectors were at 5,435 and 5,440 feet, respectively. In contrast to the pulses on
Figure 49. Velocity shots at two locations in the well giving the slug survey of Figure 47. Injection rate is 152 BPD in 5 1/2-inch, 17 lb/ft casing. Perforations at 5338-5408 and 5426-5464.

Figure 50. Velocity shot #4 with rounded (concave) leading edge typical of well-mixed shot in laminar flow.
Figure 49, the ones on Figure 50 have leading edges that are rounded over (concave) without inflection points. This shape is characteristic of a well-mixed slug in a laminar flow stream. For a velocity shot under these conditions, theory predicts that both the peak and leading edge travels at a velocity that is twice the superficial, i.e., $V_c = 2 \bar{V}$. It has already been seen that for previous velocity shots in turbulent flows $V_c \approx \bar{V} / 0.8 = 1.25 \bar{V}$. Consequently, one should in theory increase the travel times measured in laminar flow before comparison with those measured in portions of the well where flow is turbulent. From the above figures, the laminar peak travel times should be increased by a factor of $2/1.25 = 1.60$ for comparison with turbulent peak times. In theory, the factor for leading edge travel time is 1.32.

One might then speculate that, instead of the 21 chart divisions associated with the half-peak travel time shown on Figure 50, one should use a value in the range of 28 - 34 chart divisions for comparison to the 100% value of 9.88 chart divisions listed in Table 6. Actually, the full-flow velocity of 4.45 ft/min is just in the turbulent range so that the first loss drops the stream into the laminar regime.

**TABLE 7. VELOCITY SHOT DATA FOR WELL OF FIGURE 47**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shot #</th>
<th>Top Detector</th>
<th>Bottom Detector</th>
<th>Half-Peak Separation, CD</th>
<th>% Flow in Well</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5285</td>
<td>5290</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5300</td>
<td>5305</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>5315</td>
<td>5320</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>5325</td>
<td>5330</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5333</td>
<td>5338</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5338</td>
<td>5443</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5350</td>
<td>5355</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5360</td>
<td>5365</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5370</td>
<td>5375</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5380</td>
<td>5385</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5390</td>
<td>5395</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>5405</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5410</td>
<td>5415</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5421</td>
<td>5426</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>61*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5426</td>
<td>5431</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5435</td>
<td>5440</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5445</td>
<td>5450</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Relative to 9.88/1.32 = 7.48 cd's for 100% flow where 1.32 is laminar correction factor

These facts follow from the value of Reynold's number for the full flow stream. This number, $N_{Re}$, is defined as
\[ N_{Re} = 129 \frac{\rho \hat{V}(D_p - D_t)}{\mu} \quad (7) \]

where
- \( \rho \) = Density, gm/cc
- \( D_p \) = Pipe inside diameter, inches
- \( D_t \) = Tool diameter, inches
- \( \hat{V} \) = Average velocity of fluid, ft/min
- \( \mu \) = Fluid viscosity, centipoises

For the flow to be laminar \( N_{re} \leq 2,000 \): consequently,

\[ \hat{V}_{Lam} \leq \frac{2000}{129} \frac{\mu}{\rho(D_p - D_t)} \quad (8) \]

For \( D_p = 4.9 \) inches, \( D_t = 1.375 \) inches, \( \mu = 0.82 \) cp, and \( \rho = 1.06 \) gm/cc, equation (8) gives for the onset of laminar flow

\[ \hat{V}_{Lam} \leq 15.50 \times \frac{0.82}{1.06 \times (4.9 - 1.375)} \]

\[ \hat{V}_{Lam} \leq 3.40 \text{ ft/min} \].

Consequently, the large loss “between” perforations shown on the drag profile of Figure 48 will drop the flow into the laminar region because 3.40/4.45 = 0.76. It is therefore simpler to correct the 100% flow value of 9.88 chart divisions than it is to correct all readings below shot #7 in the tabular results above. This single correction is made by 9.88/1.32 = 7.48 CD’s as the reference for 100% flow in the table. For example, shot #6 gives for the percent flow in the well:

\[ \% \text{ Flow} = 100 \times \frac{7.48}{12.2} = 61, \]

and, likewise for the remaining shots. The velocity shot profile is shown as solid circles on Figure 48. The location for a given shot is taken at the mid-point depth between the two detectors. The velocity shot data do not show the 15%, or so, loss over the bottom half of the top set of perforations that the drag surveys indicate. This injection may be of a sporadic nature or it may not be within the ability of the velocity shot to detect a loss of this size. The tabulated half-peak travel times show variations of this magnitude. Both survey methods place the majority of the injection as exiting over the top half of the bottom set of perforations.

The injecting temperature survey of Figure 51 also does not show a loss over the top set of perforations. The first “exit” shows up at a depth a some 6 feet above the top of the bottom set of perforations. This most likely is the result of flow behind pipe upward from the top of the lower perforations. The short-time shut-in surveys indicate that such a crossflow takes place.
The injecting temperature survey also shows flow to the base of the interval at depth B. Given the large exit over the top half of the bottom set of perforations evident on the tracer survey, the flow to the base of the unit is also probably behind pipe in a fracture. The 12-hour shut-in temperature survey shows the major storage at 5,450 feet, location C, in the lower perforated interval.

However, there is a storage signature at depth D in the bottom part of the upper set of perforations. The storage in the top part of this interval around 5,350 feet is a relic of “injections past.”

In summary, this example presented a good quality tracer survey with tracked slug data that was quite easy to interpret, its main disadvantage being that of insufficient vertical resolution. The velocity shots, although quite well run, then required for their interpretation a laminar correction whose validity is uncertain. So, whereas the problem of vertical resolution was eliminated, additional concerns were added. Finally, the temperature surveys revealed more details of the injection pattern.

Figure 51. Temperature surveys from well on water injection at 152 BPD.
It should be added that once the well is shut off injection, a crossflow check should also be run with the tracer tool. Very small interzonal flows can be detected in the wellbore in this manner. A crossflow check on the well under discussion after three hours of shut in is given in Figure 52. Four shots of tracer were ejected as the tool was lowered past four selected locations then a logging run was made back up the well. This gave the solid line survey on Figure 52. The tool was then again lowered to the bottom of the well and, after 5 minutes of elapsed time, a second drag was made through the 4 slugs. This drag is the dashed curve on Figure 52. Note that, at the time each drag is recorded, the same number of passes upward through the slug have been made as were made downward. This procedure keeps the dispersion from tool movement symmetric about the peak. Thus, the peak, or more properly, the centroid, of the control slug #1 has not moved in the five minutes between drags. The remaining slugs have each moved upward during this same time with slug #2 travelling some 4 feet while the other two covered only 3 feet during the same time. The crossflow pattern is then mainly from the bottom set of perforations upward into the top of the top set of perforations with a little contribution from the lower portion of the top set. This pattern is shown on the left of Figure 52. The 4 and 3-foot travels in 5 minutes represent velocities of 0.80 and 0.60 ft/min, respectively. With a casing capacity of $C = 0.0232$ bbls/ft, equation (3A) gives for these velocities volumetric rates of 27 and 20 BPD, respectively, values shown on the left of Figure 52. The crossflow pattern is supportive of the injection profile in the sense that those zones taking injection become the source zones for shut-in crossflow.

Figure 52. Crossflow check after three hours of shut-in time following water injection at 152 BPD. Drags are five minutes apart.
Logging for Casing Leaks with Well Shut-In: If an injection well has positive wellhead pressure when shut-in, then the above crossflow check procedure is the most sensitive method available for the detection of casing leaks anywhere in the wellbore. With the well shut-in, at least overnight, a slug of tracer is placed in the casing above the topmost perforations. If the pressurized injection zones backflow to casing leaks, then the tracer slug will accordingly move upward in the wellbore. With proper procedure, incredibly small leaks can be detected in this fashion. Figure 53 presents five drags run on five successive days after placement of a tracer shot twenty feet above an injection zone in a shut-in well. The logging tool, of course, was left downhole during the sequence. Removal of 7,300 feet of 5/16-inch cable would allow at least an equal volume, 0.7 bbls, of inflow from injection zones below. In the 7-inch, 23 lb/ft casing, this would have displaced the slug upward by some 18 feet! Also, careful depth control is necessary, preferably by the presence of a cable “flag” placed on the line at the surface at a given depth prior to slug placement. Furthermore, the recorder should be checked for record “stretch” after each logging run.

Even the service company doing the logging did not believe the precision illustrated on Figure 53 was possible, although this was common knowledge in the early days of the tracer instrument. During the elapsed 4 days the centroid of the slug has drifted upward by at most 1 foot; consequently, any leak has a velocity no greater than 1 foot per 4 days, or

\[
\hat{V} \leq 1.736 \times 10^{-4} \text{ ft/min},
\]

from which

\[
q \leq 9.82 \times 10^{-3} \text{ BPD},
\]

a value that is about 1 cc per minute! This is in spite of the fact that a crossflow of some 50 BPD was in progress between the injection zones themselves during the logging operation.

Figure 53. Drags on five successive days through a radioactive slug ejected at 7,270 feet in a shut-in injection well. Logging tool left in well between drags!
This is, therefore, the preferred method of testing tubular integrity in injection wells with positive wellhead pressure. Otherwise, the procedures described in the following section should be used.

**Logging for Injection Confinement:** With proper use, the radioactive tracer technique is the most sensitive method available for the detection of loss from an injection zone due to flow behind pipe. Proper use entails a realization that the tools sensitivity can be either underutilized or abused. For this reason, Table 4 (page 55) includes a recommended recording sensitivity of about one-fifth that used for a gamma ray log, namely, a sensitivity of 200 API units/inch is a good compromise for behind-pipe flow detection. At full gamma log sensitivity, even a “whiff” of tracer squeezed between the pipe and cement leaves a significant signature on the record. Any repair attempted on the basis of such a signature will cause far more damage than that which it is attempting to cure.

The limited depth of investigation of the gamma tool is another factor to keep in mind. The consequence of the exponential decrease of gamma ray intensity with distance has already been demonstrated by examples. At the recommended recording sensitivity, any gamma ray originating more than 15 inches away will appear as a statistical event lost in the overall background.

The same two techniques used for flow profiling are also employed in logging for flow behind pipe, that is, both slug tracking and stationary velocity shots are in use. The principal difference that one encounters in the case of logging for leaks is that operators who routinely use both methods while profiling will use only the stationary procedure in doing “channel checks” and “packer checks” for behind-pipe and casing leak, respectively. Yet this method is the least suited of the two for this application, as will be explained below. Consequently, the logging operator should be given specific directions as to the logging procedure to use for leak detection.

**Slug Tracking Procedure for Behind-Pipe Flow:** As in the procedure for profiling, this method involves the ejection of a normal shot of tracer followed by subsequent logging drags over the wellbore with the recorder on depth drive. As already mentioned, this procedure gives a very graphic, overall picture of the flow pattern in the wellbore. As such, the method allows one to distinguish true behind-pipe flow due to poor completion from tracer spreading due to vertical permeability close to the wellbore. Likewise, tracer spreading in fluid eddies often found at the base of the bottom perforated interval or immediately below a tubing string terminated by a packer can be recognized for what it actually is. These situations are all too often classified as poor mechanical integrity conditions by operators who rely exclusively on velocity shot techniques.

The operational procedure for slug tracking, however, requires some modifications to that used for flow profiling. Prior to any tracer ejection for flow profiling, a check should be made for loss behind pipe from the topmost perforations. This is done in the following way. First, a base gamma ray log is run at 200 API units per inch recording sensitivity. At this time the well is pristine relative to tracer contamination; consequently, the base log should show small excursions that correlate to the normal gamma log, sands should be recognizable from shales.
After the base log is completed, a normal shot of tracer is ejected within 20 feet above the top perforation. The slug is not intentionally mixed by tool movement so as to minimize dispersion upward. Successive logging runs are then made, at the same sensitivity as the base run, to tell if the slug, after reaching the perforations, splits with a portion returning upward behind pipe. This is all done, of course, with the well on normal injection. At the recommended recording sensitivity, the intensity will “peg” as the tool goes through the slug while it is still in the wellbore. Also, that tracer “plastered” against the casing wall at the point of ejection will be in evidence on many of the subsequent drags. Any significant amount of tracer that moves upward behind pipe will be recognizable easily from a comparison of any subsequent drag to the base survey.

The above procedure is illustrated for the injection well whose temperature surveys appeared on Figure 33 on page 45. As explained at that point, the well was new and was logged for the purpose of control on normal lithology signatures. The temperature logs showed the injection confined to the top half of the injection interval. This is now corroborated with the tracer tool. Frame A on Figure 54 repeats the completion and logging details given previously on Figure 33. The gamma ray log on this frame is an open-hole log recorded at a sensitivity of 48 API units per inch or 12 API units per chart division. Frame B of Figure 54 shows the base gamma log at 240 API units/inch that was run just prior to tracer ejection. Not only is the completed interval lithology evident on this log, but the zone of concern at depth 2 is also evident as well. This logging was conducted downward because part of the record is in the tubing set just above depth 2.

Frame C on Figure 54 shows the first two drags made after a normal shot was ejected 5 meters above the perforations. The ejection depth, 1,347 meters, is marked by an arrow. On each drag, the base log is reproduced as the solid curve whereas the current survey appears as a shaded area between curves. Above the slug, the two curves are indistinguishable as they should be. In the one minute of elapsed time represented by the two surveys, the slug has not been pumped down to the perforations.

It has, however, reached its deepest injection depth on the final five drags appearing on frame D of Figure 54. Still there is no distinction above the ejection depth between the base log and the current drag, the dotted curve. All that is shown over the 17-minute interval is that the slug is pumped away into the top half of the perforated section. This is exactly what the temperature log, Figure 33, revealed! Figure 54 illustrates a well run confinement test as far as the perforated interval is concerned.

In an older well, one would next run a “packer leak check” by ejecting a slug of tracer immediately below the end of tubing and repeating the same type of logging sequence. This procedure is illustrated in a subsequent example.

Once the leak check surveys are completed, the recording sensitivity can be reduced and any desired profile in surveys conducted. At the reduced sensitivity, any minor behind-pipe contamination is of no importance.
A) Completion details with gamma @ 48 API units/inch

B) Base gamma @ 240 API/inch prior to ejection of tracer

C) First two drags after shot ejection at depth of 1347 meters without mixing. Time in min:secs

Figure 54. Tracer slug tracking surveys for behind-pipe loss to zones above perforations; rate = 70 BPD.
Figure 54 (cont). Tracer slug tracking surveys for behind-pipe loss to zones above perforations; rate = 70 BPD.

After the tracer work is completed, it is a good idea to rerun the gamma ray log at normal sensitivity as a quality control check on instrumentation. The unused tracer is also dumped to prevent bringing it back to the surface. Often the two operations are combined into one final leak test. This was done in the present example. After the gamma log was rerun at 48 API units/inch, the contents of the tracer tool was dumped by one long shot at 1,347 meters, injection was continued for an additional 10 minutes, the well was then shut-in and gamma ray log run once more. The resulting logs appear on Figure 55 where the solid curve, labeled base, is the gamma log run prior to the tracer dump and the dotted curve, labeled background, is the final gamma log run after the dump. The two logs fail to track over about four meters at depth 1 on the figure with the "prior" log being more active at this depth. The obvious question, of course, is whether this is the result of tracer put behind pipe during the confinement test but not picked up at the lower recording sensitivity. In this example, the dump test proves that this is not what happened. Equally often, however, the tracer will be dumped in the bottom of the well to decay naturally. This would leave the task of explaining why the log labeled "base" on Figure 55 is more active at depth 1 than is the original open hole log on frame A of Figure 55. Regardless of the reason for its occurrence, the anomaly that is at depth 1 on the logs of Figure 55 can be placed in perspective relative to the recommended procedure on Figure 54. Below the tubing on Figure
Figure 55. Surveys before (base) and after tracer dump followed by ten minutes of injection at 70 BPD.

55, the dotted trace is displaced about one chart division to the left side of the solid trace. This separation increases to about two chart divisions over the 5-meter interval at depth 1. The discrepancy is, therefore, one chart division over a 5-meter interval. Relative to the sensitivity used for the two drags on frame C of Figure 54, the discrepancy is 1 x 48/240 = 0.2 chart divisions over a 5-meter interval. This area can be compared to the “area” for the drag in frame C at 00:57 seconds as the slug appears to have been mixed to some degree at this time. The “width” of this peak is about the same 5 meters of that of the anomaly. Yet, the "pegged" amplitude alone is 28 chart divisions; consequently, the true amplitude would exceed this value by at least one-half again. The reference area would then have an amplitude of some 50 or so chart divisions. The discrepancy could thus represent a flow of at most 70 BPD x (0.2/50) = 0.3 BPD or 1/2 CC per second! Even if real, such a leak could not be squeezed with any degree of success. The 0.2 chart divisions is about the width of the line on the base log of frame B on Figure 54. The five drags on frame D, Figure 54, show numerous locations where the dotted-line survey departs from the base log by this amount due to normal statistical variation alone. The point to be made is that the sensitivity employed for normal gamma ray logs is too high for general use in confinement tests. Anything that can be dealt with will already be apparent at the sensitivity displayed on Figure 54.
This fact is illustrated by the next example. The temperature surveys on Figure 20 (page 27) revealed a loss to a zone immediately above a disposal zone that could result from either a casing leak or behind-pipe flow. The tracer survey considered next shows that the problem is the result of a leak behind casing. That this is the case is already apparent on the flow-profiling drags appearing on Figure 56. Contrary to the recommended procedure, the flow profiling was done before any channel checks or packer checks. This is an acceptable way of doing the surveys provided one can allow about one-half hour of injection between the profiling surveys and the leak check shots. The drags on Figure 56 show that most injection is leaving the wellbore over the bottom half of the perforations which is what the injecting temperature survey on Figure 20, also revealed. However, drag 4 further reveals that some tracer has split off and moved back uphill behind pipe to permeability in sand C immediately above the injection zone. This fact is even more evident on drag 5 of Figure 56. The two drags together show two permeability spikes marked by arrows on Figure 56.

Whenever a tracer material leaves the wellbore and enters pore space, some tagged material is absorbed on the rock surface and is thus held at this location for a time that depends on the strength of absorption. For the anionic iodine, I-, this absorption is a weak process.

Figure 56. Five flow-profiling drags in a well on injection at a nominal 500 BPD.
Consequently, continued injection washes the surface clean and displaces the tracer into the formation. By contrast, tagged metal ions, cations, lock to the rock so tightly that they are still evident on the injection points even after a week of continuous injection.

It is the creation of the injection spikes that enables the slug tracking procedure to distinguish behind-pipe flow of tracer to porosity from spread to tracer due to vertical permeability around the well. In the latter case, tracer is already in the formation so that no discreet "exit" spikes develop on the drags. Instead, the tracer just seems to drift away from the slug like the edge of a bank of fog. An example of this behavior will be given subsequently.

In the example at hand, injection was continued for one hour after the drag survey of Figure 56 was completed before a "channel check" or confinement survey was initiated. After this time, with the well still on injection, a base log was run at 200 API units/inch with the result shown by the leftmost trace on Figure 57. At this sensitivity, the sand at C is free of tracer pollution. Consequently, a normal shot was ejected at a specified depth of 5,515 feet at the top of the perforated interval although subsequent drags showed that the material actually ejected at a depth closer to 5,520 feet. Five of the nine drags through the slug are depicted on Figure 57. The first survey through the slug, labeled 0:00, was actually made somewhat over a minute after ejection. By this time the slug has mixed and traveled nearly to the bottom of the perforations. By the time of the drag labeled 1:17, some of the tracer has split off and gone upward behind pipe and into the first of the two permeability exits already observed on Figure 56. The drags on the bottom row of Figure 57 exhibit both the permeability spikes. In fact, by 10.08 (minutes:seconds) most of the tracer had been displaced into the formations at both the perforated interval and at zone C. There remains on the record three "permeability" spikes in the bottom half of the completed zone, a residual at the depth of ejection and two "permeability" spikes in zone C.

The massive tracer dump test was not run because the behind-pipe flow appeared on all the tracer surveys. A closure gamma ray was not run for the same reasons.

The drags of Figure 57 exhibit the true signature of tracer flow behind pipe. The only feature missing is a drag before the tracer reaches exit porosity. If, on the drag of 1:17 at the right top of the figure, the permeability spike at sand C is leveled to the height behind it, then the picture is that of a slug not yet at an exit depth. The slug front is sharply defined with tracer simply stretched out behind this front. This behavior contrasts with the hypothetical figures typically presented in discussions on tracer logging. These show tracer slugs moving behind pipe with the same bell-shaped signatures as those on Figure 56 for the slug moving inside the casing. The area open to flow behind pipe is so constricted and tortuous that the bell shape is not preserved. Only in relatively large, uniform annular areas does this type of signature appear.

Because the permeability "spikes" are a significant feature, the reader is asked to go back to the tracked slug survey that started the tracer discussion, Figure 35, and examine the last drag, K, in the sequence. The four spikes at 9,605, 9,601, 9,598, and 9,590 feet are all "permeability spikes." The development of these spikes is evident on the surveys H, I, and J. These features also serve as quality control checks on procedure.
Figure 57. Behind-pipe flow detection by slug tracking in well in injection at a nominal 500 BPD.

The slug tracking method is also the preferred way to check for leaks past the packer and into the tubing-casing annulus. For this purpose, a normal slug is ejected in the tubing above its end and successive drags at a sensitivity of 200 API units per inch run to track the slug's progression. The logging is done downward so as to successfully navigate the end of tubing. An example of this type of survey is on Figure 58. The left-most trace is a gamma-ray log, labeled “correlation gamma-ray,” run at 80 API units/inch because of the “hot spot” at depth 1 on the figure. This region of high intensity results from a cobalt-60 tagged cement slug behind pipe at this depth. The base gamma ray log, labeled as such, was run before any tracer ejection at 400 API units/inch. This is not sufficient sensitivity to show any of the lithology character evident on the correlation gamma, but was again a compromise to avoid domination by the tagged cement.

With the injection rate steady at 720 BPD a normal shot of tracer was ejected in the tubing at depth 2, 4,250 feet, a location 28 feet above the end of tubing. Seven consecutive surveys were then run from 4,200 feet to total depth. The times listed below each drag are the times that the logging started at 4,200 feet. The first survey, run #1, was started at 3:30 pm very quickly after the slug was ejected. Full stream velocity in the tubing is 129 ft/min; in the casing 22 ft/min; and
in the annulus 28 ft/min. In the 3+ minutes required to log from 4,200 feet to 4,330 feet at 40 ft/
min, the main part of the slug has reached the perforated interval at 4,321-4,330 feet and two
permeability spikes are developing. Two things should be noted about drag #1. First, the
activity due to tagged cement adds to the tracer activity thereby distorting the shape of the
intensity curve across region 1. In fact, without the prior gamma logs, run #1 alone would
suggest flow up the backside of the tubing to about 4,260 feet, a depth nearly eighteen feet above
the packer! The second feature to note on run #1 is the large slug of tracer at depth 3, a location
immediately below the collar signature of the end of tubing. Subsequent drags, on fifteen minute
intervals, show that the slug is stationary at this location. Furthermore, the concentration of
tracer at depth 3 remains nearly unchanged through run #4, a drag started 45 minutes after
ejection.

Actually, there is a third feature to drag or run #1 that is easily overlooked. The intensity below
the slug at depth 3 decreases to a value much larger than the background level on the base log.
In fact, run #6, one hour and 15 minutes later, is still above base line activity from depth 3 all the way to the perforations, where injection spikes persist at high levels.

Here is what has happened. As the tracer slug exited the end of the tubing, a large portion was trapped in a turbulent eddy circulating under the packer. This material was then slowly, but continuously, washed out of the eddy and carried down to the perforations by the continued injection.

The skeptical reader can accept the above argument and still ask how one can be confident that the eddy did not also slowly drain upward into region 1 as well. The additive nature of gamma emissions from independent sources allows us to correct the drags after ejection for the distortion from the cement emissions. The increased activity due to cement that is evident on the base log is subtracted from the activity recorded for the drag under correction. The result of this correction to run #1 is given on Figure 59. Here, the peak asymmetry is clearly downward, not upward.

Figure 59. Corrected run #1 with spurious base activity subtracted.
Figure 58 thus demonstrates a case of a perfectly valid verification of packer integrity by a test that, thanks to the quirks of completion and flow pattern, is easily misconstrued. In fact, the figure is a testimonial to the ability of the slug tracking method to reveal the “big picture.” Had only a stationary, velocity shot packer check been made, the eddy would have been incorrectly identified as a “slow” packer leak.

A shut-in crossflow check that reveals movement past the end of a tubing string is given on Figure 60, where three drags run on 15 minute intervals are depicted. Four slugs of tracer were injected, the first slug being placed immediately under the packer and the remaining three spotted over the interval of open perforations. Slug 1 was intended to be a control shot; however, its behavior was interpreted as evidence of a leak past the tubing packer at 4,347 feet into the squeezed perforations in the casing above the packer. There is, certainly, movement inside the casing. During the 30 minute period slug #2 moves upward 27 feet with an irregular velocity averaging 0.9 ft/min. For a casing capacity C = 0.0232 bbls/ft, the corresponding volumetric rate is \( q = 1440 \times 0.0232 \times 0.9 = 30 \) BPD. The three surveys through slug #1 show two things:

1) The slug is in a stagnant location because its peak is stationary, but tracer material is being washed out of the slug because its peak is rapidly dropping in intensity.

2) The presence of slugs 1’ and 1” show that this washed material is carried upward; presumably, by the flow from the perforations that moves slugs 2 and 3.

Figure 60. Crossflow check after one hour shut-in period on 900 BPD injection well.
The shape of drags 1” and 1” has the same bell-type signature as the ejected slug; consequently, the flow is inside pipe somewhere, the question is where! The location that would immediately come to mind is the annular space between the tubing and casing with flow into the squeezed intervals shown on Figure 60. There are, however, three features to the surveys that rule out this type of crossflow:

- First, drags 1” and 1” show no injection spikes even though tracer covers the entire squeezed interval;
- Second, the tracer drag 1” shows no slowing down that is necessary for it to accommodate the lithology on the gamma ray log that shows a porosity limit at 4288 feet;
- Third, and most important, a flow past the packer would not leave the stagnant pocket of tracer at location 1.

The flow depicted is therefore into the tubing string and upward, not behind tubing. The well does have positive pressure. Hence, the behavior could signify a tubing-to-casing-to-environment leak at shallower depths.

Figure 60 illustrates one of the problems most common to unsupervised tracer surveying; namely, the failure to carry through on an observed situation to the point that one knows what one is seeing. The behavior may be the result of nothing more than failure to seal around the logging cable at the surface or failure of the wing valve to completely shut-off backflow from the well. Lack of annular pressure when the well is on pump certainly suggests this is the case. Furthermore, had the logging operator run two more drags, he would have established that slug 1 did not stop at the top of the unit containing the squeezed perforations. A “procedure” called for three drags, and three drags were run, no more nor less!

The point of Figure 60 is that tracer transport that does not require the flow to squeeze past or around obstacles maintains a simple slug shape as a characteristic signature. This shape is not maintained, for example, on Figure 57, once the tracer starts to move behind pipe.

In combination, Figures 59 and 60 illustrate another point. One often hears or reads statements to the effect that tracer surveys, either radioactive or activation type, give results that “are easy to interpret.” The correct statement should be worded differently: The surveys give the most graphic and most easily comprehended picture available. The reasons for what is seen on the survey, however, can be just as obscure as on any other logging procedure. This point is generally not emphasized sufficiently in most discussions on production logging.

For the above reasons, the next method of leak check, the stationary velocity shot procedure, is the least preferred way of confinement demonstration.

**Velocity Shot Procedure for Behind-Pipe Flow:** The stationary or velocity shot method of leak checks is by far the more popular technique among logging engineers simply because it is easier to perform than is the slug tracking technique. One stops the tool, say, just above the top
perforation, and, with the well on injection, ejects a slug of tracer into the moving stream. With the recorder on time drive, the operator can observe the slug go past the two stationary detectors on its way to the perforations. This far, we have a standard velocity shot. However, for the leak check, the recording is continued sufficiently long to insure that no tracer doubles back behind pipe and, again, passes the detectors on its way up. With one detector close to the perforation, the record length can be held to a minute or so duration without fear of failure to detect leaks.

A sensitivity of 200 API units/inch is again recommended for the stationary record. Because two detectors are available, common practice uses the higher sensitivity on only one detector record. This allows the other one to record the slug shape inside the casing without pegging.

A similar procedure is employed to check packer integrity while the well is on injection. This technique is illustrated on Figure 61 for the same well that appeared on the shut-in test of Figure 60. The tool is stopped with the ejector port located at 4,238 feet as shown on frame A of Figure 61. The top detector was located four feet deeper at 4,342 feet whereas the bottom detector was at 4,347 feet at the end of the tubing string. The top detector output was recorded on an insensitive scale on the right hand side of frame B, that provides very little information other than the fact that the slug passed the detector within 1 chart division, or 1.18 seconds, after
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**Figure 61.** Stationary velocity-shot check for packer leak for well of Figure 60 while on injection at a nominal rate of 900 BPD.
ejection. The record from the bottom trace is at higher sensitivity although still not at the 200 API units/inch appropriate to behind-pipe logging. With the bottom detector at the end of the tubing, any doubling back at the packer would have added to and distorted the primary record from the passing slug. As no such distortion is in evidence, we must conclude that the packer is sealing. The record was continued for 57 chart divisions, or 68 seconds, after the slug passed the bottom detector. Had this detector been located, say, five feet above the end of tubing, then the record length would have been too short. The packer check alone does not eliminate the possibility of leaks higher in the tubing. Consequently, it is puzzling that the logging operator did not pursue the shut-in flow detected on Figure 60 for this well. All that the results of the packer check proves is that a leaking packer is not responsible for this flow.

A somewhat better technique of stationary packer check is illustrated on Figure 62 for the same well that was the subject of the behind-pipe tests of Figures 56 and 57. The end of tubing in this well is located at a collar log depth of 4,341 feet. For a quick packer test, the operator stopped the tracer tool with the bottom detector at 4,340 feet, a location 1 foot above the end of tubing. The output of this one detector was then recorded at a sensitivity of 200 API units/inch for some

Figure 62. A properly scaled, stationary velocity shot test for packer integrity with an annular velocity resolution of 0.35 ft/min leak rate.
three minutes after a shot ejection in the tubing above the detector. During this procedure, the well remained on injection at 500 BPD nominally. The record shows no return past the detector for the 92 chart divisions or 2.88 minutes after-shot duration. Any packer leak is then at a velocity of less than $1/2.88 = 0.35 \text{ ft/min}$. For an annular capacity of $C = 0.0178 \text{ bbls/ft}$, any leak rate is therefore less than 9 BPD. This resolution is typical for operators who are not given specific directions on how long to record on a stationary leak check test.

As long as the stationary packer checks are benign, they are a fast, simple way of surveying. If "leaks" are indicated, however, one is wise to switch over to the tracked slug procedure to chase down the reason for the behavior. For example, we can draw a hypothetical velocity shot for the packer check that was done on Figure 58, by the slug tracking method. Suppose a single detector tool was positioned with the detector located one-foot above the tubing end and a shot of tracer ejected above the detector. From what is seen on Figure 58, the expected gamma response at the detector would be as shown on Figure 63. The high level of activity caught below the packer in the eddy would give a reading at the detector that would make one suspect a "slow" leak through the packer. At this point one would run drag surveys to establish that the activity originated in the "stagnant" eddy as was done on Figure 58.

Stationary velocity shots are also commonly used as so called "channel checks" for flow behind pipe above and below perforations. The procedure is illustrated on frames B and C of Figure 64.

![Figure 63. Hypothetical velocity shot response to stagnant slug caught under packer on Figure 58.](image-url)
Figure 64. Channel checks on well of Figure 32 with well on brine injection at 400 BPD.

These surveys come from the same well whose temperature surveys, Figure 32 (page 44), showed crossflow behind casing from an oil zone perforated at 8,146-52 feet. The well was killed in preparation for workover and a pump-in tracer test was run to corroborate the temperature surveys. Frame A on Figure 64 shows a slug-tracking survey done initially for
Figure 65. Channel check by velocity shot method below perforations at 5,820 - 25 feet with well on injection at 600 BPD.

Injection rate estimation. By the time of drag 6, tracer has reached the perforations. Drags 7 and 8 show this material spreading upward behind pipe. After the drag survey was completed, injection at 400 BPD was continued another half hour to flush the tracer behind pipe. Then, with injection maintained, the tool was positioned with the bottom detector one foot above the top of perforations and the velocity shot of frame B, was carried out. The output of both detectors were recorded at high sensitivity. On the journey downward inside the casing, the ejected slug passes the top detector first. An additional travel time of 18 seconds is required for the tracer slug to pass the bottom detector. Very shortly after passage of this sensor, the tracer doubles back over the 1-foot distance from the top perforation to reappear at the bottom detector. In 13 seconds more the tracer passes the top detector. Once this happened, the logging operator quickly pulled the tool upward stopping with the lower detector at 8,110 feet. With the recorder on time drive, he then waited for the tracer to arrive as shown on frame C.
From the condition of the slugs on frame C, a location 40 feet above the perforations, it is apparent that they cannot be tracked much farther up the wellbore. To do this, the tool contents should be dumped just above the perforations and slug-tracking surveys initiated. In this fashion, a large shot can be followed behind pipe for some 2,000 feet before it is too dispersed for accurate detection.

Frame B also illustrates the fact that, in passing a fixed location, the tracer behind the pipe exhibits the same type of “shape” as that inside pipe. This presentation mode is the source of the misconception, previously mentioned, that this is the “shape” over distance of the tracer distribution behind the casing. Frame A shows, of course, that this is not correct.

The velocity shot channel check, while fast and easy to run, suffers from the same limited “scope of vision” as does the packer check by the same procedure. The velocity shot of Figure 65 was made at the base of perforations in a well on injection at about 600 BPD. The shot serves as a “channel check” at the base of the bottom set of perforations located at 5,820 - 25 feet. The top sensor was positioned at the midpoint of the interval at 5,822.5 feet. This allowed the bottom detector, 5.5 feet deeper, to be positioned at 5,828 feet, three feet below the bottom perforations for a channel check. Accordingly, its output was recorded at a greater sensitivity than was the output from the top detector. The traces show that the leading edge of the tracer arrived at the top detector some 15 chart divisions or 1.5 x 6 = 9 seconds after ejection. Likewise, a small concentration of tracer “arrives” at the bottom detector some 15 chart divisions or 90 seconds after ejection, time A. If the differential time of 81 seconds is allocated to the travel over the three foot distance from the bottom perforation to the detector, then the associated velocity is 2.2 ft/min. Consequently, if the tool is dropped another five feet down the hole, the tracer should get to the bottom detector by 2.5 minutes after relocating. Unfortunately, the logging operator was content to say that the signature was due to a small channel and “close shop.”

The signature on Figure 65 from the bottom detector has the same slowly dispersing behavior shown of Figure 63 for the tracer ensnared by the eddy current beneath a packer. In fact, the signature is the result of the same type of phenomenon. Figure 66, an 11-drag slug-tracking survey from the same well, helps to understand what is happening. Drags 1 through 5 show that practically all injected water reaches the bottom set of perforations before exiting the wellbore. This rapid change in flow direction over a five-foot long interval sets up turbulence in the form of eddies that can scour the wellbore for a significant distance below the perforations. Drags 7 through 11 show that the slug peak slows down to a stop at the bottom perforations. However, a comparison of the leading edges of these same drags with that for drag 6 reveals that at the same time the slug starts to slow down its leading edge starts to disperse below the base of the perforations. By the time of drag 11, this dispersion has carried tracer some 14 feet below the base. Some of this spread is obviously the result of logging repeatedly through the tracer slug; however, the situation is clearly more severe than that of previous examples, say, for instance, that shown by drag 8 on frame A of Figure 64. After viewing Figure 66, the reader should not be surprised to see the appearance of tracer on Figure 65 at a detector situated only three feet below the base of perforations. This would probably not have happened if a good portion of the injected water exited the wellbore at the top set of perforations. The condition is a result of the particular state of flow in the well.
Figure 66. Slug tracking survey from same well as velocity shot of Figure 65 with same injection rate of 600 BPD.

The same slowly dispersive behavior shown on the trace from the bottom detector on Figure 65 is also characteristic of the signature produced by velocity shot “channel shot” in formations with good vertical permeability. If the tracer can spread through porosity either upward or downward from the perforations, then this movement will be detected provided the flow is within about one foot of the wellbore. On a stationary, velocity-shot channel check, this situation is very difficult to distinguish from that due to a small, behind casing leak. Failure by the logging operator to follow such flow has resulted in many unnecessary workover attempts. The “leak” will only extend to the top or bottom of the porous interval if it is the result of vertical permeability. Consequently, one should always provide open-hole or cased-hole lithology logs to the operator if there is the possibility of tracer spread by vertical flow in a formation.

For example, the gamma-ray log on the left-hand side of Figure 67 shows that the top set of perforations are located at the bottom of a lithological unit that extends upward from the shale at 11,611 feet to a second shale “break” at 11,464 feet at the top of the log. Furthermore, this unit is known to have good vertical permeability. The temperature surveys on the right-hand track confirm the presence of vertical permeability. These surveys were run after 536 barrels of water had been injected into a previously static well at about 2 bbl/min rate. An injecting log was not run; however, the shut-in surveys show that some injected water reached the total depth of 11,653 feet. Likewise the surveys show that most of 536 barrels stayed in porosity in the interval identified as BE on the temperature surveys. This interval is seen to be a subunit on the gamma-ray log. The topmost perforations are into the bottom of this subunit. The surveys further show
some injection up to depth C, 11,566 feet, and the possibility of the injected water reaching as far up as depth D at 11,555 feet. Because the well had been static prior to injection, the relative behavior of the shut-in surveys also reveal that the water reached interval BE by vertical flow through the formation, not by flow directly behind pipe. Had the latter been the case, the injection “cold” would have been in direct contact with the wellbore and would have been in clear evidence on the 1 and 2 hour shut-in surveys. The small amount of storage at the bottom of the top set of perforations does appear on these traces.

The third of three velocity shots made as “channel checks” while injecting into the well is illustrated on Figure 68. The logging tool makeup and its location for this shot is shown on frame A of the figure. Three detectors, one above the ejector and two below, are identified by the numbers 1, 2, and 3 on frame A. The output from each of these sensors is labeled correspondingly on frame B. The output for detector 1 is recorded at normal gamma log sensitivity of 40 API units per inch whereas a sensitivity of 100 API units per inch is employed.
for the other two detectors. All three record sensitivities therefore exceed the recommended 200 API units per inch and, accordingly, each will respond to quite small tracer concentrations. The ejected tracer slug, of course, "pegs" the output of detectors 2 and 3 as it moves down past these sensors inside the pipe. The leading edge of the slug moves over the eight-foot spacing between the two detectors in about 2 chart divisions or $2 \times 2 = 4$ seconds of time. The peaks require $3 \times 2 = 6$ seconds for an apparent velocity of 80 ft/min. The downward traveling slug does not appear on the record from detector 1 because it is ejected below this detector. Tracer, however does double back and reappear on all three records in the order 3-2-1 as an upward-traveling slug. The leading edge arrives back at detector 3 about 12 chart divisions, or 24 seconds, after it passes going down inside the casing. For this slug to reach the perforations while inside casing required $4 \text{ sec x (15/8)} = 7.5$ seconds. The return then used $24 - 7.5 - 16.5$ seconds. This corresponds to a frontal velocity of $(15/16.5) \times 60 = 55$ ft/min. Likewise, the 4 foot progression from detector 2 to detector 1 required at most 1.5 chart divisions, or 3 seconds, thus averaging 80 ft/min. The low level of intensity of the return tracer on all detectors means that, for the flow to be directly behind pipe, only a small part of the original slug broke away to move upward. At the frontal velocities estimated above, we would anticipate that the tracer would simply move on past as it did on frames B and C of Figure 64, with a frontal velocity of only 20-30 ft/min. Instead, the tracer "tails" out more like the behavior of the captive slug on Figure 65.
Two additional velocity shots at locations below that on frame B of Figure 68 showed the same
type of behavior; namely, return slugs of low amplitude, high frontal velocity, and slowly
dispersed trailing edges. Of these three characteristics, the “strung-out” trailing edge would,
therefore, seem to also be the velocity-shot signature of tracer spread by virtue of vertical
permeability around the wellbore.

With only the results of frame B, Figure 68 known, an analyst could not tell what the “picture”
meant for sure. Poor completion integrity would certainly be a possibility. Of course, what the
logging operator should have done was dump the remaining tracer just above the top set of
perforations and then track the slug going upward to see if it stopped at the unit top, i.e., at about
11,470 feet on the gamma-ray log of Figure 67.

From the tenor of the last three examples, the reader may have guessed already that sloppy
procedure is a problem in the application of the tracer tool for behind-pipe flow detection. The
problem arises inadvertently. The tool produces such a graphic “picture,” the tendency is to
jump to the most obvious conclusion of what the picture means. Work is thereby terminated
before alternate conclusions can be discredited. In a very real sense, the tool is “too good.” The
closing section will discuss this problem further.

The next sequence of logs will illustrate the combined use of the temperature and tracer logs to
diagnose a complex combination of tubing and casing failure. The temperature log on Figure 69
is from a new well that had undergone only brief periods of injection but still should have a
wellbore temperature colder than static. This is clearly not the case below a zone at depth C that
had served as a mud disposal zone at the time the well was drilled. In fact, the temperature log
shows crossflow from depth B in the open-hole section up to the disposal zone at depth C. The
most obvious interpretation of the log is that shown by the dashed line on the wellbore sketch,
namely flow from depth B in the open-hole completion past the packer and up the tubing-casing
annulus to a casing failure at depth A. Because this depth is above the cement top behind the
casing, the flow can then continue unimpeded to the disposal zone at depth C. This
interpretation, however, was not supported by a temperature survey run after 40 barrels of mud
were pumped down the tubing. This log, shown on Figure 70, revealed a tubing failure at a
collar at 12,900 feet, depth A on the figure. During the survey, the logging tool encountered an
obstacle it could not pass at 13,170 feet.

In view of these additional complexities, the entire length of the tubing was then checked with
the tracer tool. Velocity shots were taken every 1,000 feet. The tool was positioned and the mud
pumps started. When the rate was up to 0.5 bbls/min a slug of tagged water was ejected and the
travel time to a single detector 4 feet below was recorded. This sequence of operations could be
run quickly without a lot of mud loss. The tracer survey showed tubing integrity from surface
down to the failure seen on the temperature survey of Figure 70 at 12,900 feet. Three of the
velocity shots are reproduced on Figure 71. The records on frames A and B were obtained with
the detector above the suspect collar. The tracer slug on both records traverses the 4-foot
spacing between injector and detector in one chart division or in about 3 seconds. However,
when the detector is located at 12,900 feet, a travel time of 10 cd’s or 60 seconds is required for
the same journey. Most of the mud, obviously, exited the tubing between the depths associated
Figure 69. Shut-in temperature survey on a new well.

Figure 70. Temperature surveys before and after 40 BBLs of mud pumped down tubing.
Figure 71. Three velocity shots in well of Figure 70.

with frames B and C, i.e., between 12,880 feet and 12,900 feet. The recorder was put back on depth drive and a short collar log record obtained. This log appears on Figure 72. The leaking collar is at depth A, 12,888 feet. Note that this depth is 4 feet shallower than the location shown for the same collar on the CCL record of Figure 70, the temperature survey. The tracer tool, in essence, has been employed for depth control. Consequently, a marker was put on the logging cable with the detector located at the bad collar. This marker is the reference for subsequent logging work.
The next sequence of operations involved the use of the tracer tool to find out where the mud goes once it exits the tubing. One would expect the mud to go upward, from what is seen on the temperature log of Figure 70. To check this expectation, the tracer tool was positioned with the detector at 12,800 feet, a location 88 feet above the bad collar. Injection rate was brought up to 1 bbl/min and a shot of tracer “fired.” Frame A on Figure 73 shows the result. At the 6 sec/chart division record speed, the ejection mark on frame A is indistinguishable from the activity caused by the passage of the slug moving down inside the tubing. The reappearance of the slug moving upward in the annulus between the 3 1/2" tubing and 7 5/8" casing is evident as a well defined slug with relatively high amplitude on frame A. The centroid of the slug passes the detector some 22 chart divisions after its initial appearance on the way down. This is a travel time of 6 x 22 = 132 seconds for the double back over the 88-foot distance from the detector to the collar. The transit time inside the tubing can be determined from the velocity shot data of Figure 71.
(A) Detector at 12,800 Feet (88 Feet Above Bad Collar) With a Time Drive of 1 Inch/Min.

(B) Detector Quickly Moved to 12,500 Feet Depth, Time Drive at 1 Inch/Min.

Figure 73. Velocity shots above tubing leak @ 1 BPM rate.

taken at a rate of 0.5 BPM. At this rate, the slug went the four feet from ejector to detector in 3 seconds. Thus, the 88-foot travel at twice the rate would require a time

\[ \Delta t_{in} = \frac{88}{4} \times \frac{0.5}{1} \times 3 = 33 \text{ seconds.} \]

This leaves for the outside, annular travel a transit time

\[ \Delta t_{out} = 132 - 33 = 99 \text{ seconds}, \]
Figure 73 (continued). Velocity shots above tubing leak @ 1 BPM rate.

or

\[
V_c = \frac{88}{99} \times 60 = 53 \text{ ft/min}
\]

for the apparent fluid velocity associated with the annular area between tubing and casing. According to the results of page 63

\[
\hat{V} \approx 0.8 \ V_c = 0.8 \times 53 = 42.4 \text{ ft/min}.
\]

The annular capacity is 0.0307 bbl/ft from pipe tables. Consequently, the volumetric rate associated with the upward traveling slug is

\[
q = 0.0307 \times 42.4 = 1.3 \text{ bpm}
\]

Because the nominal pump rate was 1 bpm, one can conclude that, once out of the tubing, all the injected mud goes upward behind the tubing. The record on frame B of Figure 73 was obtained with the detector quickly repositioned 300 feet farther up the well at 12,500 feet. The slug arrives some 7 minutes after it was detected at 12,800 feet. It still has a cohesive appearance and a relatively high amplitude even after traveling some 388 feet in the annular space. The apparent velocity between the two positions is 300/7 = 42.9 ft/min, the same as previously estimated after correction. The slug is well-mixed at this juncture. Frame C is a similar record with the detector
at 12,000 feet. The leading edge of the slug has dispersed considerably over the 833-foot journey. The trailing edge, which was not recorded, would be even more spread out. The thirteen minutes travel time between the stations on frames B and C represents a velocity of \( \frac{500 \times 13}{1} = 38.5 \) ft/min, a value representing a volumetric rate of 1.2 bpm.

After the tracer work was completed, an impression block was run to determine the nature of the “obstacle” that was encountered on the logging run of Figure 70 but not on the run of Figure 69 one day earlier. The “obstruction” was only a tight spot due to a kink, or “dogleg,” in the tubing.

In a turn-about of sorts, the tracer tool has been used to help decide what the original temperature survey of Figure 69 revealed. The flow exits the tubing at 12,900 feet at the bad collar, then continues up the annular space between tubing and casing to a failure in the casing at depth A on Figure 69. From here flow goes upward behind the casing to the disposal zone at depth C.

In this example, you will also note a philosophy at work which is directed towards use of the tools in a fashion that illuminates the overall problem piece by piece. Each speculation is verified before adding the next one. In complex situations, this approach will generally lead to a resolution quicker than with an attempt to do everything in a single survey. This example is also well suited to the slug tracking tracer procedure; however, application of the velocity shot method minimized the amount of mud usage.

Quality Control Revisited: Figure 60 (page 91) presented a drag survey that possibly missed a tubing-casing leak because the survey was not properly carried to a conclusion. Likewise, the velocity shots for the two examples depicted on Figures 65 and 68 both suffer from the same lapse in procedure. This is the most common type of error in quality control and is easily prevented by proper supervision. Basic errors can, however, creep into the most unlikely situations as the final example will illustrate.

Figure 74 shows a slug tracking survey consisting of 13 drags in a well on injection at a rate of 950 BPD. A comparison of drags 5 and 6 shows that most of the water exits the wellbore at the top set of perforations. An injection spike appears about the middle of these perforations at depth A on drags 6 and 7. The 100% superficial velocity from drags 3 and 4 is 41.3 ft/min, whereas the value from drags 5 and 6 is 13.6 ft/min. Consequently, at least 100 \((1 - \frac{13.6}{41.3}) = 67\%\) of the injection exits over the top perforations. Drags 7 through 13 clearly show the centroid of the tracer distribution stopping at depth B, 4,478 feet. In fact, a close inspection of drag 6 shows that it has split into two parts. One peak is at 4,452 feet whereas the second is already at depth B with the remaining drags. This latter peak has thus moved faster than the slug peaks in the full-flow stream. The accumulation at depth B must then include tracer that flows behind the casing. Yet no injection spikes develop on any of the drags below depth B.

Furthermore, all drags from 6 on show tracer dispersing downward below depth B, again without the development of injection spikes. This vertical spread continues to depth C, 4,575 feet, and the logging operator has chosen to “channel” it on down to depth D at 4,576 feet.

Yet the injecting temperature survey on Figure 75 shows that the bulk of the water got to and no deeper than depth A, 4,500 feet. Furthermore, the 4 hr. shut-in log reveals that the porosity that
stores present or past injected water is confined to the interval from depth B, 4,440 feet, down to depth A, 4,500 feet. The operator is so biased by the tracer survey, however, that he has labeled a "channel" down to depth C, 4,614 feet. This is an incorrect interpretation.

The two different surveys indicate that the well is fractured from the differences in apparent depths at which water is "lost" from the wellbore. There is also no difficulty in the continuation
Figure 75. Temperature surveys from well of Figure 74 (recorded @ 2F/inch).

of behind-pipe flow down to 4,500 feet on the tracer survey of Figure 74 so as to agree with what the temperature surveys of Figure 75 show. The difficulty arises in the attempt to explain the dispersion of tracer at least 30 feet below 4,500 feet. This spread is uncorroborated on the temperature surveys.

A crossflow check with the well shut-in, as discussed previously, is also an excellent quality control indicator. It offers the key to what is going on in this particular example.

Figure 76 shows the location of two slugs, 2 and 3, ejected at 4,470 feet and at 4,542 feet, respectively, with the well shut off injection. Three drags were run through the bottom slug 3 at
the elapsed time in minutes as listed. Seven drags were made through the top slug 2 in a sequence that was incomprehensible to the individual subsequently redrafting the log in final form as only four times are listed. Two things are clear: first, both slugs are stationary. This is no surprise because it had been decided from the injecting survey of Figure 74 that most movement below 4,450 feet was occurring behind casing. The second feature on Figure 76 is the surprise. In dropping the tool downward so as to log upward, the operator has smeared tracer out over the entire interval to be logged. He has apparently done the same thing in the stagnant area of the wellbore below depth B on Figure 74. The vertical resolution of the survey is thereby destroyed. This problem would have been difficult to pin down, however, without control slug 3 on Figure 76.

In fact, the dispersion of tracer below depth B on Figure 74 closely resembles the signature produced on slug tracking surveys by tracer spread through vertical permeability around the wellbore. The only distinction is the large amplitudes.

A final feature evident on the drag surveys of Figure 74 is the paucity of "permeability," or injection, spikes. This is characteristic of fractured wellbores. Most of the tracer moves away from the wellbore region in the fracture before entering formation porosity.

Figure 76. Shut-in crossflow check on well of Figure 74.
This final example concludes the discussion of radioactive tracer surveying of injection wells. The limited scope prohibited a general discussion of the wide selection of tracers available that can be made water, oil, or mutually soluble. Gaseous tracers are also commonplace. All these variations evolved for application to either producing wells or gas injection wells rather than to water disposal wells. There has been no discussion of the use of multiple tracers that emit gamma rays of different energy levels and, accordingly, can be identified by spectral logging techniques. The application of this technology is still limited primarily to the evaluation of staged, well stimulation treatments.

At this point, attention is directed to the final surveying tool, the noise logging tool, that utilizes the sound created by fluid turbulence as a “tag” to follow flow downhole.

**Noise (Sound) Surveys**

The sounds of moving fluids are so commonplace in everyday life to go almost unnoticed. Only when the movement influences our well being do we tend to bring these sounds to the conscious forefront. Who, for example, cannot recall being lulled by the soothing gurgle of a shallow stream of water on its way along an irregular path. In contrast, the sharp clap of thunder following a nearby bolt of lightening is startling in the extreme. The same sound, when heard from a distance, is little more than an ominous rumble, the higher pitches having been attenuated by the intervening air. Likewise, the intense scream of a jet plane’s exhaust is quite painful in proximity but quickly resides to more of a bothersome roar with distance from an airport. These emotions are but a few of the myriad elicited by a single source, fluid turbulence.

It is therefore not surprising that this turbulence can be used to detect flow; particularly, flow behind-pipe where the cramped space and numerous constrictions give the high velocities and sudden expansions necessary for significant levels of turbulence. Actually, noise surveys first came into widespread application for a particular type of problem, the bubbling of a small amount of gas upward through liquid. The need to detect such flows was an unwelcome side effect of deep drilling that started in earnest domestically in the early sixties. The operation of cementing from great depths to surface proved difficult. All too often gas pressure appeared on the annuli of intermediate casing “strings” before the drilling itself was even completed. At this point, the resulting small gas flow was more of a nuisance to be dealt with than a threat to the well integrity. Nonetheless, the location of the source of gas was a challenge that led to the evolution of the noise logging tool.

Because of this mode of evolution, a stigma has been attached to the noise logging tool to the effect “that it is no good for anything except gas.” As with most myths, there is some truth to this contention. The correct statement would be that the tool has its greatest sensitivity to the flow of gas upward through liquid, an application for which its resolution is typically about 10 cu. ft/day or 3 cc/sec volumetric rate. For the detection of single-phase flow, gas, water, oil, or whatever, the tool relies on the turbulence created as the fluid is forced across a constriction or past an obstacle. The acceleration of the flow across a localized pressure drop is an effective source of turbulent sound. The intensity of this sound, however, depends on both the volumetric rate and the pressure differential that accelerates this rate. Thus the tool resolution becomes
dependent on pressure differences as well as on rate and a unique lowest rate alone cannot be specified. This feature will be described in detail under a section devoted to tool resolution. The material in this section will allow an estimation of the rate resolution for each particular situation.

The noise tool does have two advantageous features for water flow that are lacking in the case of the tracer instruments. The first of these is the greater depth of investigation offered by the sound source. The frequency range of the tool is such that practically all the sound attenuation is the result of geometric spreading of sound intensity away from the source. Thus, the squared amplitude attenuates as the reciprocal of squared distance. The amplitude drops, accordingly, as the reciprocal of distance, a much lower attenuation rate than the exponential rate associated with gamma rays. Therefore, the tool can “hear better at a distance.” More strings of casing can intervene between tool and sound source.

The second advantage enjoyed by the noise tool is the fact that the flow of water past the tool inside casing or outside the annular space between tubing and casing does not create much turbulent noise. In fact, with a 1 11/16 - inch tool in 5 1/2 - inch casing, an injection rate of 850 BPD with a velocity \( V = 25 \) ft/min past the tool is required to raise the sound level above the normal ambient level typical of commercial tools in “dead” wells. This low level of sound is characteristic of any single-phase flow in straight conduits with constant cross-sectional area. The tool can, therefore, easily distinguish flow behind pipe from flow inside pipe. Furthermore, behind-pipe flow, either up or down, can be detected with the well on injection, provided the injection pumps themselves are not so noisy that logging is impossible.

The above comment raises the issue of the complicating influence of extraneous sources of noise, especially that due to surface machinery, on the quality of a noise survey. The failure to recognize such sources is characteristic of an inexperienced logging engineer. Otherwise, the interpretation of a noise log is just as straightforward as a tracer survey. The underlying physical principles are even simpler.

**Noise Logging Tools:** A commercial noise logging sonde is nothing more than a microphone that is constructed in a way that will withstand the abuse to which a logging tool is subjected. A schematic of the instrument appears on frame A of Figure 77. The piezoelectric crystals convert the oscillating pressure associated with sound transmission within the wellbore to an oscillating voltage that is input directly to an amplifier - cable driver combination. The latter sends the oscillating voltage up the logging cable to surface recorders. The sonde is therefore quite simple in construction and, consequently, is very reliable.

The piezoelectric transducers, pictured individually on frame B, are hollow cylinders made up of ceramic matrix containing a small amount of a highly polar compound, typically, lead zirconate. When the crystals are deformed by a force on their surface, the bound charges on the lead zirconate are separated and the surface becomes charged. A radial compression, for example, causes the inner surface of the crystals of frame B to become electropositive relative to the outside surface, thus, the crystals convert sound to voltage.
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Frame C shows six crystals assembled for encapsulation in an epoxy, cast cylinder that gives the strength necessary to withstand wellbore pressure. As shown, the crystals are wired in parallel for purposes of electrical redundancy. So long as one crystal remains intact, the package will function normally. The more sophisticated tools utilize a pressure balanced housing for the crystals. A bellows transmits wellbore pressure to silicone fluid that completely surrounds the individual transducers. All tools have a covering over the microphone section in the form of a thin metal sheath or a teflon sleeve as protection against wellbore fluid.

Frame A shows that at the surface the microphone output goes to a speaker, or more typically to a set of headphones, that allows the logging operator to listen to the acoustical environment downhole. The human ear remains one of the most “diagnostic” of all sonic instruments! This also allows the operator to hear any tool creep that continues after the tool is supposedly stopped to take a sound level measurement.

**Surface Processing of Microphone Output:** At each location, stationary sound level measurements are made in a way that reveals the pitch content or frequency structure of the transmitted signal. As illustrated on frame A of Figure 77, the signal is input to at least four high-pass filters simultaneously. Each of these filters reject those oscillating voltages with frequencies below its cut-off setting and output those with higher or equal frequencies. The

![Diagram of microphone and sound processing](image)

**(A) Tool Schematic**

![Image of six piezoelectric crystals](image)

**(B) Six Piezoelectric Crystals**

**Figure 77.** Noise (sound) logging sonde with piezoelectric detection elements shown separately.
settings shown on frame A, Figure 77, are standard for most companies, the lowest cut-off being 200 Hz. The remaining filters reject below 600, 1,000, and 2,000 Hz, respectively. In this sequence, the filters progressively remove from the low end of the audible sound range up to about the start of what would correspond to the soprano range in music. The amplitude of the output from the filters must then decrease in the same progression from 200 to 2,000 Hz as shown by the figures labeled “millivolts” on frame A.

The output of each filter, typically, serves as the input to its own millivolt meter, which, in turn, has a visual display of the light-emitting diode digits form. Once the meters have settled down after the tool is stopped, the operator activates the recording system that averages the output amplitude from each filter for a fixed period of time and then stores this average. The manner in which numbers are retained varies from pad and pencil, to paper tape, to magnetic tape depending on the particular company doing the logging. All the companies preserve at least the four frequency cuts illustrated on Figure 77, frame A, at each stop along with a depth reading.

The frequencies associated with the filters depicted on frame A are not arbitrarily chosen. The lowest setting, 200 Hz, eliminates most of the logging truck vibrations, for example, that are transmitted down the taut logging cable but is still low enough to detect the action of gas moving upward through liquid. The other settings are based on experimental data as to how best to distinguish the gas-through-liquid situation from the single-phase situation. More comments on this topic appear in a subsequent section on frequency content of sound from flow behind pipe.

Narrow band filters are not used generally to provide numbers for a noise log. The broad band readings tend to mute the influence of the resonant peaks that are inevitably present in the sound amplitudes.

One service company uses a digital processing scheme that divides the microphone output into ten frequency bands, corrects each band for cable attenuation, then recombinesthe bands required to represent the high-pass readings on frame A. These numbers are tabulated as “cable corrected” values along with the uncorrected measurements; however, it is usually the latter values that appear on the actual log.

Another company uses a software processing package with their noise tool that requires a sequence of band pass readings at four different high cut-off frequency settings but at the same low frequency cut-off of 100 hertz. Their “window” W6 band passes amplitudes from 100 Hz to 10,000 Hz and is a number analogous to the 200 Hz high-pass amplitude shown in connection with frame A. In fact this number is relabeled as W1H, window-1 high pass, on their log presentation. Their windows W3, W2 and W1 are bandpass amplitudes at 100-2,000 Hz, 100-1,000-Hz, and 100-600 Hz, respectively. These readings are used to generate the remaining three high-pass values shown on Figure 77. Thus, on their logs, the following four numbers replace the 200,600, 1,000 and 2,000-Hz readings of Figure 77:

\[
W11H = W6, \quad (100 - 10k \text{ Hz})
\]

\[
W20H = \sqrt{(W6)^2 - (W1)^2}, \quad (600 - 10 \text{ kHz})
\]
\[ W3H = \sqrt{(W6)^2 - (W2)^2}, \quad (1,000 - 10 \text{ kHz}) \]

\[ W4H = \sqrt{(W6)^2 - (W3)^2}. \quad (2,000 - 10 \text{ kHz}) \]

Tabulated values on these noise logs contain numbers for two additional bandpass measurements, windows W4 and W5, which span the ranges 100-4,000 Hz and 100-8,000 Hz, respectively. Two additional high-pass values are computed from these and tabulated as W5H, a 4-kHz high-pass value, and W6H, an 8-kHz cut. Because logging cables severely attenuate signals with frequency components as high or higher than 10 kHz, the above scheme would appear, at first glance, to be the same as the simpler method of Figure 77. But there is a big difference in the results! The lower frequency components of the sound, whatever their origin, have amplitudes that are usually more variable with time than are the amplitudes at higher frequencies. Furthermore, extraneous noise sources are more intense at the lower frequencies. Each measurement in the above scheme is “polluted” by these frequencies. Consequently, the “noise” level in the noise itself can be unacceptably high. A higher frequency “cut” can exceed in value a lower frequency “cut,” a clearly impossible situation for the instantaneous “cuts” of frame A on Figure 77. Tool resolution is compromised by the surface processing of tool output, a situation all too similar to that described in the notes for digitally recorded temperature logs.

**Tool Sensitivity:** This topic would normally appear under tool specifications but it is important enough to consider separately. Whatever the manner of signal processing, there is a standard unit of reference for the noise logging system. In this standard system, the logging tool is immersed in water along with a sound source. A sinusoidal pressure oscillation in the water with an amplitude of \( 1 \times 10^{-6} \) PSI (root mean square) and a frequency anywhere in the range 200-2,000 Hz will produce a reading of 1 millivolt on the appropriate meter. In the past, companies have attempted to maintain their tools at this standard level within ± 3 decibels. Thus:

\[ 1 \times 10^{-6} \text{ PSI} \bigcirc 1 \times (10)^{\pm 3/20} = 0.7077 - 1.414 \text{ Millivolts (RMS)}. \]

With the hard economic times, companies have become sloppy in their attention to quality control. At this time, only one manufacturer supplies a calibration certificate with each tool. The actual calibration is done at Naval Facilities in San Diego, California. Relative to the usual specification units, the above standard millivolt system output is equivalent to a sensitivity of -134 decibels relative to 1 volt per micro pascal.

The proliferation of digital processing programs has also degraded standardization. These programs are generally written to process sinusoidal signals at unit net gain and are seldom tested with actual flow noise. Consequently, the most that can be said at present is that companies supposedly record at sensitivities of 1/2 to 1 times standard units. Because of the wide range of signal levels to which the tool must respond, most companies have a provision to decrease tool sensitivity by a fixed factor of 10.

Tool sensitivity is important because it determines the output level to be expected for a tool in a shut-in well that is totally free of any flow. This is the so-called “dead well” or “ambient”
output. All quality control checks for extraneous noise must, or course, be referenced to this level.

Finally, it should be mentioned that one company measures the tool output in decibel units with 1 millivolt representing 70 decibel units. In this system, an output of X decibels is therefore the following number of millivolts:

\[
\text{Millivolts} = 10^Y \\
Y = \frac{1}{20} (X - 70) \\
X = \text{No. of decibels}
\]

These decibel values are then presented on a linear log format rather than on the logarithmic format that is typical for the noise log.

**Noise Log Format**: A typical noise log format displays four numbers for the four high-pass readings on frame A of Figure 77 in millivolts for each stationary measurement. These numbers are usually given on a logarithmic scale as illustrated by the frames on Figure 78. The records on both these logs come from “dead” wells and illustrate ambient behavior under two completely different conditions. Frame A on Figure 78 is a portion of a log from an injection well that has been shut in for 24 hours. The ambient level is, accordingly, low-ranging from 1 to about 2

![Diagram of noise log format illustrating typical ambient or dead well levels.](A) Shut-In Injection Well  (B) Mud-Filled Well Logged From Rig

Figure 78. Noise log format illustrating typical ambient or dead well levels.
standard units. In contrast, the record on frame B is from a noisier environment, namely, an open-hole section beneath a drilling rig. Here, the ambient levels are in the range of 4 to 5 standard millivolts. Note also that the variation in noise level from station to station is greatest on the lowest frequency curve, the 200-Hz trace. This fact was claimed without any demonstration in the previous discussion on data processing. The high-pass method employed restricts this variation to the frequency cut to which it actually belongs.

For comparison, Figure 79 shows a noise log from a shut-in well that has a behind-pipe crosstown of water upward into a gas zone that was pressure depleted from production. Only at the top of this log, above the water level, are the noise levels on all cuts at about dead-well values. At the bottom of the log, a location over 1,000 feet away from the noise source at depth A, only the 2,000 Hz cut has decayed to ambient level. The lowest frequency cut, the 200 Hz curve, still has an amplitude that is 36% of the peak value at depth A. This is an illustration of the already mentioned ability of the tool to “detect from a distance.”

The log also shows that most of the 250 PSI pressure differential between the sands is dissipated at one constriction located at depth A. This is an unusual situation for flow behind pipe. Also, the behavior of the four high-pass readings at the peak, depth A, shows that the sound amplitude drops very little from the 200-Hz reading through the 1,000-Hz reading. Yet the 2,000-Hz values is only about 1/3 of the 1,000-Hz value. This behavior means the most intense components in the sound occur at a pitch, or frequency, near 1,000 Hz. The spectrum peaks at

![Image of a noise log format with a 20-BPD water flow behind pipe into a gas zone depleted by 250 PSI.](image-url)

**Figure 79.** Noise log format with a 20-BPD water flow behind pipe into a gas zone depleted by 250 PSI.
this frequency. Most single-phase flows produce dominant pitches of 100 Hz or higher when accelerating over a constriction. We have, therefore, partially justified the filter setting depicted on frame A of Figure 77, the tool schematic.

The liquid level exerts an enormous influence on the log character on Figure 79. The loss in sound level that occurs when the detector leaves the water column is the result of two factors. First, with the sound in water, a pressure wave exerts a force on the sound much greater than an equal velocity oscillation in gas would produce because of the larger water density. The “so-called” coupling is better with water around the microphone. Second, the water surface itself attenuates through interfacial tension any oscillations that attempt to cross. This noise log behavior at an interface is brought up because it is not unusual to have a water level in an injection well.

Finally, the ambient noise levels on all three logs are slightly to either the high or low side of 1 standard millivolt level. This is typical for dead-well levels free of extraneous noise. Consequently, this level serves as a quality control check on noise logging procedure. Every log should have locations with levels already ambient or decaying towards ambient. Exact values for ambient also depend on the length of logging cable on the reel and on its size. This is why the ambient values at the top of the log on Figure 79 are somewhat smaller than those on frame A of Figure 78 even though both logs were recorded at one-half standard sensitivity. Corrections for cable length are discussed in the next subsection.

**Cable Attenuation:** The tool schematic on frame A, Figure 77, shows that the amplified voltage output of the microphone is transmitted directly up the logging cable of the surface unit. Because of the wide range of signal level over which the tool must operate, no attempt is made to convert voltage levels to spikes as was done with the thermometer. Consequently, the logging cable itself acts as filter attenuating the higher frequency components of the tool output more severely than the lower frequency ones. AC current is lost from the cable primarily by capacitive storage in the insulating material that separates the conductor from the outside wire sheath. For example, a logging cable 7/32-inch in diameter and 24,000 feet long has over 1 microfarad capacitance in this insulating material. The insulation acts like a capacitor that shunts the signal on the conductor to ground, i.e., to the outside sheath. Also, the “resistance” that a capacitor offers to an AC current is inversely proportional to the signal frequency.

The only correct way to account for cable filtering is to divide the signal into narrow-band segments, correct the amplitude of each segment according to its center frequency, and then recombine the segments. This is a tedious operation because the recombination must account for the phase-shift also due to cable capacitance. Fortunately, it is not necessary to go to this degree of bother. Because the cable correction is generally small, it is usually not even made. When it is desired, a much simpler procedure can be used that is perfectly satisfactory.

Of the four numbers measured at each station, one can correct only that value whose high-pass cut-off frequency is closest to the dominant frequency. For example, on the log of Figure 79, the peak at depth A has a dominant frequency not much larger than 1,000-Hz. This cut, whose amplitude is \(2 \times 3 = 6\) standard millivolts, would be the one corrected for cable attenuation by a
factor appropriate to 1,000-Hz frequency. Such factors, labeled $F_L$, appear on Figure 80 for two common sizes of production logging cable, 7/32-inch diameter for the left-hand figure and 5/16-inch on the right-hand figure. The cable length, $L$, on the abscissa of each figure is expressed in thousands of feet. A line is present on each figure not only for the four high-pass filter settings in general use, but also for two higher frequency settings, 4 and 6 kHz, that are present on most company panels in case they are needed for better vertical resolution.

Use of the correction factors is straightforward. The log on Figure 79, for example, was recorded on a truck that had 23,600 feet of 7/32-inch cable on its reel. For this length, the left-hand figure on Figure 80 gives, from the 1,000-Hz line, $F_L = 1.65$, thus, the corrected noise level associated with the peak at depth A on Figure 79 is

$$N_{1,000} = 3 \times 2 \times 1.65 = 9.9 \text{ std. mv},$$

A value that will be of use in the section on rate resolution. A correction on any other of the three remaining numbers measured at depth A on the log of Figure 79 with the factors from Figure 80 is inappropriate. For example, at 200-HZ, $F_L = 1.20$, whereas the log peak value is 4.5 millivolts. Thus

$$N_{200} = 4.5 \times 2 \times 1.2 = 10.8$$

![Figure 80. Logging cable attenuation factors for two wireline sizes.](image-url)
Although seemingly valid, this number has no meaning because the dominant pitch contributing most of the amplitude to this measurement is closer to 1,000 Hz.

In the past, noise logging tools were manufactured with so-called “line-compensating” features. These tools contained signal generators that, when activated, would produce a constant voltage tone at each of the four frequencies, 200, 600, 1,000 and 2,000 Hz. In the surface panel, gains were adjusted to give the same output from each filter. This approach, however, allows the logging operator too much flexibility in “knob turning.”

At the present time, variations from company to company in tool sensitivity are generally greater than variations due to cable filtering. The corrections may, therefore, not be sufficient to bring two companies logs into agreement.

**Tool Specifications:** The most important of the tool’s specifications, its fixed sensitivity, has been discussed in some detail already. Suffice it to say that the ± 3 decibel tolerance quoted allows, in the extreme, the output in millivolts of two tools to differ by a factor of 2. Most companies exert better control than this in-house, but it is not uncommon to see this level of variation from company to company.

Noise logging instruments are available in diameters that range from as large as 1 11/16 inches (1.69 inches) to as small as 1 inch. The 1 3/8-inch diameter is also popular for this tool. The microphone section itself is generally less than 8-inches in length so that even in the usual combination with a thermometer, one still has a very compact instrument, generally less than 5-feet long.

The better noise logging sondes are rated for operation at 400 °F and 20,000 PSIG. A more common temperature rating is in the range of 300° to 350 °F, a rating that will accommodate practically all injection wells but may be too low for deep production wells, especially gas wells.

**Logging Procedures:** The noise logging tool does not need to be run with centralizers. Furthermore, direction of logging is of no consequence to the taking of stationary readings. The most obvious procedural question is related to the proper spacing between readings. In general, spacing is not all that critical a factor because of the long-distance carry away that is already evident on the log of Figure 79. A coarse grid of stops can be selected so as to accommodate the total interval to be logged and then additional time can be dedicated to more detail at crucial locations such as cement tops, casing shoes, perforations, zones of interest or around noise peaks.

A single station measurement will typically require from 3 to 4 minutes from time of arrival to completion. Add to this about 1 minute for tool relocation and you have a logging rate of about 15 stations per hour. A four hour long logging run would thus accommodate 60 measurements. Suppose we have 3,000 feet to survey. A coarse grid of stations 100 feet apart would use 30 of these 60 and leave 30 stops for detailing, which is usually sufficient. At this density, no noise peak could be located more than 50 feet from a measuring station. It is obvious from the log behavior on Figure 79 that very little would be inadvertently skipped over by such a spacing. The lines on Figure 81 allow a more specific answer as to what might be missed. This figure
Figure 81. Sound carry-away from a source in water.

shows, for two casing sizes, the amount of sound carry-away with distance as a fraction of the peak value at the source. For each pipe size, four lines are present, one for each frequency on the noise log. The figure shows, for example, that in 8 5/8-inch casing the 1,000-Hz sound level fifty feet from a source is still 0.26 of the peak value. Suppose the ambient 1,000-Hz level is the 0.14 millivolt reading associated with the log on Figure 79. Then for a peak to be lost in this background, its amplitude could be no greater than 0.14/0.26 ~ 0.6 millivolts. In such a fashion, the sample spacing and its consequences can be determined prior to the actual logging operation.

The use of a fine station spacing embedded in a coarser grid is illustrated on the log in frame A of Figure 78. This survey was actually run to determine if any non-related crossflow was occurring between sands located at 5,600 and 5,700 feet. A 30-foot station spacing is used in the approach to the sands, both from above and from below. Twenty feet above a sand, the station spacing is reduced to 10 feet and retained at this value through the zone and for 20 feet below it. This procedure was repeated at each of the two sands with one 20-foot spacing between the two. In frame B of Figure 78, the location of interest is at the bottom of the log. A 10-foot sample interval is used in the approach to this depth with a reduction to 5-foot intervals over the last thirty feet of log.

The log on Figure 79 shows four different stations spacings. A 250-foot interval appears on the approach to the perforation from above. This interval is reduced to 100 feet with the tool still 400 feet from the perforations. A further reduction of 50-foot intervals is made when the noise level increased as the tool enters the water column. This spacing is carried on for 400 feet below the peak at depth A. At this point, the 2,000-Hz level is almost back to ambient value so the operator increases the sample interval to 150 feet over the bottom part of the log. The immediate
symmetry about the peak value at depth A means that the actual peak is located very near the station stop depth. Its location appears to be a bit off the regular 50-foot spacing; consequently, the logging operator most likely searched for this location. Had he measured only at the stations on either side of the peak, then the largest amplitude would have been 0.8 millivolts on the 2,000-Hz curve rather than the 1.2 millivolts measured at depth A. The apparent peak would be 67% of its actual value. At a regular 50-foot spacing, a peak would be within 25 feet of a measurement. The 2,000-Hz line on Figure 80 for 4-1/2-inch pipe shows that the apparent amplitude is about 50% of true value.

The logs on figures 78 and 79 were recorded with the well shut in. This is the correct way to log for non-related, behind-pipe flow. If an injection well has positive wellhead pressure, it is also a good way to log for injection confinement. A packer check can easily be run in such a situation. For an injection confinement test, the well should also be logged on injection. A “channel check” is possible with the tool in the casing; however, the flow velocity past the tool in the tubing will generally create too much noise for a valid packer check while on injection. The logs on figures 78 and 79 utilize a range of station spacing that is typical, 5 to 250 feet. The particulars in spacing arrangement are worked out relative to the situation at hand.

**Noise Log Characteristics.** There are three features to every noise log that are pertinent to what the log means. These are: (1) sound levels on all four cuts, (2) variation in level on a particular cut from station to station, and (3) the frequency content of the sound at a peak in level. These three features can be referred to succinctly as loudness, character, and pitch, respectively. Loudness relates to the severity of the problem, character to how flow is taking place, and pitch to the type of flow—single phase or gas through liquid. Each of these features is discussed in some detail because, in combination, they form the basis for noise log interpretation.

**Loudness:** The measured sound levels on a noise log are significant for two reasons. In the first place, the level increase above ambient is obviously related to the severity of the problem. For example, at depth A on the log of Figure 79, there is a peak in noise level to values from 1.2 to 4.5 millivolts for the four cuts. These are considerably higher levels than ambient, for which the same four cuts range from 0.12 to 0.8 millivolts. Although one cannot associate a degree of severity with the increase at this point in development, one would agree that if another run six months down the road gave levels at depth A that were three times higher, this would signify an increase in the flow rate. The actual relation to rate is given in subsequent sections devoted to specific flow situations, but for now it is the low end of the loudness range that will be discussed.

In the second place, the level of sound on a noise log is the best quality control index available. Ambient levels under proper logging conditions have been demonstrated to fall just on either side of the 1 millivolt level, depending on environment and logging cable. If this level does not appear anywhere on the log with the well shut in, then there usually will be an extraneous noise source that has gone unrecognized. The log will either be useless, or worse, will lead the interpreter to incorrect conclusions.

The log on Figure 82 is from an oil well that is shut-in with a tubing pressure of 815 PSIG. Only at the deepest station do the values of noise level appear to be settling down to ambient values.
Even the perforations at depth A are producing. The sustained levels above the end of the tubing, depth B, indicate that this flow is entering the tubing and flowing through the narrow space between tubing and logging tool. From what is seen at shallower depths, this flow reaches all the way to the surface. Finally, the flow appears to go in surges as witnessed by the many peaks. Steady flow up the tubing would not exhibit this character. In short, what this log shows is the result of a lubricator seal at the surface leaking sporadically. More specifically, one sees on the log the extreme sensitivity that the tool has to the movement of gas through liquid. A slight loss of seal pressure allows carbon dioxide and nitrogen to flash from the oil and bubble upward. Each time this happens the flow surges. All this confusion is the result of attempting to log a high pressure well without the use of a grease-injection controlhead. Sloppy procedure!

The term “peak millivolts” that appears on the abscissa of this log is a common way to designate a tool with one-half the standard sensitivity. Likewise”peak-to-peak” is sometimes used to designate standard sensitivity.
The log on Figure 82 is also typical of what can happen in a shut-in injection well that has positive tubing pressure. A loss in seal pressure will allow dissolved air to flash.

Compare the noise level on Figure 82 with that on Figure 83. The lower part of the log on Figure 83 was shown on frame B on Figure 78. The levels on Figure 83 are 10 to 25 times lower than the values on Figure 82. At the worst, location 3, the levels on Figure 83 rise only about 25% above ambient values. Yet the control demonstrated above and below locations 1-4 is sufficiently good that significance can be attached to the peaks at these locations. As a check, a second pass was made over the interval 6,325-6,475 feet to insure that the peaks repeated. The four peaks are, in fact, at depths of closest approach to a well blowing out of control nearby, with the closest approach being at location 3.

![Graph showing noise levels](image)

**Figure 83.** Noise log from mud-filled open hole in the vicinity of well blowing out of control.
The significance attached to loudness on a noise log is therefore relative to not only problem severity but also to procedural quality control.

**Character:** It has already been indicated that the variation in level of sound on a particular “cut” from station to station is related to the path followed by a steadily flowing stream. This fact is incorporated into the hypothetical situation of behind-pipe flow illustrated on Figure 84. A crossflow is depicted from zone A to zone C past a single constriction at location B. An acceleration occurs across a pressure drop at each of these locations, on entry to the wellbore region behind pipe at depth A, on passage through the tight spot at depth B, and on exit from wellbore at depth C. Accordingly, a peak in the sound level occurs at each of these locations, the magnitude of which is directly proportional to the pressure drop at that location. Most of the pressure difference between zones A and C is dissipated at these three locations. Had the flow occurred inside the casing, then the peak in sound level at depth B would not be present. Also, an actual situation may be such that the pressure drop at either the entry, depth A, or the exit, depth C, or at both may be so small that the associated peak is not recognizable above the residual sound carry-away from the peak at depth B.

**Figure 84.** Noise log character as related to flow path.
The type of information available from record character is demonstrated by the next two examples, both of which involve the flow of water behind casing.

Figure 85 shows a noise log from a well experiencing an underground blowout that commenced when the drill bit penetrated an abnormally pressured water zone at the bottom of the open hole section. This water is charging porosity in a normally pressured zone at depth A. Above this location, sound levels decay to ambient levels slightly to the high side of the 1 millivolt value. Within the crossflow interval below depth A, the number of peaks in any one curve is limited only by the station spacing in use, not by the actual number of constrictions which apparently are numerous indeed. The flow is therefore behind the intermediate string of 9 5/8-inch casing shown at 17,000 feet. It is the cement and not the casing itself that has failed. The crossflow rate of 500 BPD was estimated from a rate measured when the water flow was diverted to the surface.

Compare the character on the log of Figure 85 with that appearing on Figure 86, another example of water crossflow behind pipe at a much higher estimated rate of 5,000 BPD. The cut on Figure 86 with the best vertical resolution, the highest frequency curve at 2,000-Hz shows on two locations, D and E, in nearly 4,000 feet of interval at which peaks in noise level occur. As will be seen shortly, the single peak at depth D is associated with an entry from a source aquifer located at this depth whereas the double-peak structure at depth E results from two exits into porosity at two locations in the same shallow aquifer. Not a single tight spot is evident in

Figure 85. Noise log from a 500-BPD flow of high pressure water behind 9 5/8-inch casing in a well being drilled.
between! The flow is obviously taking a path of nearly constant cross-sectional area. The well completion sketch on the left-hand side of Figure 86, unfortunately, shows several possible routes satisfying this requirement.

Two temperatures surveys from this well appear on Figure 87. The log on frame A was run 1.4 months after the well was shut off production, the same time at which the noise log of Figure 86 was recorded. The survey shows the water flow as originating at depth D and progressing to depth E with a minor loss at depth F. The noise log of Figure 86 shows that there is very little pressure differential left at the location of minor loss, depth F. Most of the charging has apparently already happened!

![Diagram](image)

Figure 86. Noise log from shut-in well with water flow behind-pipe at an estimated rate of 5,000 BPD.
Figure 87. Temperature surveys on well of Figure 86 before and after a workover to eliminate behind-pipe flow from deep aquifer into shallow aquifers.

After a workover, the well was left shut-in for 12 days so that the survey shown on frame B of Figure 87 could be run. Storage signatures associated with porosity taking water are marked on the log. Locations A and B on this figure correspond to the peak locations on the noise log of Figure 86.

Finally, the log on Figure 88 allows one to compare on the same log the character in noise levels to flow along a tortuous path to that along a smooth path. The log was run with a small annular gas flow in progress. The lack of character to levels above the cement top, located at depth A, relative to those below the cement top is very evident.

As the log on Figure 82 demonstrated, character can also be introduced by extraneous noise sources that are intermittent in nature. Common sources of this type will be covered in a final section on quality control.

Pitch: The third feature to a noise log that is essential to interpretation is the pitch or frequency content at a particular peak in noise level. Whenever the flow is occurring behind pipe, frequency content is an excellent indicator of single-phase flow as opposed to the flow of gas upward through liquid. This fact is illustrated by the experimental data appearing on Figure 89. These data are from an experimental assembly consisting of a joint of casing with a flow channel in the cement behind the joint. A string of 2-inch tubing is inside the casing and the logging sonde is inside the tubing. The entire assembly is filled with water.
Figure 88. Noise log from well with a very weak gas blow from annulus (D-string logged).

Figure 89. Frequency content (pitch) at a noise peak produced by two different types of flow behind pipe.
The record on frame A of Figure 89 resulted from water acceleration into the channel from a porous plug located at depth A. The first three measurements at 200, 600, and 1,000-Hz are "bunched together" in the 10-16 standard millivolt range whereas the 2,000-Hz cut has dropped to 5.3 standard millivolts. Thus, the dominant frequency of the sound is near 1,000 Hz. This type of behavior is typical of the turbulent sound generated by high velocity, single-phase flow behind pipe. At least three "cuts" through 1,000-Hz will be bunched together and all four may be if the dominant frequency moves up into the 2,000-Hz range. Lower velocity flow of water inside casing generates much lower frequency sounds until the rates become quite high.

A comparison of the frequency behavior at the peak at depth A on Figure 79, with the 20 BPD water flow, frame A of Figure 89, indicates that the behavior is the same. Likewise, at any of the peaks on Figure 85, the 500 BPD water flow, the first three readings are bunched together in the same fashion as are those on frame A of Figure 89. For the gas flow behind pipe shown on the log of Figure 88 all four "cuts" are crowded together at most of the peaks. Thus, the dominant frequency is closer to 2,000-Hz for this case. This is not a distinction between single-phase gas as opposed to water alone, because water can also generate peaks with frequencies this high or higher. Higher velocities are, of course, required for water because of the higher viscous attenuation in water.

The frequency behavior exhibited on frame B of Figure 89 resulted from a small rate of gas bubbling from the porous plug into a water-filled channel. In contrast to those on frame A, the levels at the peak on frame B are spread out over a range from 2 to 42 standard millivolts. There is obviously quite a bit of sound at the lower frequencies. In fact, the level in the band from 200 to 600-Hz alone

\[ N_{200} - N_{600} = 42 - 17, \]

\[ \Delta N = 25 \text{ std. millivolts,} \]

exceeds the level associated with all frequencies above 1,000-Hz, i.e.

\[ \Delta N > N_{1,000} = 11 \text{ std. millivolts.} \]

This strong component of lower frequency sound is generated by the collapse of liquid upon itself during the cycle of uplift and fallback of water associated with entry and subsequent rise of each discrete bubble or slug of gas. This process accompanies a particular slug of gas as it rises through the water, consequently, the level on the 200-Hz curve remains at a high value even above the entry depth A on frame B of Figure 89.

The frequency behavior exhibited on this frame is a characteristic of a gas-liquid system and will be manifest for flow either inside or outside casing. As gas velocity increases, the churning action in the liquid also increases to the point that the liquid begins to foam or froth. From this point, the frequency character starts a transition from that of frame B back to that of frame A. Rapidly decreasing sound levels also accompany this transition back to single-phase type.
behavior. Most behind-pipe flows of gas through liquid exhibit frame B type frequency behavior until the gas simply lifts the liquid out of the flow path.

The third noise log with water flow behind pipe examined, Figure 86, had an estimated crossflow rate of 5,000 BPD. Yet the peak frequency structure at both the source depth D and the exit depth E is of the “spread out” type of frame B on Figure 89, for gas moving through liquid. Note also that the 200-Hz level is practically constant from the source throughout the 4,000-foot interval to the exit peaks. The noise logging tool is responding to the dissolution of gas, nitrogen and carbon dioxide, at the entry depth D, and the subsequent travel of gas upward. Evidence of gas cooling at the source is evident on the temperature log on frame A of Figure 87, at depth D.

The type of frequency character exhibited on Figure 86, is not that unusual in connection with behind-pipe flow of ground water. Gas flow through liquid is such a strong sound source that a little gas evolution will dominate the noise log levels. This actually increases the sensitivity of the tool above that which it has for single-phase flow alone, provided the gas does not stay dispersed as very tiny bubbles that move with the water.

The example logs considered so far are sufficient to show that, in combination, the three features, loudness, character, and pitch determine what a noise log means from a qualitative standpoint. But one must relate the loudness to flow rate for the tool to be effective.

**Sound Level Flow Rate Relation:** Compare once again the sound level at the peak, depth A, on Figure 79 with the levels at the peaks on the log of Figure 85, all of which have a dominant pitch of about 1,000 Hz, the same as that of peak on Figure 79 (page 118). On the latter figure, the level is only $N_{1000} = 6$ standard millivolts even though the sound source is directly behind the casing in which the tool is located. This value is considerably less than the level at 1,000-Hz of any of the five peaks appearing on Figure 85, which from depth A downward reads 30, 31, 54, 51, and 27 standard millivolts, respectively, and this with the tool removed by two strings of pipe from the sources located behind the casing. Intuition would therefore attribute more behind-pipe flow to the situation on Figure 85 than to that producing the log on Figure 79. However, the pressure drops associated with the peaks are quite different. The single peak on Figure 79 accounts for 250 PSI pressure difference whereas the five peaks on Figure 85 combined dissipate some 2,000 PSI of abnormal pressure. Consequently, the levels cannot be related to rate alone. The necessary relationships are given in the following subsections.

**Water Flow Behind Casing:** The turbulence created by the acceleration of a single-phase fluid past a constriction is directly proportional in intensity to the power expended to achieve the acceleration. This is simply a statement of energy conservation because all the power is lost to fluid frictional dissipation. Thus, the level of sound at a peak is proportional to the rate of pump work creating the peak, that is, to the product $\Delta p \times q$, where $\Delta p$ is the pressure drop across the constriction and $q$ is the volumetric rate. The constant of proportionality between sound level, $N$, and pump power, $\Delta pq$, is determined experimentally with apparatus of the type that was described in connection with Figure 89. If the 1,000-Hz cut is chosen as the calibration level, then the relationship takes the specific form.
\[ \Delta p \times q = 1.100 N_p \times (N_{1,000} - 6). \quad (9a) \]

where

- \(\Delta p\) = pressure drop across, peak, psi
- \(q\) = volumetric rate, BPD
- \(N_p\) = number of pipe strings between tool and noise source
- \(N_{1,000}\) = level at peak on 1000-Hz cut, standard millivolts

The experimental basis for the above relationship is given by the correlation on Figure 90 for \(N_p = 1\), i.e., for the water flow behind the same casing in which the tool is located. Equation 9a represents the straight line shown on the figure for noise levels greater than 7 standard millivolts on the 1000-Hz cut. For example, at \(N_{1,000} = 15\) the line shows \(\Delta p \times q = 10 x 10^3 \approx 10,000\) whereas equation 9a gives \(\Delta p \times q = 1100 \times 1 \times (15-6) = 9,900\). The scatter of data on Figure 90 arises from the presence of values for many different types of geometric configurations to the flow path behind pipe. This causes an uncertainty in rate of about a factor of 2 within the value given by equation 9a; however, geometry behind cemented pipe is never known with any degree of confidence.

![Figure 90. Sound level-rate correlation for water flow behind the pipe in which sonde is located (\(N_p = 1\)).](image-url)
The relation expressed by equation 9a can be applied directly to the peak at depth A on the log of Figure 79. After cable correction, the value for $N_{1,000}$ was:

$$N_{1,000} = 3 \times 2 \times 1.65 = 9.9 \text{ std mv.}$$

It had also been noted that this peak had dissipated the known 250-PSI pressure deferential between zones so that $\Delta p = 250$ PSI for the peak, with $N_p = 1$, equation 9a gives

$$250 \times q = 1,100 \times 1 \times (9.9 - 6),$$

$$q = 17 \text{ BPD.}$$

A value that, fortuitously, is close to the estimated rate of 20 BPD. From the scatter on Figure 90, one could expect $\Delta p \times q$ to be in the range of 1,800 to 7,000 with corresponding rates of 7-28 BPD.

Refer now to the log on Figure 85. If one attempts to apply equation 9a to a particular peak, the appropriate value for $\Delta p$ is unknown because all that is known is the total pressure difference of 2,000 PSI over all the peaks. This total pressure drop, however, is the sum of the individual drops at each peak. From the form of equation 9a, if $\Delta p_{TOT}$, the total drop, is used, then the corresponding noise level is the sum for the individual levels, i.e.,

$$\Delta p_{TOT} \times q = N_p \sum_{i=1}^{5} (N_{1000_i} - 6),$$

where the $N_{1,000_i}$ are the individual 1,000-Hz cuts at the five peaks on Figure 85. This particular log was run on 25,100 feet of 7/32 inch logging cable. The corresponding attenuation correction factor from Figure 80, is $F_L = 1.75$ at the dominant frequency of 1,000 Hz. Thus, the corrected peak values of the 1,000-Hz cut are, in order from Depth A on Figure 85, downward:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{5} (N_{1000_i} - 6) = (30 \times 1.75 - 6) + (31 \times 1.75 - 6) + (54 \times 1.75 - 6) + (51 \times 1.75 - 6) + (27 \times 1.75 - 6)$$

$$\sum_{i=1}^{5} (N_{1000_i} - 6) = 308 \text{ std. mv.}$$

With 2 strings of pipe between the sonde and the leak, $N_p = 2$, and we have

$$\Delta p_{TOT} \times q = 1,100 \times 2 \times 308 = 677,600.$$
For an estimated $\Delta p_{\text{tor}} = 2,000$ PSI, the corresponding rate is

$$q = \frac{677,600}{2000} = 339 \text{ BPD},$$

a value to the low side of the estimated 500 BPD rate.

It should be noted that the use of the 1,000-Hz cut on Figure 90 and in equation 9a is simply a matter of choice. There are data points on the figure for peaks with dominant frequencies in the 2,000-Hz range similar to the peaks appearing on the log of Figure 88. Consequently, the cable correction factor by which the $N_{1,000}$ levels are multiplied should be that appropriate to the dominant frequency. In the case of Figure 88, the cable factor at 2,000 Hz is the proper one.

At noise levels below about 8 standard millivolts, the correlation on Figure 90 is represented by

$$\Delta p \times q = 350 N_p \times N_{1,000}$$

for $N_{1000} \leq 8 \text{ std. mv.},$ (9b)

which gives a convenient expression for the resolution that a noise log from a shut-in well has to water flow behind pipe. If it is considered that, for recognition $N_{1,000} \geq 2 N_{1,000} \text{ (BKG)}$, i.e., a peak must exceed twice background level, then the previous expression gives

$$q \geq 700 \frac{N_p \times N_{1000}(\text{BKG})}{\Delta p}$$

where $q =$ minimum detectable rate, BPD

$N_p =$ number of pipe strings between logging tool and leak

$N_{1,000} \text{ (BKG)} =$ background noise level above 1,000-Hz, std. mv.

$\Delta p =$ pressure difference available for behind-pipe flow

This expression allows the tool resolution for any particular situation to be estimated in advance. It also shows that the tool efficacy is completely dependent upon the pressure difference available to drive flow. As $\Delta p$ becomes small, the detectable rate increases rapidly.

At a background level of 1 standard millivolts and a driving differential $\Delta p = 100$ PSI, equation 10 gives $q \geq 7 N_p$, a condition that makes the noise logger comparable to temperature and tracer tools. If, however, the pressure difference drops to $\Delta p = 10$ PSI, then $q \geq 70 N_p$ and the tool is no longer comparable to the other two.
Water Flow Past Tool: If the noise log is run while the well is on injection, then the noise generated by flow past the tool may determine the appropriate background level whenever the tool is above the perforations. Likewise, carry-away from this source may dominate the background below the perforations.

For example, the noise log on Figure 91 came from a water flood well on injection at a rate of 26,800 BPD at 1,300 PSI tubing pressure. This rate produces, in the 7-inch casing, a velocity of 508 ft/min past the logging tool. This velocity is sufficient to produce a dominant frequency at the same 1,000 Hz previously observed for behind-pipe flow. Furthermore, the level of sound is quite high, 1,300 millivolts at 0.1 standard sensitivity. In terms of the previous logs, $N_{1,000} = 13,000$ standard millivolts!

Figure 91. Noise log from well on water injection at 26,800 BPD and 1,300 PSI in 7" casing.
At this injection rate, the log gives an excellent injection profile. A small amount of water is lost to the perforations and into zone 1, but the vast majority of the injected water leaves over about the top one third of the perforated interval in zone 2. Above zone 2 the injection noise is still \( N_{1,000} = 11,000 \) std. mv.

According to equation 9a, this level could hide any flow doubling back upward outside the casing whose rate did not exceed

\[
 q = 1100 \times \frac{1100 \text{ std. mv.}}{1750 \text{ psi}} = 7,000 \text{ BPD}
\]

where 1,750 PSI is the total injection head. This rate resolution is about the same as the 20% of flow that the temperature log can detect during injection.

If, however, the injection rate to the bottom perforations was only 10,000 BPD, then the noise due to flow past the tool would drop to 700 standard millivolts. At the same injection pressure, the resolution would be \( q \geq 440 \) BPD or 4.4% of injection rate. At 5,000 BPD, the resolution for behind-pipe flow would further increase to 2% of the injection rate.

The above statements make use of the relationship for noise level due to water flow past the tool that will now be developed. In a smooth geometry, the turbulent pressure drop, \( \Delta p \), in equation 9a can be expressed in terms of a friction factor, \( f \), per foot of pipe as

\[
 \Delta p = f \rho V^2 = f \rho \left( \frac{q}{A} \right)^2,
\]

where \( \rho \) is the fluid density and \( A \) is the area between the tool and the casing. Thus, equation 9a is of the form

\[
 N_{1000} = B \rho \frac{q^3}{A^2}
\]

where \( B \) is a calibration constant. For a water density of 62.5 lb/ft\(^3\), the combined value \( \rho B \) as experimentally determined gives the following relationship for the noise level caused by flow past the tool:

\[
 N_{1,000} = 3.3 \times 10^{-11} \left( \frac{q^3}{A^2} \right)
\]

where

- \( N_{1,000} = 1,000\text{-hz cut in std. millivolts} \)
- \( q \) = volumetric rate, BPD
- \( A \) = cross-sectional area between tool and pipe.
For a given volumetric rate, tool size, and casing size, equation 11 can be used to estimate the sound level resulting from water flow past the tool. As an aid to the use of this expression, the cross-sectional areas for common tool sizes are listed in Table 8:

**TABLE 8. CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA FOR NOISE LOGGING TOOLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool Diameter</th>
<th>Cross-Sectional Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 3/8</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 5/8</td>
<td>0.0144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 11/16</td>
<td>0.0155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These values can be subtracted from pipe areas given in commonly available tables. For example, the 7-inch, 23 lb/ft casing on Figure 91 has an area of 0.221 sq. ft. A 1 11/16-inch tool was used to log the well. Therefore, in equation 11

\[
A = 0.221 - 0.0155 = 0.2055.
\]

For a rate \( q = 25,000 \) BPD, the level from equation 11 is

\[
N_{1000} = 3.3 \times 10^{-11} \times \frac{(25,000)^3}{(0.2055)^2}
\]

\[
N_{1000} = 12,200 \text{ std. millivolts}
\]

This value is as close to the measured level of 1100 x 10 = 11,000 standard millivolts as can be expected without specific tool calibration.

Equation 11 provides the relation needed to convert the noise levels through, say, the bottom set of perforations in zone 2 into a flow profile. Because \( q \approx \sqrt{cvcl} \) by equation 11, it is simple to construct the injection profile shown on Figure 92. For this profile, the 2,000-Hz cut has been used as the one with the best vertical resolution. Zero flow has been assigned to \( N_{2,000} = 1.5 \) millivolts as Figure 91 indicates. Still, Figure 92 indicates that, relative to the spinner survey, sound carry-away has “smearred” the profile downward somewhat. Nevertheless, the noise log profile is quite acceptable. Equation 11 also shows that more typical injection rates like 2,000 BPD will not raise the noise level in the wellbore by very much. For example, 5 1/2-inch, 17 lb/ft casing has an area of 0.1305 sq. ft, so that with a 1 11/16-inch logging tool \( A = 0.1305 - 0.0155 = 0.115 \). At \( q = 2,000 \) BPD, equation 11 gives \( N_{1,000} = 20 \) std. millivolts. Consequently, the tool, even above the perforations, has a resolution for behind-pipe flow that by equation 9a is:

\[
\Delta p \times q = 15,400 \text{ PSI \times BPD,}
\]
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while the well is on injection. For a 500 PSI injection head, this is equivalent to a 31 BPD rate behind casing, a value plenty low enough for surveillance purposes. This is obviously not the case when the tool is located in the tubing. Suppose a 1 11/16-inch tool is in 2 3/8-inch tubing. Then \( A = 0.02171 - 0.0155 = 0.00621 \) sq.ft. For a 2,000 BPD rate, equation 11 gives \( N_{1,000} = 6,850 \) std mcf. A packer check is, therefore, not possible with the well on injection. Most injection zones, however, will be over pressured at an injection well itself. Consequently, a packer check can be made during shut-in.

The influence that the dissolution of a small amount of gas that coalesces into rising bubbles or slugs can have on the noise levels associated with water flow outside pipe has already been seen on at least one noise log, Figure 86. Likewise, the log on Figure 82 showed what an even smaller amount of gas flow upward through oil inside the casing could do to the levels. This influence is put on a quantitative basis in the next sub-section.

**Gas Flow Through Liquid**: The discussion associated with Figure 89 established that gas movement upward through liquid produced a large component of sound in the band \( \Delta = N_{200} - N_{600} \) between the lowest two frequency cuts. In fact, for gas rates below about 1,000 ft\(^3\)/day at flow conditions, the gas rate is directly proportional to the sound level in this band. The appropriate relationships are:
\[ q_{\text{gas}} = \frac{N_p \Delta}{2}; \text{ flow behind casing} \]  
(12A)

\[ q_{\text{gas}} = \frac{\Delta}{15}; \text{ flow inside casing} \]  
(12 B)

where

\[ q_{\text{gas}} \] = gas rate, cu. ft/day, at downhole temperature and pressure
\[ \Delta = N_{200} - N_{600} \] std. millivolts, noise level between 200 and 600-Hz cuts
\[ N_p \] = number of pipe strings between tool and flow

These expressions are based on measurements from the same type of apparatus described in connection with Figure 89, and are approximate in nature.

On Figure 86, at the source depth D, 4,800 feet,

\[ \Delta = 2 \times (170-70) = 200 \text{ std mv} \]

The source is at least 2 pipe strings removed from the tool so that

\[ N_p = 2 \]

From equation 12A

\[ q_{\text{gas}} = 2 \times 200/2 = 200 \text{ cu. ft./day} \]

at a depth of 4,800 feet and a temperature of 180 °F (Figure 87). At standard conditions, this rate would be about 150 times larger, i.e.,

\[ q_{\text{gas}} = 30,000 \text{ scf/d} , \]

or about 6 scf/bbl of water, which is not an unreasonable value for flashed carbon dioxide.

The log on Figure 82 is the result of a small surface leak through the tubing. At depth in the tubing \[ \Delta = 2 \times (70-10) = 120 \text{ std mv} \]. From equation 12 B, \[ q_{\text{gas}} = 120/15 = 8 \text{ ft}^3/\text{day} \]. This figure may make the leak hypotheses a bit more palatable.

Vertical Resolution On Noise Logs: Any event may be lost in the background sound or in the carry-away from a nearby peak. No explanation of why this happens was given because the concept is widespread in everyday life. Everyone is familiar with the bedside units that generate synthetic sounds that supposedly mimic pleasing natural sounds such as surf or rainfall, the intent being for these to “drown out” disturbing background noise. Because sound amplitude is oscillatory, the only way that the level from two separate sources could be the sum of the individual levels is for the two sources to be in phase with each other. Otherwise, some destructive interference results from the combinations.
This property of sound creates no problem in the vertical resolution of sources having comparable amplitudes. This fact is demonstrated on Figure 93 that shows the 2,000-Hz cut alone as the tool passes two sound sources of equal magnitude but spaced at different distances apart. Even at the closest spacing shown, 2 feet apart, the two peaks are clearly resolved at a 1-foot sample interval. The resolution would be even better with a sample interval of 0.5 feet.

The problem comes with peaks of unequal magnitude, a situation in which the presence of a small amplitude source is not evident above the residual from another much higher amplitude source. A progression to this condition is apparent at the top peak on Figure 94, which is located ten feet away from a second peak whose amplitude is the larger of the two. In frame B, the top peak at 12 millivolts amplitude is barely evident above the residual from the 56 millivolt peak ten feet away. On frame C, the 5 millivolt peak at the top location is unrecognizable above the 9 millivolt residual from the deeper peak.

The attenuation with distance shown by the sound levels on both Figures 93 and 94 is more rapid than that indicated on Figure 81 (page 122), for sound carry-away because the sources are in the casing with the logging tool and, thus, “blow” directly upon the microphone as it passes.

In order to obtain better vertical resolution, most companies have two more high-pass filters in addition to the normal four. These two pass at frequencies above 4,000 Hz and 6,000 Hz, respectively, and can be switched to two of the voltmeters normally used for the regular four cuts. These two values can, therefore, be added to the normal four numbers at any station. This procedure is illustrated on the flowing noise log of Figure 95. The log was run to profile the
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**Figure 93.** 2000-Hz noise “cut” for two independent sound sources of equal magnitude but different distances apart inside casing.
Figure 94. Submergence of weaker source beneath the residual from a stronger one ten feet away. Both sources are inside casing.

Figure 95. Noise log with 4 and 6-kHz cuts for improved vertical resolution from a gravel-packed gas well flowing three million std. ft³/day.
production of gas from a gravel-packed completion in casing with two intervals perforated. The perforations were logged with 1 foot station intervals at a dry gas rate of 3 million SCF/day. The 4 and 6-kHz values were added to the normal four from 8,698 feet down. None of the six cuts resolve individual peaks very well in the highest productivity interval, AB, over the top half of the bottom set of perforations. However, at depth E, a peak that is just beginning to be ill defined by the 2,000-Hz cut is well defined on the 4,000 and 6,000 cuts. On the latter, a second peak appears just above depth E that is not evident on any of the lower frequency cuts. The entry into the screen at depth C is above the topmost perforations in the casing. This suggests that both the screen and the perforations in the top set may be nearly plugged by fines.

All the material presented so far has been in preparation for the next two sections that deal with the use of the noise survey to demonstrate either injection confinement or the lack of non-related crossflow behind casing. Whereas the radioactive tracer tool is the preferred complement to the thermometer for injection confinement surveys, there are situations where the injection occurs behind the string of pipe in which logging tools must be run. Dual completions, for example, fall in this category. Here, the noise log becomes of use as an inexpensive way of surveying with a tool that does not have to be either “fished” out or cemented in place in the event it is lost downhole.

**Noise Surveys For Injection Confinement:** Most injection zones are over pressured to some degree. This can be true for wells that do not stand full during injection, that is, for wells that inject on “vacuum.” Salt water with a gradient of 0.50 PSI/ft. over-pressures a formation about 40 PSI for each 1,000 feet of water column. Thus, a zone at 3,000 feet will have 80 PSI excess pressure even though the brine level in the wellbore stands 1,000 feet below the surface. Consequently, a noise survey on the injection well shut off of injection will have a higher sensitivity to loss behind pipe to zones above the target interval than will a survey run while injection is in progress. This supposes that the injection rate exceeds about 2,000 BPD. At rates no larger than 2,000 BPD, an injecting survey will be more sensitive. As with all generalizations, these can be wrong. They are given to justify to the reader that, like the other tools discussed, noise surveys should also include both injection and shut-in surveys if the tool is used to evaluate confinement. Unlike temperature surveys, shut-in noise logs can be run as soon as injection ceases.

The best way to proceed from here is to simply examine cases of both confined injection and unconfined injection.

The noise survey of Figure 96 was run with a well on injection at a rate of 10,800 BPD and 1,400 PSI tubing pressure. Two intervals are targeted for injection as indicated on the figure. The survey shows all the injection entering the top portion of the top set of perforations. Within the tool resolution, there is no indication of flow upward behind pipe from the perforations. The signature is thus one of confinement to the top zone. Above the perforations, the noise level is N1,000 ≥ 1,200 std mv whereas the net injection head at the 1,400 PSI tubing pressure is about 1,250 PSI. Equation 9A indicates a rate resolution behind pipe of:

\[
q \geq 1100 \times \frac{1200}{1250} \approx 1100 \text{ BPD},
\]
or about 10% of total rate. The behavior of the 2,000-Hz curve indicates that this may be a conservative estimate, however. The speed up of exiting water is evident by the increased level over the entire top half of the upper set of perforations. This suggests that by adding the 4,000 and 6,000-Hz cuts, we could obtain excellent sensitivity to behind-pipe flow even while injecting at this high rate.

The cross sectional area of the 7 inch, 29 lb/ft. casing is 0.2085 ft² whereas the tool cross section is 0.0123 ft². Thus, in equation 11, $A = 0.2085 - 0.0123 = 0.1962$ ft². Therefore,

$$N_{1000} = 3.3 \times 10^{-11} \times \frac{(10,800)^3}{(0.1962)^2}$$

$$N_{1,000} = 1,080 \text{ std. mv.}$$

as compared to the measured value $N_{1,000} = 1,200$ std. mv. Note also that this value is only about 1/3 the value of the 200-Hz cut. The dominant frequency is in the 600-1,000 Hz range for the inside casing flow. As a result, the four cuts are more spread out relative to each other.
The four cuts are even more spread out on Figure 97, a noise survey with the rate reduced to 5,000 BPD. The dominant frequency at this rate is near 600 Hz. The injection is again seen to be confined to the upper portion of the top set of perforations with no indication of loss behind pipe from the top interval. The movement behind pipe within the upper half of the top perforations is even more evident on the 2,000-Hz curve of Figure 97. Also, some fluid acceleration in this same location is now evident on the 200-Hz curve. Obviously, the sensitivity to flow behind pipe is greater at this lower rate. Above the perforations, $N_{1,000} = 150$ std. mv. whereas the injection head has dropped to 575 PSI; consequently, equation 9A predicts

$$q \geq 1100 \times \left(\frac{150 - 6}{575}\right) = 280 \text{ BPD},$$

as compared to 1,100 BPD at 10,800 BPD. Again, this figure is conservative given the behind-pipe noise evident within the perforations. Still, it is only 5.6% of the injection rate.

The flow noise from 5,000 BPD inside the casing is given by equation 11 as $N_{1,000} = 110$ std. mv. as compared to the measured value of 150 std. mv.

On both figures 96 and 97, the sound levels below the perforations do not decay very rapidly. The levels reduce to about 20%-30% of the peak values at a distance of about 50 feet and then

![Figure 97. Noise survey from well of Figure 96 with injection rate reduced to 5,000 BPD.](image-url)
settle down at relatively constant levels. This behavior is not in accordance with the carry-away pattern depicted on Figure 81 for behind-pipe sources. In fact, the residual levels on figures 96 and 97 are the result of waveguide transmission away from the flow noise source inside the casing above the perforations. A level at about 20% of full flow noise is typical of the mode of transmission in water.

When the injection well was shut in, the water level in the 3 1/2 inch tubing dropped to a stable level that placed 135 PSI excess pressure at the injection zones. The noise survey of Figure 98 was then run. This survey included a “packer check” as well as a “channel check.” At a background noise level \( N_{1,000} = 1.5 \) std. mv., equation 10 establishes a leak rate resolution of

\[
q \geq 700 \times \frac{1 \times 1.5}{135} = 8 \text{ BPD},
\]

Figure 98. Shut-in noise survey on Figure 97 well with 135 PSI excess pressure on injection zones.
a value that shows the advantage of having charged the zone above normal pressure. Had this not been the case, the injection rate could have been further reduced to about 1,000 BPD and the well surveyed while on injection. At this rate, the flow noise at 1,000-Hz would be about at the 1.5 std. mv. background level.

The next example involves an injection well that is about one year old. Current injection rate is 5,000 BPD at some 200 PSI net injection head. This particular well had been acid fractured in an attempt to insure that injection reached all three zones perforated, either inside or outside the 7-inch, 32 lb/ft casing. Flowmeter and temperature surveys appear on Figure 99. Note that the temperature surveys include both injection and shut-in passes and the shut-in times include both short and long times. The latter, at 28 hours, is in the recommended range listed in Table 3 for a 1 year old injection well. The spinner survey on frame A of Figure 99 shows that all the injection leaves the wellbore over the upper half of the top perforated interval with nothing,

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 99. Surveys on a one-year old injection well with a current injection rate of 5,000 BPD.
within tool resolution, reaching the lower two intervals.

The temperature surveys on frame B of Figure 99 show that, although most of the injection stays in porosity located in the lower part of the top perforated zone, some of the injected water reaches the perforated interval just below 15,700 ft. Slopes on the injection temperature survey correspond to about 10% of the total rate, or 500 BPD, flowing to this depth. As this amount is within spinner resolution, we would conclude that this flow occurs in an acid fracture outside the 7-inch casing.

This outside-of-casing flow is confirmed by the noise survey of Figure 100, run with the well on injection at about 3,500 BPD. The behind-casing flow is clearly evident on all cuts at levels above the noise created by the flow inside casing. The level created on the 2,000-Hz cut by the flow outside is at some locations nearly 3 times the level from flow inside even though only about 10% of the total gets behind the casing.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 100.** Noise log from well on water injection at 3,500 BPD with a flow of about 350 BPD behind casing from top perfs to the zone at middle perfs through an acid frac.
The curve with the best vertical resolution, the 2,000-Hz cut, shows that the behind-pipe flow stops at the middle set of perforations. Someone looking at the lower frequency cuts might be tempted to carry on to the bottom perforations, yet the levels on all cuts at this location are close to the expected carry-away levels from the chart on Figure 81 for large pipe and a 30 ft distance between the 15,700 ft. location and the bottom interval.

Another feature evident on the noise log of Figure 100 is the way statistical variations in flow sound take on an “air” of importance whenever the sample density increases. This is dramatically illustrated by the apparent activity on all cuts in the record over the top 20 feet of the upper perforations relative to the activity above, where stations are more widely spaced. Within the 20 feet, the same variance is being sampled more often than above, yet it “looks” more significant. The spinner survey on frame A of Figure 99 clearly shows that very little flow is lost from the wellbore over the top 20 feet of perforations, however. This is verified on the noise log by the fact that the average level on any cut within the top 20 feet of perforations is no different from the level above.

An example of a casing leak appears on the noise log of Figure 101, which was run in a shut-in injection well completed as shown with a 9 5/8 inch injection “string.” The well had the same 840 PSI shut-in pressure on both the 9 5/8 inch “tubing” head and the 9 5/8 x 13 3/8 inch annulus. The purpose of the logging was to find the location of the leak in the 9 5/8 inch injection string. The noise tool was dropped to a depth of 4,000 feet and a reading taken with the annulus pressure undisturbed. As the points on left-hand side of the log show, the sound level was at ambient value. The actual readings ranged from 0.22 to 1.5 millivolts at one-fifth of standard sensitivity, or from 1.1 to 7.5 standard millivolts. The annulus was then opened sufficiently to flow 300 BPD water with a small amount of gas. The noise level at 4,000 feet increased to the values shown on the right-hand side of the log on Figure 101. These high levels are quite obviously not the result of a 300 BPD water flow past the tool. At 4,000 feet, the noise band

\[ \Delta = N_{200} - N_{800} = 450 - 100 = 350 \text{ mv} \]

has more amplitude than everything above \( N_{1,000} = 50 \text{ mv} \). This, of course, is the signature of gas moving upward through liquid. The high noise levels are thus the result of gas dissolution from the water. In terms of standard units:

\[ \Delta = 350 \times 5 = 1,750 \text{ std mv} \]

According to equation 12B

\[ q_{\text{gas}} = \frac{1,750}{15} = 117 \text{ ft}^3/\text{day} \]

at the pressure and temperature existing at 4,000 feet. This would correspond to about 16,000 std. cu. ft./day, which is not much gas.
Figure 101. A shut-in noise survey on an injection well with leak in hanger assembly of wellhead.

With the annulus on flow, the well was logged upward from 4,000 feet on 200-foot station intervals without any decrease in levels all the way to the surface. The leak is therefore in the seal assembly of the wellhead itself.

**Noise Surveys For Noninjection Related Flow Behind Pipe:** Logging for noninjection related crossflow behind pipe is done with the well-shut-in. Under these conditions, some portions of the wellbore should be at ambient or dead-well levels on every log. Thus, a quality control check is available on the log itself. One has the background level for use in the rate resolution estimation available from equation 10. Suppose, for example, that the background is $N_{1,000} = 3.8$ std. mv. and that the polluting zone is 70 PSI higher in pressure than the depleted zone into which it crossflows. Then $\Delta p = 70$ PSI in equation 10 and the tool would have a resolution of:

$$q \geq 700 \times \frac{3.8}{70} = 38 \text{ BPD}$$

for flow immediately behind the casing string containing the sonde, i.e., for $N_p = 1$. If the tool is located in tubing which is inside casing with the leak outside the casing, then $N_p = 2$ and the resolution is only 76 BPD. The background level would have to be further reduced if the resolution is to be improved. This may not be possible in some situations; consequently, at pressure differences below 100 PSI, the noise tool resolution will generally not be as good as that available from the temperature tool.
Example noise logs from shut-in wells with water flow behind pipe at rates from 20 BPD up to 5,000 BPD have already been examined on figures 79, 85, and 86. Consequently, only one more example of non-related flow is considered.

This example involves a well that had been sitting closed in for some 6 months after drilling and cementing of production casing had been completed. During this time, 70 PSIG of water pressure built up on the annulus between 5 1/2 inch production casing and 8 5/8 inch surface casing. With the annulus open and the pressure at 0 PSIG, the well would flow water at approximately 400 BPD. The source of this flow was to be identified before a workover was undertaken. For this purpose, a combined temperature-noise survey was conducted. Static surveys were run one day, then the well was relogged the next day with the annulus flowing. The program called for the entire 4,500 feet of wellbore to be logged. Stations 100 feet apart were used for the course noise log grid. This was to be reduced to 20 foot stations for 100 feet on either side of the calculated top of cement at 2,500 feet behind the 5 1/2 inch production casing. This would leave at least five station stops for detailing across the 8 5/8 inch shoe at 300 feet or wherever necessary. The shut-in noise log showed only dead-well levels, the four cuts “straddling” the 1 mv. level. The log run with the annulus on flow at rates from 340 to 520 BPD is shown on Figure 102. At the bottom of the well, the 1,000-Hz and 2,000-Hz levels have settled down to values close to the ambient levels from the previous day. The two lower frequency cuts at 600 Hz and 200 Hz are still decaying from higher levels above.

Figure 102. Noise log with water flow at surface of ~ 400 BPD from 5 1/2 x 8 5/8 annulus under 70 PSI differential.
The source of flow was detected before the cement top was reached and the detailed logging was done at depths of 2,000-2,300 feet. The 2,000-Hz curve shows two peaks in this interval, one at 2,100 feet and the other at 2,200 feet. Above 2,100 feet the 2,000-Hz curve does not decay back to ambient value before it becomes influenced by carry-away from the largest sound source, which is the flow through the annulus valve at the surface.

From the relative positions of the 1,000 and 2,000-Hz readings at 2,200 feet, depth A of Figure 102, the dominant frequency of the source is 2,000-Hz or higher. Likewise, the peak at 2,100 feet depth shows a dominant frequency closer to 1,000 Hz. Consequently, there is a single-phase flow of water alone, according to the discussion related to Figure 89. Note, however, that these two peaks do not show on the 200 and 600-Hz curves. The carry-away from the source at the surface is concealing the peaks on these two cuts! The shallowest measurements on the log are at 200 feet. The levels at 1,200 feet are generally in agreement with the 1000-ft. residuals as predicted by the lines on Figure 81, for 4 1/2 inch pipe.

The values on Figure 102 were recorded at one-half standard sensitivity on a truck whose reel contained 17,100 feet of 7/32-inch logging cable. For this cable length, Figure 80 gives the following correction factors:

\[ F_L = 1.30 \text{ at } 1,000-\text{Hz}, \]
\[ F_L = 1.55 \text{ at } 2,000-\text{Hz}. \]

The corrected readings at the two peaks on Figure 102 are therefore:

- at 2,100 ft.: \[ N_{1000} = 12 \times 2 \times 1.30 = 31 \text{ std. mv.} \]
- at 2,200 ft.: \[ N_{1000} = 13 \times 2 \times 1.55 = 40 \text{ std. mv.} \]

These are the values needed in equation 9A along with \( N_p = 1, \Delta p = 70 \text{ PSI} \), to give

\[ q = \frac{1,100}{70} \times \left[ (31-6) + (40-6) \right], \]

\[ q = 927 \text{ BPD}, \]

whereas the actual rate was closer to 500 BPD. As was mentioned in connection with equation 9A, a factor of 2 is not unusual.

A rate resolution can also be estimated from the log on Figure 102. The 2,000-Hz cut could drop to 0.5 mv. on the log before being lost in background. Thus, the peak value of 9 mv. at depth A, 2,200 ft., could drop by a factor \( 9/0.5 = 18 \). For the same pressure differential of 70 PSI, the rate resolution is:

\[ q \geq 500/18 = 28 \text{ BPD}, \]

a value not too different from the 38 BPD previously estimated.
Temperature surveys from the well appear on Figure 103. The log taken with flow from the annulus shows production that commences at a depth of 2,250 feet. This location is at the bottom of a water sand according to the open-hole logs from the well. Likewise, the noise log spike at 2,200 feet is already at the top of this sand. The sound sources are apparently at locations where the borehole wall has collapsed around the casing.

The character on the flowing survey of Figure 103 is the result of the unsteady rate as noted on the curve. A comparison of the shut-in and flowing surveys shows no flow from below depth B, 2250 feet. Although the surveys are separated by about 3 °F, they track each other perfectly below depth B. The separation is most likely an operator inconsistency in "log scaling," that is, in setting up the log scale relative to the temperature measurement with the tool stationary at the top of the well. Alternately, the difference may be the result of the need to "manually shift" the recording pen several times to accommodate the 70+ degree range. Each time the trace starts off scale to the right-hand side of the chart, it is shifted back to the left-hand side of the chart. On "analog" trucks this process is accomplished by hand, so if the trace wanders a bit off-scale before the operator notices, then absolute error can creep into the record. This is of no consequence so far as interpretation is concerned.

The important point is that the "anomalies" need not be at the same location on the temperature and the noise surveys whenever the flow is behind casing.

![Temperature surveys run one day apart, first with annulus shut-in at 70 PSIG and then with annulus on flow at 340-520 BPD water.](image)

Figure 103. Temperature surveys run one day apart, first with annulus shut-in at 70 PSIG and then with annulus on flow at 340-520 BPD water.
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The temperature survey would have been even more influenced by the non-related flow had it been run when pressure first appeared on the annulus. At this time the well was less than one month old and was still disturbed from static. The movement of water to pressure the annulus would have returned the temperature to static at depth B, 2,200 ft., even on a shut-in log.

In the U.S., normal water sands in an area with hydrocarbon production can become overpressured because of blowouts on wells being drilled and as a result of leaks from oil or gas wells already in existence. Noise logs showed gas-in-water flow signatures that conformed to the pattern shown at the peak in frame B of Figure 89. There is an exception to this signature that is described in the next section.

**Attenuation by Gas Dispersed in Water:** The signature demonstrated on frame B of Figure 89 and on the actual logs of Figures 86, and 101, is the result of the buoyant movement of gas through water. If there is no relative movement, then the source of noise is not present. This can happen when gas that comes out of solution in water remains dispersed as small bubbles in the water and moves with the water. Even worse, a dispersion of this type is "dead" acoustically in that it attenuates severely the frequencies employed in noise logging. This phenomenon is easily demonstrated by means of a glass of water, a spoon, and an "alka-seltzer" tablet (a chemical source of carbon dioxide). First, tap on the side of the glass with the spoon to hear a clear ring in the form of a bell-like "ding, ding, ...ding." Now drop the "alka-seltzer" tablet into the glass of water, at the same time continuing to tap the side with the spoon. The tablet hardly drops below the water's surface before all the "ding" is gone and your tapping produces only a hollow sounding "thunk, thunk,...thunk."

The noise log on the top, frame A of Figure 104, illustrates the deadening influence above the water entry into the wellbore at depth B. When the watered-out well is on production at 3,830 BPD water, gas that comes out of solution is swept along with the high velocity water and remains dispersed as small bubbles in the water. This fact is evident from the relative attenuation on either side of the peak due to entry at depth B on frame A. Below this depth, the log shows normal carry away from the peak. In contrast, the sound levels above depth B quickly attenuate to low levels that are less than those caused by water alone at 3,800 BPD.

All the frequency behavior on frame A is that of single-phase flow. However, with the well shut-in, the entry appears on frame B at depth A as a normal gas in-liquid signature. At a reduced water velocity, the gas bubbles have time to coalesce and move relative to the water. In this example, we have a situation in which a lower rate of water flow could create more noise than would a higher rate.

The same type of behavior can occur at the source of non-related water flow behind pipe. This is illustrated by the next example. The problem is water pressure on the 4 1/2" x 8 5/8 " annulus of a new well that has no production tubing. When opened, the annulus flows brine at rates approaching 1,000 BPD. A disposal zone located at about 4,500 feet was suspected as the brine source. A flowing temperature log was provided in frame A of Figure 105. The rate of flow from the annulus at the surface was 823 BPD average with ± 100 BPD fluctuations. The temperature survey shows at depth A, 4,360 feet, the warming that is caused by water flowing to
Figure 104. Noise logs, flowing and shut-in, from a watered out-gas zone produced to hold back water.

the wellbore of a new well that is still to the cool side of static. This source is nearly 200 feet above the disposal zone, but the latter was still "suspect" because it was the "only pressured zone around." The noise log on frame B shows what the actual situation is. A compact depth scale is used on the noise log to better show the rapid attenuation above the source, depth A, relative to that below this depth. Note also the low signal levels. The noise log signature is that of gas dispersed in water. The zone at 4,360 feet has been over pressured as a result of having been charged with gas at some other location, presumably from a blowout on a well being drilled. This is another situation in which lower rates of flow would give higher noise levels. At 800 BPD rate, the brine made it all the way up to 1,000 feet before enough gas had coalesced to give a gas-in-liquid signature on the noise log.

In closing the treatment of the noise logging tool, the topic of quality control must be discussed so as to "rehash" comments already made and to add some new ideas not yet introduced.
Quality Control Revisited: Quality control in noise logging is perhaps more subtle in some ways than it is for the temperature and radioactive tracer tools. Poor quality can occur in spite of the best of intentions. For example, compare again the logs on Figures 105 and 88. The latter looks like the better quality of the two, but it actually is not. The station sampling interval of 100 foot stops on the log of Figure 105 was designed to accommodate the 4,500 feet of wellbore with at least 15 stations on closer spacing about the cement top or the 8 5/8" shoe as needed. As things developed, the close spacing was actually used on either side of the source depth A. The procedure, thus, adapted to the situation. On the other hand, the well on Figure 88 (page 130) is surveyed on a constant interval density of one measurement every 50 feet. With over 7,500 feet of wellbore to potentially survey, a total of 150 measurements would be needed, which is more than can be done in a normal day. Consequently, the operator ran out of time before he ran out of hole! He never got to the source of the gas blow at the surface. A better quality sampling scheme would use a coarse density with 200 foot intervals to within about 200 feet of the estimated top of cement. Then the interval could be reduced to 50 feet across the cement top and past the 8 5/8-inch shoe. This would have shown that the source was below the cement top. The interval could have been increased again to 200 feet to total depth with a second fine density where the deepest peak appeared. Detail can always be added at locations where it is needed.

(A) Flowing Temperature Log  
(B) Flowing Noise Log

Figure 105. Temperature and noise surveys from a shut-in well with an 800-BPD water flow behind 4 1/2-inch casing from 4,360 feet to the surface.
Another example of poor quality spacing appears on the two logs of Figure 106. These logs are from a dual tubingless, gas well that has pressure on the annulus. Both production strings were shut off production overnight before the logging, which was done in the longer of the two, string H. The liquid level in the annulus is evident on both logs, at depth A on the log of frame A and at depth B on frame B. This means that there is flow in the annulus in both cases although the annulus was shut-in for the log on frame A. The completion picture on the left-hand side of Figure 106 shows three locations that require logging on close station spacing: the shoe at 1,500 feet, the estimated top of cement at 3,000 feet, and the F-string perforations at 4,160 feet. If 30 measurements were devoted to these locations, then about 30 more would be left for a coarser density. With a potential 6,000 feet to survey, the latter density would require station intervals of 200 feet spacing each. The resulting seven measurements in interval from the top of the well to the 1,500-foot shoe would have given plenty of detail over a location where no sound sources are expected anyway. Instead, the operator expended 25 of his stops in this part of the well. The rest of the well will, of course, be inadequately covered. He zips across the cement top on a 500-

\[\text{Figure 106. Noise logs from long string, H, of shut-in gas well with pressure on annulus.}\]
foot interval. The behavior at the two stations at 2,000 and 2,500 feet “cries out” for more detail over the interval. The 2,000-Hz cut shows that the stations straddle a source. This is most likely a charged zone that is maintaining the annulus pressure.

A comparison of frames A and B shows that the operation of venting the annulus starts a small amount of gas moving at the liquid level at the perforations in the short string, depth E of frame B. Again, the definition is poor at this location because of the widely spaced measurements, but this behavior means that there is probably a small tubing leak someplace above the cement top. This may be the source of noise missed at depth D. Overall, the logging leaves us not quite sure why there is annular pressure on the well.

The above losses in quality resulted from poor planning before actually logging. Other losses can occur during actual logging. It has already been seen what leaks in the lubricator can do to the quality of a noise log. Flow line leaks can do the same thing.

Tool movement during measurement is another common type of noise pollution, particularly for operators who allow computers to do the logging and never actually listen to what they are recording. A little reel creep can generate a lot of noise. Wind gusts at the surface can also cause the lubricator to sway and move the tool. When a well is logged from the floor of a drilling rig, the top sheave, or wireline pulley, is customarily attached to the travelling block and pulled up about 20 feet above the rig floor. This creates a long pendulum, from the travelling block to the crown block, to “swing in the breeze” from wind action on the surface of the travelling block. If a noise log is to be run, it is a good idea to pull the travelling block with sheave to the top of the derrick near the crown so that the pendulum swing is reduced to a minimum.

Some noise sources cannot be eliminated. The situation leading to the log of Figure 102 is one such case. The variance on this log is higher than desirable on all the cuts. This is particularly evident on the log at 3,000 ft. and is the result of flow instability induced variance in the large sound source created by the surface venting operation. The unstable flow is, unfortunately, a fact that cannot be changed.

Likewise, the motion of a fixed platform offshore causes the drilling template on bottom to grind against the casing of wells completed through the holes in the template. On a calm day, this level is low enough for logging to be done. By a depth of 1,500 feet or so, the background will have decayed to the normal ambient levels of about 1 millivolt. In rough weather, this noise will carry down many thousands of feet, however.

If the logging is done from a floating vessel, such as a drillship or a semi-submersible rig, the only thing that can be done is to take measurements at the trough and crest of each heave when the tool is momentarily stationary.

The sound of the grease injection pump that pressures the leak control held on top of the lubricator will carry down several hundred feet. Consequently, the top portion of a well is logged when the pump is not running.
Good operators quickly learn about the things discussed above, but one cannot depend on having experienced people anymore, no matter what company is used. In fact, the customer himself must assume responsibility for the quality of any production survey he runs, not just for noise surveys.

**Summary of Procedures for Temperature, Radioactive Tracer and Noise Surveying**

The procedures listed in Table 9 are intended to serve both the well operators need for injectivity information and the regulatory agency’s need for integrity information. Any particular situation may, therefore, require only a certain part of a given procedure. The appropriate part can be identified from the column in the table that tells what the corresponding logging operation is supposed to show.

The procedures represent the minimum logging operations required to accomplish the stated goals. Each listed procedure can be enriched by additional logging in almost every specific situation. Likewise, a procedure may need to be modified slightly for special circumstances. However, failure to collect the type of logs that give the stated information will generally result in uncertainty in the question of confinement and integrity because these features are the most sensitive to procedure.

**TABLE 9. LOGGING PROCEDURES FOR TEMPERATURE, RADIOACTIVE TRACER, AND NOISE SURVEYING**

| Reason for Logging: Demonstrate injection confinement and allocate injected water to various zones. | Tool Combination: Temperature and Radioactive Tracer |
| LOGGING PROCEDURE | WHAT LOGS SHOULD SHOW |
| Leave well on injection while rigging up. Shut-in only long enough to hang tools in top of well. | (1) Where injection is leaving wellbore from surface to total depth. |
| Inject 1/2 hour before logging. | (2) True depth of surveys. |
| Run injecting temperature log going in hole at 20-40 f/min. Record at 1 degree F/inch sensitivity. | (3) Behind-pipe flow above perforations. |
| Run depth correlation logs. | (4) Behind-pipe flow above perforations. |
| Run radioactive tracer channel check above perforations with slug tracking method at a sensitivity of 1/5 normal gamma. | (5) Behind-pipe flow above perforations. |
(6) Run velocity shot packer check at same sensitivity with 5-minute record.

(7) Do flow profiling work and bottom channel check.

(8) Shut well off injection and run 2-hr shut-in temperature survey from 200 feet above perforations down to total depth as per step (3).

(9) Run shut-in tracer crossflow check by slug tracking method.

(10) Run two longer time shut-in temperature surveys as in step (8) but at times according to the intervals in Table 3.

(11) If confinement uncertainty still exists, return well to injection and run tracer dump test.

(6) Packer or tubing leaks.

(7) Injection profile among various zones

(8) Porosity taking current injection.

(9) Quality control and casing leaks.

(10) Porosity taking injection outside perforated interval and long-time injection locations inside perfs.

(11) Corroboration of previous surveys.

---

**Tool Combination: Temperature and Noise**

**LOGGING PROCEDURE**

(1) Run injecting temperature survey as per steps (1)-(3) above,

(2) Run injecting noise survey from total depth to end of tubing. Allow 20 measurements on a coarse station interval and 15 measurements on finer grid just above top perforations and within perforations,

(3) Shut well off injection and run 2-hr shut-in temperature survey as per step 8 above.

(4) Run shut-in noise survey at same spacing density as in step (2) of this procedure, but add four fine grid points past packer location in tubing,

(5) Run two long-time shut-in temperature surveys per step (10) in the previous procedure,

---

**WHAT LOGS SHOULD SHOW**

(1) Where injection is leaving wellbore.

(2) Where injection is leaving casing below tubing. Check behind-pipe resolution by Eq. 9A or 9B.

(3) Porosity taking current injection.

(4) Behind-pipe loss from injection zone and packer leak. Check rate resolution with Eq. (10).

(5) All porosity taking injected water.
### Reason for Logging:
Detection of non-related flow behind pipe in an existing injection well

**Tool Combination:** Temperature and Noise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOGGING PROCEDURE</th>
<th>WHAT LOG SHOULD SHOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Shut well in overnight before logging,</td>
<td>(2) Regions returning to static more rapidly than normal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Run shut-in temperature logging down at 30-50 ft/min depending on suspect interval to be logged. Start 200 feet above top of interval of interest and carry 200 feet below,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Run shut-in noise log over same interval. Plan stations to give 40 measurements on coarse grid and 20 on finer grid at critical points like suspect formations, cement tops, casing shoes, etc,</td>
<td>(3) Pressure-driven flow behind pipe. Check tool rate resolution with Eq. (10).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Keep well shut-in for additional 12 to 24 hours and run second temperature survey per step (2) in this procedure,</td>
<td>(4) Cross-flow behind pipe when used in conjunction with log from step (2).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Reason for Logging:
Detection of non-related flow on new well.

**Tool Combination:** Temperature and Noise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOGGING PROCEDURE</th>
<th>WHAT LOG SHOULD SHOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Log well within two weeks of completion or circulate prior to logging,</td>
<td>(1) A non-static wellbore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Proceed from step (2) in above procedure,</td>
<td>(2) Any crossflow behind pipe.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>